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Abstract

Flexible Robot to Object Interactions
Through Rigid and Deformable Cages

In this thesis we study the problem of robotic interaction with objects from
a flexible perspective that complements the rigid force-closure approach. In a
flexible interaction the object is not firmly bound to the robot (immobilized),
which leads to many interesting scenarios. We focus on the secure kind of
flexible interactions, commonly referred to as caging grasps. In this context,
the adjective secure implies that the object is not able to escape arbitrarily far
away from the robot which is caging it. A cage is a secure flexible interaction
because it does not immobilize the object, but restricts its motion to a finite
set of possible configurations. We study cages in two novel scenarios for
objects with holes: caging through multi-agent cooperation and through dual-
arm knotting with a rope. From these two case studies, we were able to
analyze the caging problem in a broader perspective leading to the definition
of a hierarchical classification of flexible interactions and cages.

In parallel to the geometric and physical problem of flexible interactions
with objects, we study also the problem of discrete action scheduling through
a novel control architecture called Behavior Trees (BTs). In this thesis we
propose a formulation that unifies the competing BT philosophies into a sin-
gle framework. We analyze how the mainstream BT formulations differ from
each other, as well as their benefits and limitations. We also compare the plan
representation capabilities of BTs with respect to the traditional approach of
Controlled Hybrid Dynamical Systems (CHDSs). In this regard, we present
bidirectional translation algorithms between such representations as well as
the necessary and sufficient conditions for translation convergence. Lastly, we
demonstrate our action scheduling BT architecture showcasing the aforemen-
tioned caging scenarios, as well as other examples that show how BTs can be
interfaced with other high level planners.
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Sammanfattning

Flexibel Robot till Objekt Interaktioner
Genom Styva och Deformerbara Burar

I denna avhandling studerar vi problemet med robot interaktion med fö-
remål från ett flexibelt perspektiv som kompletterar strategin med stel kraft-
stängning. I en flexibel interaktion är objektet inte fastbunden till en robot
(immobiliserade), vilket leder till många intressanta scenarier. Vi fokuserar
på den säkra typen av flexibla interaktioner, som vanligtvis kallas burgrepp.
I detta sammanhang, innebär adjektivet säkra att föremålet inte kan flyttas
godtyckligt långt ifrån roboten som griper det. En bur är en säker flexibel
interaktion eftersom det inte immobiliserar objektet, men begränsar dess rö-
relse till en ändlig uppsättning av möjliga konfigurationer. Vi studerar burar
i två nya scenarier för objekt med hål: bur genom multi-agent samarbete och
genom knytning av rep med två robotarmar. Med hjälp av dessa fallstudier
kan vi analysera burproblem i ett bredare perspektiv. Analysen ledde till fast-
ställandet av en hierarkisk klassificering av flexibla interaktioner och burar.

Parallellt med de geometriska och fysiska utmaningarna för flexibla inter-
aktioner av föremål studerar vi också burgrepp via diskret schemaläggning,
genom användandet av en ny styrarkitektur som kallas Beteende Träd (BT).
I denna avhandling föreslår vi en formulering som förenar konkurrerande BT
filosofier i ett gemensamt ramverk. Vi analyserar hur vanliga BT formulering-
ar skiljer sig från varandra, samt deras fördelar och begränsningar. Vi jämför
också BTs schemaläggning i förhållande till den traditionella metoden för kon-
trollerade hybrida dynamiska system (CHDSs). I detta avseende, presenterar
vi dubbelriktade översättningsalgoritmer mellan sådana framställningar samt
nödvändiga och tillräckliga villkor för översättningskonvergensen. Slutligen
presenterar vi vår BT schemaläggningsarkitektur för att lösa ovan nämnda
burgreppsscenarier, såväl som andra exempel som visar hur BTs kan fungera
som gränssnitt till andra högnivåplanerare.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Thesis Overview

Traditionally, robot interaction with objects has been addressed in terms of rigid
grasps that are exerted by an end-effector onto an object through force closure and
contact point calculations [10]. This is a well known field of study which entails
aspects of perception, planning, and control. In classical grasping, the motion of
the object is completely restricted with respect to the robot exerting the grasp.
Such type of interactions are also mentioned in the literature with the synonyms:
non-flexible, immobilizing, tight, fixed and rigid.

There exist taxonomies to classify rigid grasps such as Cutkosky’s [29], shown
in Fig. 1.1, that are interested in the dexterity and power achievable with a given
end-effector and object configuration. Similarly, there are taxonomies to classify
manipulation tasks such as Bullock’s [17], shown in Fig. 1.2, that are interested in
the motion between the object and the end-effector at the contact point.

From the point of view of the physical principle in which a grasp is based,
we can classify rigid interactions in a dimension not considered by Cutkosky [29].
According to this principle, we can classify grasps, as shown in Fig 1.3, into: stable,
if the rigid interaction is achieved due to force closure; or unstable, if the rigid
interaction is achieved due to the friction between the end-effector and the object.

However, the spectrum of ways in which robots can interact with objects is
much broader, comprising also flexible interactions. Such type of interactions are
the main focus of this thesis and are also referred to using the synonyms: flexible,
non-immobilizing, loose, unfixed and non-rigid. Flexible interactions are defined
as a scenario where the robot is able to physically affect the state of an object or
restrict its motion without being tightly bound to it by an immobilizing grasp.

We propose a classification that distinguishes between those flexible interactions
where the object could potentially become unbound from the robot(s), referring to
them as non-secure; and those where the object is free to move but only within a
finite region of the space, referring to them as secure. The secure flexible grasps
are also called caging grasps [103] in the literature and are the most interesting
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1: Cutkosky’s grasp taxonomy, taken from [29].

set of interactions to study within the flexible kind, because they entail bounded
uncertainty on the object’s motion during manipulation.

Likewise, we propose three additional classification axes for interactions between
robots and objects. First, distinguishing between scenarios where the robot is phys-
ically in contact with the manipulated object, called direct; and scenarios where
the robot affects the object through an intermediate physical entity (tool, rope),
called indirect. Second, distinguishing between scenarios where only one robot af-
fects a given object simultaneously, called single-agent; and scenarios where several
robots affect a given object at the same time, called multi-agent. Third, according
to the malleability of the object and the rigidity of the caging entity that interacts
with such object. Our proposed classification for robot to object interactions is
summarized in Fig. 1.3.

In this thesis, we study the problem of secure flexible robot to object interac-
tions in two particular cases: direct multi-agent, and indirect single-agent. These
scenarios are graphically depicted in Fig. 1.4 and informally described below:

2



1.1 Thesis Overview

Figure 1.2: Bullock’s manipulation taxonomy, taken from [17].

1. Removing the restriction that a robot ought to interact with a rigid object
by means of its end-effector exerting a firm force closure grasp on it, we
explore the idea of using the robot embodiment instead. Particularly, we are
interested in caging grasps, i.e. flexible interactions that securely bind an
object to the robot without completely restricting its motion. In this context,
securely binding an object to a robot means that the object is free to move
within a finite region around the robot, but not to escape arbitrarily far away
from it. As a starting point, we study entangling motions [40, 41, 42], and
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Robot to Object Interactions

Rigid Interactions
Force Closure and Friction Grasps

Flexible Interactions
Caging and Hooking Grasps

Secure
Caging Grasp

Non-Secure
Hooking Grasp

Stable
Force Closure

Unstable
Friction Grasp

Interacting Entity
and Object Rigidity:

Rigid
vs.

Deformable

Enveloping
Total and Partial

Ring
Real and Virtual

Real
Chain

Virtual
Waist

Virtual
Stretch

Total
Cube

Partial
Hourglass

Robot to Object
Physical Contact:
Direct (arms, effector)

vs.
Indirect (tool, rope)

Figure 1.3: Robot to object interaction classification.

claw/clamp style caging grasps [91, 92, 93]. We extend the concept of caging
grasps achieved via object enclosure with a clamp/claw grasp, to include a
new family of caging grasps that is more general. The cages in this new family
restrict the motion of the object via multiple cooperating robotic agents each
of which does not exert a caging clamp/claw grasp on their own.

2. Removing the restriction that a robot ought to interact with an object by
means of using its body as a contact surface with it, we explore the idea of
using a deformable linear object as a tool to cage the object. In this way, it
is possible for the robot to interact with a given object in a flexible fashion
without having physical contact with it. In this context, we study how to
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1.1 Thesis Overview

(a) Direct multi-agent cage. (b) Indirect single-agent cage with rope.

Figure 1.4: Two scenarios of secure flexible interactions (caging).

autonomously tie knots onto objects that can then be carried, dragged, or
lifted. To cope with the dynamical nature of the deformable objects involved
in knotting tasks, we propose an alternative approach to motion planning
which exploits the geometrical and physical structure of the problem.

The non-secure interactions are left out from this thesis as they entail unbounded
uncertainty in regards to the interaction outcome. Examples of non-secure flexible
interactions can be found in [91], where a robot uses a hooking grasp on a basket.
Examples of secure and direct flexible interactions using a single agent can be found
in [78, 101], where the robot constructs a caging loop around a region of the object
by closing a clamp gripper. Both of these scenarios are depicted in Fig. 1.5.

In this thesis, we study the problem of secure flexible interaction with objects in
3D, i.e. caging [60, 61], focusing on two aspects: First, in Chapter 2 we explore the
novel aspects of the multi-agent formulation which allows two independent entities
to cage an object cooperatively; Second, in Chapter 3 we explore the novel aspects
of the indirect tool-based interactions which allows robots to cage objects without
touching them using a rope and a knotting algorithm.

We have analyzed the classification of cages (flexible secure interactions) pre-
sented in [60, 61]: Envelope, Ring and Waist types, in the light of the new insights
drawn from two recent publications [63, 101]. First, from analyzing [63], we realize
that objects with holes (loops) can be caged without having to interlink the gripper
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Chapter 1 Introduction

(a) Non-secure flexible interaction. (b) Direct single-agent cage.

Figure 1.5: Two extra scenarios of flexible interactions.

with the object. Then, from [101] we realize that objects with double fork and neck
features (hourglass shape) can be caged with a loop. These two insights led us
to define a new cage classification which captures the duality of the problem and
unites two seemingly unrelated approaches to caging [63, 101]. We concluded that
there are indeed just two major kinds of caging grasps: Envelope and Ring types,
where [63, 101] are special cases of the Ring type and duals of one another.

In the enveloping cages the robotic hand encloses the object either totally or
partially preventing it from escaping arbitrarily far away, see Figs. 1.6 and 1.7.
In the same way as a robotic hand can enclose an object from the outside, it is
possible that the robotic hand can be partially enclosed by the object producing
a cage configuration. For example, a spheric shell with a small orifice could be
caged from the inside by a robotic hand as shown in Fig. 1.7b. This reveals the
dual nature of the caging problem; when two entities are intertwined together, it
is common to think as one of them caging the other. However, by switching the
role played by each of these entities, we get a complementary and equally valid
configuration. This implies that both partial cages depicted in Figs. 1.7a and 1.7b
are indeed enveloping in nature and duals of each other.

In the ring cages the robotic hand forms a chain-like structure with the object
so that both are linked together. The most basic ring-type cage is when the object
has a loop onto which a clamp/claw can be chained, see Fig. 1.8. The principle of
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(a) Cage on cube. (b) Cage on sphere. (c) Cage on torus.

Figure 1.6: Total enveloping cages.

(a) Partial cage from outside. (b) Partial cage from inside.

Figure 1.7: Partial enveloping cages.

duality also applies to ring cages, i.e. interchanging the role of the object and the
gripper also results in a cage. Furthermore, accounting for the volumetric shape
of the caging entities allows us to realize that, for rigid objects, ring cages can
also be achieved when one (or even both) entities are not closed toroidal shapes as
shown in Figs. 1.8b and 1.8c. These two cases exemplify the importance of defining
the rigidity of the interacting entities as they would certainly not be real cages if
the objects involved were deformable. Caging is therefore primarily a geometrical
problem rather than a topological one when the interacting entities are rigid.
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(a) Chain cage (closed). (b) Chain cage (open). (c) Chain cage (2-open).

Figure 1.8: Ring cages.

One may be tempted to think that ring cages can only be formed on objects
that have toroidal shape when a clamp gripper interlinks with them as shown in
Fig. 1.8. However, for certain objects it is possible to define two special cases of ring
cages where there is no evident chain being formed between the end-effector and
the object. To differentiate between the basic and special cases we call the basic
ring case as Chain cage, and the special cases as Waist and Stretch respectively.

The waist cages [101] work on objects with double fork and neck features by
closing the gripper onto the thin part of the object so that the thicker extremes
prevent the separation, see Fig. 1.9. The stretch cages [63] work on objects with a
hole through which two or more arms are cooperatively inserted, thereby restrict-
ing the motion of the hollow object from opposite directions, see Fig. 1.10. Both
the waist and stretch cages afford a certain degree of deformation on the entities
involved as long as the structural integrity of the cage is not destroyed. Similar to
the situation depicted in Figs. 1.8b and 1.8c, when both entities are rigid, it is not
necessary that the entity which forms a loop, i.e. the gripper in the waist cage and
the object in the stretch cage, is actually closed for the cage to exist.

It turns out, as with the cases of the enveloping and chain ring cages, that the
duality principle also applies between the two special ring cages. This means that
caging an object that has double fork/neck features using a loop is essentially the
dual scenario of caging a hollow object by inserting the arms of the robot through
the hole; restricting its motion from opposite directions. The difference lies on the
fact that in the first scenario, the loop is considered to be what we can adjust by
closing the gripper to produce a cage on an object with hourglass shape; whereas
in the second scenario, the loop is considered to be a hollow object that we wish
to cage and the adjustable entities are the robot arms which restrict the motion
of the object from the inside. The reason why these two cages are classified as
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(a) Waist cage (loop). (b) Waist cage (skeleton). (c) Waist cage (volume).

Figure 1.9: Waist cages.

(a) Stretch cage (disjoint). (b) Stretch cage (joint). (c) Stretch cage (double).

Figure 1.10: Stretch cages.

special cases of the ring cage is because one can construct a virtual path (in the
object, for the waist cage; and in the end-effector, for the stretch cage) that extends
such entity so that it loops on itself forming a chain with the other entity without
violating the physical nature of their interaction. This virtual linking is depicted
in Fig. 1.11 for both the waist and stretch cages.

Using these new insights, we can revisit Fig. 1.3, where we summarize our
proposed classification of robotic interactions with objects, to understand the overall
hierarchy. In Fig. 1.3 we show not only the relative hierarchy of caging grasps in
the scheme of rigid vs. flexible, but also the classification of caging grasps.
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(a) Waist cage. (b) Stretch cage.

Figure 1.11: Virtual linking, indicating end-effector (red), and object (blue).

(a) Force closure grasp. (b) Friction grasp. (c) Flexible non-secure.

Figure 1.12: Rigid (force closure, friction grasps), and flexible (non-secure) interactions.

Formally speaking, the aforementioned duality principle in the context of caging
means that if entity A cages entity B, then also B cages A as long as the rigidity is
preserved. Such observation may seem trivial but it served to realize that two seem-
ingly unrelated problems [63, 101], were indeed duals of each other. For the sake of
completeness, we include in Fig. 1.12 the aforementioned rigid interaction scenarios
due to force closure and friction, as well as the non-secure flexible interaction.

In regards to caging, we note that this classification is by no means exhaus-
tive to all the possible kinds of interactions that could occur between robots and
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1.1 Thesis Overview

(a) Icosphere with holes. (b) Icosphere embedding.

Figure 1.13: Complex cages.

objects. For example, cages such as those depicted in Fig. 1.13, fall outside from
our classification capabilities. Nevertheless, the idea of thinking about cages as a
problem with an underlying duality, has proved to be useful for detecting seemingly
unrelated scenarios and combining the efforts to solve them.

In order to implement a system capable of demonstrating the caging scenarios
explored in Chapters 2 and 3, we studied several control architectures that had
gained popularity in the robotics community. Due to the modular and reactive na-
ture of Behavior Trees (BTs), they posed as a good solution for action scheduling.
In Chapter 4, we propose a new control architecture called The Unified Behavior
Trees Framework which improves upon the state of the art [27, 28, 35]. The adjec-
tive unified means that our BT framework fuses together the two competing BT
formalizations within the same language. Additionally, we study the representation
capabilities of BTs with respect to Controlled Hybrid Dynamical Systems (CHDSs);
presenting translation algorithms between the two. Our system is based on a com-
bination of BTs [62, 72], for the middle layer action scheduling; Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [37, 97], for the top layer planning; and two caging low-level controllers,
depicted in Fig. 1.4, for the bottom layer. These two low-level controllers for mo-
tion planning/trajectory generation are as follows: First in Chapter 2, we propose
an algorithm to randomly explore the joint state space using a heuristic bias; and
later in Chapter 3, we propose an algorithm to calculate insertion trajectories into
a dynamically deforming loop for a knotting task.

In summary, we refocus the problem of robot interaction with objects from a
more general perspective that goes beyond traditional force closure grasps. To this
end, we build upon the existing literature about robotic caging [78, 91, 92, 93]
and propose a more general way of understanding what a cage is. We propose a
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new cage classification that shows the duality principle, associating two seemingly
disconnected problems: cages of waist-shaped objects [101], and cages of toroidal-
shaped objects [63]. We work on the robotic architecture and action scheduling
represented through BTs. We achieve important results unifying the existing BT
literature under the same framework and explaining the equivalence between BTs
and CHDSs. The videos associated to the experiments presented in this thesis are
available online in the author’s Youtube channel and the corresponding program-
ming code is linked from such videos. The contributions of this thesis are:

1.1.1 Thesis Contributions
1. Classification of robot to object interactions with respect to their flexibility

and rigidity.

2. Definition of cage as a flexible secure interaction. The concept of cage duality
and the new classification hierarchy of waist and stretch cages.

3. Definition of the condition called secure entanglement that guarantees stretch
cages for dual-agent systems.

4. Motion planning algorithm based on biased random tree exploration (RRT)
with dynamic node quality update.

5. Knotting framework for robots to produce cages on objects through the use
of a rope without requiring physical contact with them.

6. Path generation algorithm based on magnetic fields with dynamic adaptation
for inserting an end-effector through a loop in a knotting/threading task.

7. Unification of the two competing BT approaches into a common framework
that combines the benefits of both.

8. Bi-directional translation algorithms between BTs and CHDSs.

1.2 Robotics Field Overview

Now that we have introduced the topic of this thesis, we devote the remainder of
this chapter to give a historical overview of the robotics field as well as an insight
into its challenges and philosophical implications. The purpose of this section is
to give the reader who is not acquainted with the field, a broader understanding
of this thesis’ scope in the big scheme of things as well as sparking the curiosity
concerning the ethical aspects of robotics.

This section is subdivided into five different topics, which start from the first
steps taken in the 20th century to define machine intelligence, run through the dif-
ferent control schemes that were proposed, and build towards defining the concept
of algorithmic intelligence in a way that is congruent with today’s computational
resources and technological advancements.
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1.2.1 Intelligent Machines

The question of whether a computer can think is no more interesting than the
question of whether a submarine can swim.

Edsger W. Dijkstra

Since the advents of the computing era, mankind has dreamed of creating an
intelligent machine. There are many ways in which the adjective intelligent can be
understood in this context, for example: Does this machine behave like a human?
Does it take appropriate decisions reacting to changes in the environment? Does it
learn from past experiences? Does it have internal desires and wishes?

All of these questions depict what we vaguely expect from an entity that pos-
sesses intelligence. It was not until August 1955 at the Dartmouth Summer Re-
search Conference, that the first steps towards defining machine intelligence in a
more concrete way took place. In the original proposal [67], Marvin Minsky states
that an intelligent machine “would tend to build up within itself an abstract model
of the environment in which it is placed. If it were given a problem it could first
explore solutions within the internal abstract model of the environment and then
attempt external experiments.” This approach was vastly explored during the next
three decades yielding several frameworks of Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning:
STRIPS [33], ABSTRIPS [82], HACKER [94] and NOAH [83]. All of these frame-
works were strongly reliant on the way in which knowledge is represented and used
for robotic reasoning. As a matter of fact, information representation was consid-
ered fundamental for intelligence not only in AI but also within robotics.

By the year 1987, advances in sensing hardware shifted the paradigm to behavior-
based robotics [16]; advocating for the creation of complex behaviors through
sensory-motor links and simple internal states. Although initially opposed, the
idea of sensing and acting within the environment gradually took precedence over
the idea of doing so in an abstract model of the world. Since then, the techno-
logical advances in transistor technology and the increased computational power
have continued to shift the paradigm backwards, away from the behavior-based
approach. In Chapter 2, we plan cooperative actions with two agents using an
abstract world representation, and in Chapter 3, we use physics-aware simulations
to execute motions in the context of deformable object manipulation.

The idea of intelligence as an individual quality of an agent also changed grad-
ually to a concept of distributed intelligence [69]. In the decentralized system,
processes are capable of generating collective intelligent behaviors by communicat-
ing with one another through a data sharing mechanism called the blackboard. This
showed that complex intelligence can emerge when simple agents are combined. In
Chapter 2, we demonstrate an instance of this greater collective intelligence through
a task which cannot be solved by individual agents, but requires the manipulation
capabilities of several robots.
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1.2.2 Robot Control

Control is as much an effect as a cause, and the idea that control is
something you exert is a real handicap to progress.

Steve Grand

In order go beyond mere agents that live inside simulations and construct an
intelligent machine, e.g. a robot, one must consider a more complex problem that
encompasses certain dynamic, sensory, and locomotive restrictions. Unlike ideal
agents, robots have imprecise actuators, bounded response speeds, unreliable sen-
sors, inaccurate world models, and incomplete knowledge of the environment.

This implies that certain control techniques are more suitable than others de-
pending on the reliability of the robot’s internal world model, its sensor accuracy,
and its actuator precision. Most of these control techniques developed for robot
control fall within two categories: deliberative and reactive control schemes.

Deliberative control relies heavily on a consistent and updated world model. It
uses such model, often resembling a coarsely simplified version of the real world,
to test hypotheses and predict the outcome of the robot’s actions prior to their
execution. When the hypothesized outcome of these actions is iteratively compared
to the desired world configuration, it is possible to compute sequences of actions
that resemble high levels of intelligence. However, such control scheme assumes
that the internal world representation does not change between the moment the
sensory data is acquired, during reasoning, and until the actions are executed.
These limitations have been addressed through probabilistic models that try to
cope with the uncertainty that arises from the execution of an action [53], and other
uncertainties related to the world model itself [52]. Nevertheless, these schemes
have slow response times which renders them almost unusable in highly dynamic
unstructured environments such as the ones where humans inhabit.

Reactive control, on the contrary, does not rely on a world representation. It
does not have a way of internally testing hypotheses in order to compute a intelli-
gent sequence of actions. For this reason, it provides simpler reflex like responses
to stimuli perceived through the sensors from the environment. Rarely are these
stimuli stored or used to change the internal behavior at a later stage, yielding a
lesser degree of perceived intelligence. However, such control scheme can produce
reasonable responses in real time given that it relies on simple computations. The
lesser degree of intelligence has traditionally been addressed through attention and
intention modules [3]. In contrast, to create an architecture that exhibits intelli-
gent behaviors, i.e. correct and extensible plans, plus reactive and modular actions,
we created a control architecture based on BTs [62, 72] for action scheduling, and
LTL [37, 97] for plan synthesis.
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1.2.3 The Architect

Nature is a self-made machine, more perfectly automated than any automated
machine. To create something in the image of nature is to create a machine,
and it was by learning the inner working of nature that man became a builder
of machines.

Eric Hoffer

Before getting into the core parts of this thesis, it is important to define more
concretely what we mean by robotic intelligence and reflex-like responses. It has
long been granted that the source of human intelligence lies in the brain. This
intricate connection of neurons has become more and more complex as humans
have gradually evolved. However, we wonder: Can there be intelligence without a
brain? An algorithmic intelligence perhaps?

We know for certain that algorithms of enough complexity can mimic intelligence
and even deceive humans in the process. However, fooling a human in a Turing
Test [86] is not a conclusive proof of intelligence. For example, a bot [31, 71] that
had access to a large database of chat transcripts could easily find suitable responses
for anything that one may come up with and yet possess no intelligence.

Going a step further, we can bypass the assumption of being behind a computer
screen in the Turing Test and let the human interact with the suspicious humanoid
robot directly. Physically, a geminoid [1] could be indistinguishable from a real
person which would further hinder the human from detecting its machine essence.
If such robot was equipped with complex algorithms to mimic human behavior and
it was sufficient to fool us: Could we then say that it has intelligence? Certainly
not. It is for this reason that a better definition of robotic intelligence is needed.

Similarly, the inability to solve a given problem does not imply lack of intel-
ligence. Animals of different species possess various degrees of intelligence and
problem solving capabilities; a dog being unable to solve a puzzle does not imply
absence of intelligence. What most intelligent beings appear to have in common
is some sort of nervous system capable of transmitting signals (information) from
several parts of the body to a central processing unit (brain). As of today, it is
generally accepted that it is in this central processing unit that intelligence resides.

By studying simple lifeforms, scientists have been able to identify how certain
interconnections of neurons give rise to special purpose systems [2] that take care
of activities like: wiping reflexes in frogs, locomotion in cockroaches, visual-motor
coordination in flies, echolocation in bats, etc. Such discoveries suggest the idea
that neural networks of enough complexity could in fact be what we call intelli-
gence. If it was the case, then our quest for defining intelligence has come to an
end. Who is there to say that our most complex thoughts and our most brilliant
elucidations are not simply more elaborated versions of basic animal reflexes; input
and output, cause and effect? Who is there to say that our intelligence, internal
desires, and memories are not just ethereal concepts disguising the true architect
behind everything? Causality.
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1.2.4 Algorithmic Intelligence

An algorithm must be seen to be believed.
Donald Knuth

Whether intelligence exists in a philosophical sense or not, one thing is for
certain: Memory is real. In the most broad sense of the word, memory is defined as
the faculty of the mind to remember information. Disregarding the complications
that arise when trying to establish what it means for a mind to remember something,
we can define memory simply as stored information. However, this definition of
memory raises yet another question: What is information?

Shannon measures information in terms of the entropy of a symbol emitting
source [89] using bits, which is calculated as log2(M); where M is the number of
different symbols that such source can generate. The information itself is a multi-
dimensional arrangement of symbols from a predefined alphabet. The sequence
built using elements from such alphabet can be processed into an output sequence
through a process called mapping. Such mapping may be classified according to
different criteria. If the mapping produces always the same output sequence from
the same input, it is said to be deterministic; otherwise it is said to be probabilistic.
If the mapping uses previously received information to generate the current output,
it is said to have memory; otherwise it is said to be memoryless.

A mapping is then a formalism to represent how input information can be
transformed into an output sequence. Just like animals can be thought of as systems
with organs fulfilling sensory/input and locomotion/output purposes, robots can
also be abstracted as causal systems with sensors and actuators. Philosophically,
the causality of this abstraction does not correlate with the existence or absence of
intelligence because indeterminism is not a prerequisite for intelligence.

Most definitions of intelligence confound the information acquisition with the
intelligence itself; however, the sensory capability of an organism has no bearing on
its intelligence. An example of this is observed in young children born with advanced
myopia who are often misdiagnosed with learning disorders and low intelligence.
However, when glasses or other corrective visual tools are employed, these children
begin displaying normal intelligence levels.

Intelligence can therefore be understood as the measurement of efficiency and
sophistication with which a given organism uses the information available to it
by means of its sensory organs. Intelligence corresponds to what we previously
called mapping in the context of information theory, and has a direct correlation
with the performance of the organism at various tasks it might encounter. We can
easily realize that this definition of intelligence is not exclusive to living beings. By
defining intelligence solely in terms of how information is acquired, stored, processed
and reacted upon, we have opened the possibility of algorithmic intelligence. In
these terms, a robot or other electro-mechanical devices could have intelligence
even though perhaps not consciousness, a sense of self, or a mind.
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1.2.5 Algorithmic Human

Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.
Stephen Hawking

Intelligence, defined as the ability to adapt to change, is a very general and
broad concept. When we speak about adaptation, it is undeniable that all living
beings are equipped with the intrinsic impulse for self-preservation and survival.
It is almost an uncontrollable reflex taking our hand away from a burning surface.
Even the way our bodies unconsciously react to drastic temperature changes by
redirecting the blood flow is optimized for survival. Therefore, we wonder: Is this
intrinsic and automatic adaptability enough evidence to proclaim that intelligence
is embedded into each of our cells? Is the incredible adaptability of bacteria to
survive ever-stronger antibiotics an indication of intelligence?

From a comparative point of view, the aspect that distinguishes human-like
intelligence from that of other life forms who can also adapt and survive is the
complexity with which information is processed in each case. Adaptability and
survival are less of a concern for more intelligent individuals; in fact, as we move
upwards in the intelligence scale, more complex emotional needs arise superseding
the basic adaptation and survival mechanisms.

Bacteria’s intelligence is limited to reproducing and finding a place where they
can feed and reproduce. Dog’s intelligence encompasses more complex needs like
companionship and nurturing its offspring. Humans go beyond all other creatures
requiring a sense of purpose, developing personal relationships, and achieving hap-
piness. In this endeavor, we humans experience feelings such as: envy, love, resent-
ment, admiration, and hatred. We identify and relate to others who have our same
inner sense of justice and exclude those who do not. We crave what we do not have,
we fear challenges, and we conquer them.

In contrast, we program robots to fulfill particular tasks and use them as we
would use any other tool. We equip them with algorithms to take decisions, we tune
their controllers so that they can move, and we carefully design planners to guaran-
tee they will not harm us from within their restricted freedom. However, we never
speak about that fourth layer of abstraction that lies beyond the controllers, action
scheduling, perception, and planning. That elusive layer is the abstraction missing
to complete the algorithmic human; the machine that is not only programmed to
perform, it is programmed to feel and desire.

A machine that can feel does not imply a machine who has a self, for a feeling
experienced by silicon and simulated through computation is no more than numbers
and information. However, we wonder: If our perception of reality and our feelings
are the result of chemical reactions in the brain, are we really any different?

Likewise, a machine that can desire does not imply a machine who is free, for a
desire of algorithmic birth cannot surpass the determinism of its nature. However,
if the nature of the Universe itself is that of the immutable physical law, then can
we humans really be free?
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Chapter 2

Caging with Multi-Agent Systems

In this chapter we propose a new framework to create cooperative 3D cages onto
objects with holes based on the concept of progressive entanglement. Our novel
motion planning method makes use of qualitative indicators to find paths towards
a cage configuration in a decentralized fashion. Lastly, we propose an algorithm to
detect cages based on a geometric analysis of the robots’ and object’s pose.

2.1 Introduction

In many domestic and industrial environments there is a need for automating trans-
portation tasks using robots with limited physical capabilities. When such situation
occurs, it is often the case that replacing the robot with a more capable machine
is not a feasible solution in terms of costs and time. This lead us to consider the
problem of automating robotic transportation tasks constrained to the fact that
physical limitations of the robots must be handled through a more intelligent usage
of their embodiments. Whether it is due to the shape or weight, an object that
is hard to transport by a single robot usually becomes more manageable when the
task is divided among two or more properly coordinated agents.

By assuming the presence of a deformation invariant structure in the objects
that we are studying, it becomes easier to formulate controllers which target them
in a more specific and convenient way. The topological structure that we explored is
the most simple of all: the ring torus, commonly referred to as torus. Every object
which is topologically equivalent to the torus by means of continuous deformations
of its shape, can then be handled using the same approach. For example, objects
such as: baskets, teacups, and bags all have the same structure, i.e. they can be
deformed into a torus, and therefore can be treated indistinctly when it comes to
performing a caging grasp on them. Clearly, the actual sizes of these objects have
to be suitable for the size of the robots being used, but we leave that out of the
discussion for simplicity. In Fig. 2.1, we show a sample situation where two NAO
robots are holding a basket through a stretch cage.
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Figure 2.1: Two NAOs caging a basket cooperatively. The loop in the object is depicted
in blue, and the robotic arms performing the cage are depicted in red.

Our caging framework builds upon previous work [92], where the focus was
to produce secure single-agent ring cages. These cages, depicted in Fig. 1.5b of
Chapter 1, can be performed simply by means of closing the gripper onto a loop
present in the object so that they become chained together. Our multi-agent caging
solution does not require either agent to exert a cage by itself; the security that the
object is not able to escape comes as a result of the joint action between agents.
Additionally, we build upon previous work [91], where the focus was to produce non-
secure single-agent flexible interactions. These interactions, depicted in Fig. 1.5a of
Chapter 1, differ from our scenario in the fact that the loop is not caged, meaning
that the object can escape the hook if certain forces are applied to it.

When multiple robots execute a task cooperatively, it is possible to have colli-
sions not only with the environment, but also between the robots. This problem
is commonly addressed by approximating the robot’s geometry as a set of boxes,
cylinders, spheres and other geometric primitives. These are then used by collision
detection algorithms to identify invalid configurations in the planning space when
spatial overlap occurs. This procedure is computationally expensive as it involves
a pair-wise analysis of all the shapes used to approximate the robot’s and object’s
geometry. Our controllers have an inbuilt mechanism for avoiding entanglement be-
tween the robots which in turns helps preventing collisions between them. However,
this mechanism is not intended as a replacement for proper collision avoidance.
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Figure 2.2: Diagram of the topological control framework for caging.

In Fig. 2.2, we show a system overview depicting the different elements of our
framework and how they interact with each other. This chapter builds upon previ-
ous work on extracting loops to describe objects with holes [92] and a topological
representation of the relationship between these loops and robots for grasping [91].

Roughly speaking, our method uses visual data, acquired through an RGBD
sensor, to detect a loop in an object of interest. Using such loop, we plan motions
that cage the object as shown in Fig. 1.10, i.e. producing an stretch cage. To do the
motion planning we propose a biased RRT which uses the entanglement between
the robot and the basket as a performance measurement. To detect if the cage has
indeed been achieved we use a geometrical condition, called secure entanglement,
that can be checked algorithmically with a very small computational cost.

The contributions of this chapter are:

1. Formalization of the multi-agent topology-based caging framework showing
how topological coordinates can be used to represent state space configura-
tions and to generate caging grasps following a progressive entanglement.

2. The biased decentralized RRT algorithm for planning trajectories towards
dynamic targets with multiple agents as an alternative solution to the global
static RRT which considers the combined dimensionality of all agents.

3. The secure entanglement condition which serves as dynamic target for our
RRT search and algorithmically defines the stretch caging between two open
strands and one closed loop.
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In summary, we are interested in generating grasps which are secure, but do not
fixate rigidly the object to the end-effector of the robot, i.e. cages. In this context,
secure means that the object cannot escape arbitrarily far away from the robot once
the grasp has been completed, and not fixated rigidly means that the interaction is
non-prehensible allowing freedom of motion. To this end we explore the concept of
cooperative caging of objects with holes. We use concepts inspired by topology for
generating motions that progressively entangle with the object until it is caged. The
benefit of proceeding like this is that the geometrical nature of the object is partially
abstracted by a topological representation; therefore, objects which are equivalent
by continuous deformation can be handled with the same planning algorithm.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2.2, we review
several of the most important papers in control and motion generation based on
topological coordinates; In Section 2.3, we enunciate the scientific hypothesis to
be tested in this chapter; In Section 2.4, we explain the details concerning the
processing of point cloud data to feed our algorithms as well as the theory behind
the topological coordinates; In Section 2.5, we present the overall control framework
and in Section 2.6, we show a real-world demonstration using two NAO robots; In
Section 2.7, we present concluding remarks and future research directions.

2.2 Related Work

In this chapter there are two main concepts that we build upon, these are the Gauss
Linking Integral (GLI) and the Writhe Matrix. These two concepts are explained
in [41, 42, 43, 44] with different perspectives and levels of detail. In Section 2.4, we
summarize such perspectives in relation to our task. In this section, we review the
most important works related to the entanglement of strands both as an isolated
topic, and within the context of robotics and computer simulations.

In regards to the topic of strand entanglement seen as an isolated mathematical
concept: Klenin and Langowski [51] derive a computationally efficient way of calcu-
lating the entanglement of straight line segments. The authors show how to obtain
the GLI between two strands without having to compute the integral directly. We
use this technique for our controller which relies on a fast computation of the GLI.

In regards to the topic of synthesizing motions using topological coordinates:
Ho and Komura [40] compute the motion of an agent with close contact points
from topological coordinates such as writhe, center, and density. The authors show
how to modify the writhe matrix through a set of linear transformations to obtain
the desired entanglement configuration. In this chapter, we only use the writhe to
encode the entanglement between the robot and the object. Ho et al. [42] intro-
duce a concept called interaction mesh that is used to represent spatial relationships
between the agent and its environment. This extends the types of winding relation-
ships that could be represented with topological coordinates. In this chapter, we
use a concept similar to the interaction mesh to estimate the score of a given pose
with respect to its likelihood of leading to a collision. Ho et al. [43] obtain the joint
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angles for a motion synthesized from topological coordinates without using a Carte-
sian representation. This is demonstrated with a NAO humanoid robot simulation
where the spatial relationship with the obstacle, and the robot’s weight distribution
are used to constrain its movements. In contrast, we derive the joint angles from
our planning algorithm which uses the interaction mesh and the writhe as indica-
tors of the configuration’s quality. Ho et al. [44] introduce several techniques to
deal with the problem of body part inter-penetration in motion synthesis scenarios.
Among these techniques are: Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs), Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) and Inverse Kinematics (IKs), which are compared
to the method of parameterizing body movements using topological coordinates.
Traditionally, each posture would be encoded as a series of angles corresponding to
the different joint configurations. However, poses can be abstracted as topological
coordinates that capture the relevant information of the joint angles for a task.

In regards to the topic of action scheduling and sequencing of multiple con-
trollers: Ho and Komura [41] introduce a coordination layer consisting of a Finite
State Machine (FSM) to simulate video game characters with topological coordi-
nates. This allows the composition of more interesting action sequences generated
through the topology-based controllers. As coordination layer we use Behavior
Trees (BTs) [24, 62, 68, 80] rather than FSMs. This enables the switching of ac-
tions depending on their actual outcome, while benefiting from the modularity,
reactiveness and notation simplicity of BTs. We are interested not only in gen-
erating entangling motions between a group of robots and an object, but also in
executing complete plans such as: approaching an object, entangling, lifting, trans-
porting, and releasing. To be able to execute these intermediate steps we considered
several dynamic footstep planners. For example, the planner introduced by Gari-
mort and Hornung [36] parameterizes a humanoid robot walking motion using the
displacement of one foot with respect to the other. This dynamic footstep planner
was later improved by Hornung et al. [46] using the idea of switching from a coarse
motion walking function to a foot planner when the situation demands it. Either
of these planners could be used to improve the transportation phase of our basket
carrying task, achieving greater control over the walking dynamics.

Lastly, we looked into papers that used the NAO as robotic platform for planning
grasping motions in order to gain insights into the corresponding limitations of the
system. Particularly we reviewed the work by Burget et al. [18] which uses RRTs
in combination with IKs to find a feasible path to execute a grasp. The robot
operates in an environment with articulated objects such as drawers and doors.
The robot’s stability is calculated by projecting the Center of Mass (CoM) to the
ground plane and checking if it lies within the support polygon defined by the feet.
The authors compare the Jacobian and randomized methods for doing planning.
In contrast, we use a biased RRT to search on the joint configuration of the robot.
This implies that we do not need to compute IKs due to the fact that our search
happens directly in the joint space. In terms of the NAO limitations, it proved to
be sufficiently dexterous for executing entangling motions; however, it is clearly not
an ideal robotic platform to demonstrate this kind of maneuvers.
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2.3 Problem Formulation

We are interested in testing the following hypothesis: Cages can be constructed
onto objects with holes, e.g. toroids, without forming a chain between the robot and
the object. The challenge of this problem is that physical interactions between two
three-dimensional objects are very complex to compute for arbitrary shapes. Our
approach consists of extracting a feature of interest from the object, i.e. a loop.
Using such feature along with a skeleton of the robot we derive an algorithm to
detect the cage configurations that satisfy the hypothesis. We use entanglement as
a qualitative measurement to guide the robots towards such caging configurations
using a biased randomized planning algorithm.

2.4 Preliminaries

In this section we describe the algorithms involved in our topological entanglement
framework depicted in Fig. 2.2. We also present a comprehensive summary of the
topological coordinates [41, 42, 43, 44].

2.4.1 Loop Extraction Algorithm

For the robots to be able to entangle with a basket, we first had to solve the
perception problem of how to build its 3D model from sensory data. Since the NAO
robots are only equipped with regular RGB cameras, we built mounting plates and
drilled holes into the NAO head to attach 3D sensors, i.e. RGBD cameras.

With these sensors we obtained a point cloud of the object that was first pro-
cessed through several computational filters and then analyzed in search of holes.
The processing of the point cloud was designed to reconstruct a mesh of the object
while preserving its topology; it consisted of the following steps: sub-sampling of
the point cloud, construction of the Delaunay triangulation, and remotion of edges
through thresholding. The Delaunay triangulation can be expanded to three di-
mensions removing the restriction that the set of points ought to lie on a plane.
There are several methods developed to tackle the problem in 3D, because it is
not as straightforward as replacing circles by spheres [66]. The 3D Delaunay tri-
angulation yields a simplicial complex Kd1 , i.e. a mesh, encompassing the object’s
volume, see [91] for details regarding implementation.

The mesh obtained after triangulation will have filled in the holes in the orig-
inal point cloud with triangles. However, we know the sub-sampling parameters,
i.e. how far away two points that correspond to the actual body of the object can
be. We use this distance as a threshold to discard the triangles whose edges are
larger. This yields a new simplicial complex Kd2 , shown in Fig. 2.3a, that approxi-
mates the shape of the object exposing the detectable holes [78] while keeping the
relevant shape information. We now feed this mesh for analysis to the ShortLoop
software [19], which yields, in polynomial time, the shortest loops of the object as
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(a) Refined Simplicial Complex. (b) Loop Extraction.

Figure 2.3: Refined simplicial complex representation of the basket obtained from a
point cloud by Delaunay triangulation and removing long edges (left). Shortest loop
computation (right).

Point cloud Simplicial complex Loop

Delaunay
triangulation

Thresholding
edges > d

Shortloop
software

Refined Simplicial
Complex

Figure 2.4: Processing and analysis of the point cloud visual data.

shown in Fig. 2.3b. This process, starting from the subsampled pointcloud until
the loop is extracted, can be observed in Fig. 2.4.

These shortest loops correspond to a set of closed curves, i.e. piecewise linear
loops S = {l1, l2, . . . , lm}, which can be further classified into graspable or non-
graspable loops [91], according to the size of the gripper; and can also be classified
as tunnel loops or handle loops [78], depending on their local geometry.
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2.4.2 Topological Representation

The topological space consists of abstract coordinates that capture spatial relation-
ships between pairs of entities. These entities could be robots or objects which have
been skeletonized so that they can be described in simple terms as sequences of line
segments or closed curves.

There are three main topological coordinates: writhe, center, and density; which
are depicted in Fig. 2.5. The writhe measures the degree in which two open or closed
curves, γ1 and γ2, are entangled or twisted around each other. The writhe w can
be calculated through the GLI in continuous space using the following formula:

w(γ1, γ2) = GLI(γ1, γ2) = 1
4π

∫∫
γ1γ2

dγ1 × dγ2 · (γ1 − γ2)
‖γ1 − γ2‖3

(2.1)

The choice of the curve’s label (γ1, γ2) is arbitrary and does not affect the
absolute value of the GLI. The writhe alone is not enough to get a complete under-
standing of how two curves wrap around each other. To get additional information
about the entanglement in topological space we need two additional coordinates:
center and density, represented by c and d respectively.

The center c specifies the location of the main twist along the two strands
(γ1, γ2). It is composed of two sub-coordinates (xg, yg) each of which is a scalar
value. The pair (xg, yg) represents the relative location of the main twist along
the two strands. For example, (2, 5) indicates that the twist is concentrated in the
second link of the first strand and the fifth link of the second strand.

The density d specifies the concentration of the twist along one strand with
respect to the other. Evenly spread out entanglements yield lower densities than
non-evenly spread out entanglements. The density lies between [−π4 ,+

π
4 ] radians,

and its sign tells us which strand is playing the major role in the entanglement.
It is our intention to manipulate the topological coordinates representing a robot

pose with respect to a given object so that an entanglement occurs. To reach this
target topological configuration, we must repeatedly compute coordinates like the
writhe, for different poses, until the entanglement has been completed leading to a
cage. This implies that we need a fast way to compute topological coordinates so
that we can use them in the joint space search for planning valid and useful paths.

Likewise, if our intention was to deal with deformable objects in a dynamic
fashion, we would additionally need to guarantee that the dimensionality of the
search space is manageable for the computational resources at our disposal. For such
highly dynamic environments, we present an alternative approach in Chapter 3,
which is not constrained by state space dimensionality and could be adapted for
generating entangling motions as well.

Borrowing the idea of approximating curves with multiple line segments from
integral calculus, we can represent the internal structure of any robot using inter-
connected edges. This process helps us compute the integral represented in Eq. (2.1)
through a summation instead. This hierarchical structure, normally called skele-
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ton, can be conveniently represented by a tree graph and is compliant with the
standard description of robots’ joint configurations, i.e., URDF models. Objects
can also be skeletonized, however our pipeline for extracting loops in the object is
already providing a skeletonized version of the part of the object that interests us.

Departing from Eq. (2.1), we can discretize γ1 and γ2 to obtain S1 and S2,
with n1 and n2 edges respectively. These two sets of edges S1 and S2 correspond
to the skeleton of the robot and the discretized loop, respectively. In this way,
Eq. (2.1) becomes a computation that can be carried out in parallel to obtain the
entanglement between each line segment of S1, and each line segment of S2.

A convenient way of storing and representing the resulting data structure is
through what is called the writhe matrix, Ti,j [51]. From such matrix, the approx-
imation of the GLI, i.e. the writhe, is obtained summing all of its elements:

w(S1, S2) = GLI(S1, S2) =
n1∑
i=1

n2∑
j=1

Ti,j ≈ GLI(γ1, γ2) (2.2)

Maintaining the same notation for the discrete case, we can approximate the
center c = (xg, yg) of the entanglement with Eq. (2.3). The center tells the location
of the twist with respect to each strand; it can be graphically inferred from the
writhe matrix as shown in [40], and can be computed analytically as follows:

c(S1, S2) =
(∑n1

i=1
∑n2
j=1 i Ti,j

w
− n2

2 ,

∑n1
i=1
∑n2
j=1 j Ti,j

w
− n1

2

)
(2.3)

Lastly, the density is defined as the angle between the main axis of the writhe
matrix and the diagonals as shown in Fig. 2.5b. However, the density is not used
in this thesis and is only included for completeness.

The insight used in [78] to detect cages was that if we have two non-intersecting
closed curves for which the GLI 6= 0, then they cannot be pulled apart. For example,
consider two such loops representing the gripper of a robot and the handle of an
object; if the GLI between them is not zero, they cannot be unchained without
breaking either of them. This situation when the object cannot be pulled apart
from the robot is what we call the secure entanglement or simply cage. The range
of scenarios where cages can be created is not limited to the situations described
in [78], where two entities, representing the object and the robot, must be chained
together to produce a cage.

In this chapter, we propose more general conditions that can be used to detect
cages by considering two extensions. First, we broaden the idea of robot caging
to encompass not only gripper/object interactions, but also whole body/object
interactions; for example, we show that cages can be achieved using the arms of the
robot when the thickness of the handle’s loop is too large for the gripper. Second,
we consider that cages can be executed cooperatively by more than one agent at a
time on the same object; for example, we show that stretch cages can be achieved
by a group of robots even when none of them is capable of creating a cage by itself.
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(a) Writhe matrix configurations.

(b) Graphical view of center and density.

(c) Visualization of the topological space.

Figure 2.5: Topological representation. Figures taken from [40].

2.4.2.1 Robot Representation

In previous work on grasping objects with holes [78], it was required to identify at
least one pair of opposable fingers that could close against each other for generating
caging grasps. In this chapter, we propose a more general framework to create
caging grasps through a progressive entanglement procedure that can be executed
by two arms belonging to different robots. Flexible interactions do not need to
form chain-like structures to be secure; i.e. the closure condition explained in [78]
is more restrictive than the cage condition explained in Section 2.5.4.
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2.4.2.2 Object Representation

Once the ShortLoop algorithm finishes analyzing the thresholded simplicial complex
shown in Fig. 2.3a, it returns a set of points which define the coordinates through
which the loop passes; these points correspond directly to the discretization S2 used
in Eq. (2.2) depicted in Fig. 2.3b. If no loop is found, we either abort the task or
try to analyze the object from a different angle where the holes could be visible.

Assuming that the loop found is approximately flat, we can define a two dimen-
sional linear space which roughly describes the planarity of the loop. A loop being
approximately flat can be detected through PCA analysis on the loop coordinates;
a loop is said to be planar if one of the three eigenvectors (principal components),
has an eigenvalue, representing a variance, which is substantially smaller than the
other two. The normal vector to such loop plane defines the direction from which
it makes sense for the robots initiate their entangling maneuver.

The specific operational limitations of the robotic platform in use affect the
choice of heuristics for assigning the traversable area of each agent. For example,
when using two NAOs to carry the basket, it is convenient to split the loop vertically,
whereas when performing the same task with two Youbots, it may actually be just
as feasible to divide the loop horizontally or diagonally. In any case, we assume
that the position from which the robots initiate the entanglement maneuver allows
them to reach the object without moving their feet or base.

The object description presented in [92] was given by < S,Kd, {Gs|s ∈ S} >,
where S is the set of discretized shortest loops, Kd is the simplicial complex, and
Gs are clasping targets. A clasping target is a position along a loop that has been
chosen for a possible clamp-style grasp which, if successful, would lead to a cage on
the object. In this work, we replace the notion of clasping targets Gs, by the notion
of weighted entanglement analysis, where not a single position is considered the
target, but rather the whole strand. In this way, we extend the object description
to incorporate knowledge of the agents which are entangling with it.

2.5 Topological Caging Framework

In this section, we give an overview of the steps involved in our framework showing
how the visual data acquired is used by our controllers. Later, we explain how the
motion planning uses the topological coordinates presented in Section 2.4.2. The
topological caging framework comprises the following steps: First, it extracts the
object’s cluster from a point cloud and performs Delaunay triangulation to obtain
a simplicial complex that describes the object shape; Second, it extracts loops from
the simplicial complex and heuristically picks a target loop to cage with the robots;
Third, it explores the joint space of the robots using the entanglement of each
configuration as a measurement to guide the search; Fourth, it checks if the object
is caged by the current robot configuration being analyzed or not; Fifth, if the
object is not caged, another node is expanded; otherwise, the object is marked as
caged and the robots proceed to transport it.
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2.5.1 Topology Driven Controller

It is a complex problem to derive the relationship between differential changes in
the robot joint space and its writhe matrix even for simple robot embodiments [40].
For this reason, we take a randomized approach that continuously expands the
state space configuration of the robot with a bias that explores more often those
configurations which are highly entangled with the object.

We initialize the robot in a user-defined pose from which the object is comfort-
ably reachable. Since humanoid robots have many joints in their bodies which do
not help in the generation of entangling motions, we disregard these in the explo-
ration of the joint state space. In this way, we can decouple the problem so that
the legs are not involved in the search of entangling poses, which would complicate
the exploration drastically.

In order to search through the joint space of the arms, we propose a novel
variation of the RRT algorithm that uses knowledge about the quality of each node
in order to explore better prospect poses more often. For our example, the quality
of a pose is directly proportional to its entanglement with the target object as
described in Eq. (2.4). A intuitive measurement of the efficacy of a randomized
search can be inferred by two factors: the length of the path to the goal and the
portion of the state space that had to be explored for such path to be found. An
algorithm that yields shorter paths exploring a smaller portion of the state space
is intuitively more efficient. In Figs. 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8, we show a traditional state
space exploration through an RRT with different step lengths while in Fig. 2.9 we
show our biased RRT counterpart. In the aforementioned four figures the obstacles
are depicted in red, and the valid state space for exploration in black. A rough
qualitative analysis of the corresponding search snapshots reveal that our biased
RRT algorithm is more efficient than the traditional approaches for certain obstacle
configurations because it drives the search in a more intelligent way.

In our search, for each valid random pose sampled we calculate the writhe matrix
between the robot and the loop, plus the writhe matrix between the robot and any
other agent present. The agent/object writhe matrix measures the progress of our
entangling task and is used during the exploration to drive the robot configuration
towards high values of entanglement with the loop, whereas the other agent/agent
writhe matrices are used to drive the robot towards low values of entanglement
with the other robots which are considered as obstacles.

This process is what we previously referred to as the weighted entanglement
analysis. The weighting comes from the fact that we reward with higher weights
the edges of the robot whose entanglement with the object is more important, e.g.
the forearm. We also control the importance of entangling with the object with
respect to un-entangling from other robots through the parameters of Eq. (2.4).

The scoring function, which is described in Section 2.5.2, must not only reward
high entanglements with the object, but also prevent the collision of the robot with
the object loop. To this end, we set a threshold on the individual value that the
elements of Ti,j can take. The reason behind this is that the definition of the GLI
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(a) Expansion Snapshot 1. (b) Expansion Snapshot 2.

(c) Expansion Snapshot 3. (d) Expansion Snapshot 4.

(e) Expansion Snapshot 5. (f) Expansion Snapshot 6.

Figure 2.6: Unbiased RRT exploration with stepsize of 7 pixels for static target.
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(a) Expansion Snapshot 1. (b) Expansion Snapshot 2.

(c) Expansion Snapshot 3. (d) Expansion Snapshot 4.

(e) Expansion Snapshot 5. (f) Expansion Snapshot 6.

Figure 2.7: Unbiased RRT exploration with stepsize of 14 pixels for static target.
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(a) Expansion Snapshot 1. (b) Expansion Snapshot 2.

(c) Expansion Snapshot 3. (d) Expansion Snapshot 4.

(e) Expansion Snapshot 5. (f) Expansion Snapshot 6.

Figure 2.8: Unbiased RRT exploration with stepsize of 28 pixels for static target.
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as described by Eq. (2.1) has the distance between γ1 and γ2 in the denominator;
this means that, as the edges of the loop and the robot get closer, the value of the
corresponding Ti,j gets larger. By penalizing ‖Ti,j‖ which are higher than a certain
threshold, we encourage the GLI =

∑
i,j Ti,j to grow uniformly while avoiding

collisions between individual edge pairs.
Previously in [92], it was considered that the clasping target on the loop γ

was a point p ∈ γ and its tangent p̄. In this chapter, the concept of well defined
targets is replaced with a random search that drives the robot towards high entan-
glement values until a cage is achieved. The randomness of the search indicates
that it will produce slightly different results for different runs. We remark that
the thresholds for Ti,j have to be set to adequate values depending on the robots
and the object because too high thresholds will lead to collisions with the object,
whereas too low thresholds will lead to poor entanglements. In complex situations,
avoiding entanglement between robots is not enough to prevent collisions, in such
cases it is possible to use other collision avoidance algorithms using the simplicial
complex Kd2 , and a volumetric representation of the robots as collision meshes.

2.5.2 RRT Algorithm with Heuristic Bias
The RRT algorithm consists of a random search in an abstract space where a
starting node is iteratively expanded until a certain target region is reached. The
RRT then backtracks to find the sequence of nodes that connect the starting node
to the target one. For a multi-agent system [20] we would normally build a state
space considering all the agents together, which leads to exponential dimensionality
problems. To avoid such issues, we carry out the state space exploration of each
robot independently using one RRT per agent and expanding them concurrently.
This entails that our goal configuration is not static because the target region is
defined jointly by two continuously changing entities. In this scenario, we can only
evaluate if a given configuration corresponds to a cage or not by looking at the
pose of both robots. The stretch cage / secure entanglement condition corresponds
indeed to this dynamic target in the context of the RRT exploration, and it is
algorithmically defined in Section 2.5.4.

The main reasons behind introducing the decentralized biased RRT algorithm
are: 1) to incorporate the knowledge of the node quality, which helps guiding the
search towards a dynamic target region; and 2) to incorporate new agents without
causing an exponential increase in the cardinality of the search space. Without
a sense of directionality indicating where the target region lies, the decentralized
unbiased RRT algorithm would evaluate the nodes statically and possibly mark a
region as explored with one agent causing the joint condition to never be fulfilled.
For example, if the secure entanglement was achieved by Robot 1 being at pose p1
and Robot 2 being at pose p2, a decentralized unbiased RRT that evaluates p1
while Robot 2 is out of p2 would fail to find the desired target region. Instead, the
decentralized biased RRT concurrently evaluates points in the space of each robot
taking into consideration that the target region is moving.
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The node quality indicates the nodes that ought to be expanded first because
they are better prospects. Our decentralized biased RRT uses two mechanisms to
determine the quality of a node. The static mechanism is a plain scoring function
that measures the degree of entanglement between the robot and the object plus
the degree of separation between robots, see Eq. (2.4). The dynamic mechanism
takes effect as the search is being carried out and it updates the a priori static
scores with information about encountered obstacles.

The particular scoring function that we use is called weighted entanglement
and it is represented by Eq. (2.4). Intuitively, this scoring function measures the
quality of a given entanglement seen in isolation from the dynamic context. The
first term of the summation rewards high entanglement values of T am→o

i,j for the
agent m/object writhe matrix; the second term of the summation penalizes high
entanglement values of T am→an

i,j for the agent m/agent n writhe matrix (or matrices
if there are more than two agents); and the third term of the summation encourages
a uniform growth of the entanglement by penalizing each T am→o

i,j that increases
disproportionally from the average T̄ am→o = (n1n2)−1∑n1

i=1
∑n2
j=1 T

am→o
i,j .

score(S1, S2) =
n1∑
i=1

n2∑
j=1

(
αi,jT

am→o
i,j − βi,jT am→an

i,j − ζi,j‖T am→o
i,j − T̄ am→o‖2

)
(2.4)

The dynamic mechanism used to update the static node score, defined by
Eq. (2.4), consists of penalizing the score of nodes which are close to collision
regions based on the distance to the invalid configuration. In this way, nodes close
to invalid regions will have a lower priority of being expanded, but will not be dis-
carded entirely from the node expansion. The secure entanglement condition is the
trigger that stops the exploration for all agents and is checked at each pose.

What we observe in practice is a node expansion that resembles how a person
would try to find the way towards a goal in a dark room with walls (obstacles) and
temperature differences (indicating proximity to the goal). For example, consider
that the goal region, i.e. the secure entanglement satisfying poses, are represented
by a local temperature higher than a given threshold; consider that the temperature
distribution, i.e. the node quality, indicates the proximity to such goal region; and
consider that the walls are invalid poses. Under those circumstances, the person
would blindly explore the room, trying always to move towards warmer regions,
using the proximity to obstacles to update its preferential exploration path. When
the desired temperature threshold was reached, the search would be halted. Since
the goal region depends indirectly on the pose of the other agent, the general
case resembles a time-varying temperature distribution. This means that the node
quality is a function of time and does not remain constant during the search.

In Fig. 2.9 we show the dynamic exploration progression with six snapshots
taken at different time steps for one agent with a fixed goal in a 2D scenario. The
goal region is on the other side of the obstacles represented by the red polygons,
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it can be reached through a small corridor between the obstacles or taking a long
detour around them. The nodes being expanded are depicted in yellow whereas the
collisions found with the obstacles are depicted in blue; over the red background of
the collision shape. The goal is a small green dot located in the top of the diagram
just above the red region. To reach the goal, our search algorithm has to find the
small passageway in the obstacle or take a detour through either left or right.

The node expansion begins at the bottom of Fig. 2.9a and quickly moves up-
wards towards the goal. The detection of the obstacle is instantaneously incorpo-
rated into the RRT search so that nodes are expanded in Fig. 2.9b towards the
right trying to find a path to the goal. The exploration of that branch is then
temporarily halted, as shown in Fig. 2.9c, to explore towards the left where a path
towards the goal is equally likely to be found. The expansion of nodes continues in
Fig. 2.9d keeping the dynamic priority list up to date. Finally, the passageway is
found in Fig. 2.9e where the search is focused towards moving slightly upwards and
to the left. Once the passageway is cleared in Fig. 2.9f, the search almost instantly
connects all the way to the goal. The dotted green line in Fig. 2.9f represents the
path found when backtracking from the goal to the starting position, and the red
continuous line represents the smoothed approximation of the path.

We compared the performance of our biased RRT algorithm against the tradi-
tional RRT approach. Each RRT algorithm was executed for 2200 iterations, which
corresponds to roughly 50 seconds in a 3.4 GHz computer with 8 cores. If the search
did not reach the goal with an error of 10 pixels or less within such alloted number
of iterations, the search was halted. The following results were observed for the
obstacle/goal configuration depicted in Fig. 2.9:

• The regular RRT search with step size of 7 and 14 pixels did not finish in most
occasions despite getting very close to the goal. The running time necessary
to finish these searches successfully was generally above 45 seconds.

• The regular RRT search with step size of 28 was more aggressive, which led
it to finish most of the attempts within the alloted number of iterations.
The running time necessary to finish these searches successfully was generally
above 20 seconds. However, due to the larger sampling steps, we observed
some paths which were slightly passing through the collision region.

• The biased RRT search with dynamic step size finished in various times de-
pending on the parameters used for the algorithm and the obstacle structure.
In the particular example presented in Fig. 2.9 for comparison with the reg-
ular RRT algorithms, the biased RRT cleared it generally in 15 seconds or
more, producing always collision-free paths.

Lastly we present one more example of our biased RRT in Fig. 2.10 which has
several obstacles to be cleared with the last one containing a small tunnel/passageway
through which a path can be found. This search was completed normally within 6
seconds densely exploring the important part of the state space.
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(a) Expansion Snapshot 1. (b) Expansion Snapshot 2.

(c) Expansion Snapshot 3. (d) Expansion Snapshot 4.

(e) Expansion Snapshot 5. (f) Expansion Snapshot 6.

Figure 2.9: Biased RRT exploration based on proximity score for static target.
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(a) Expansion Snapshot 1. (b) Expansion Snapshot 2.

(c) Expansion Snapshot 3. (d) Expansion Snapshot 4.

(e) Expansion Snapshot 5. (f) Expansion Snapshot 6.

Figure 2.10: Biased RRT exploration based on proximity score for static target.
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2.5.3 Eigen-Entanglement

Eigen-grasp [23] is a technique used to determine the parameters causing the largest
variance in a grasp database. Instead of considering joints as separate entities
each of which can take arbitrary values from a predetermined range, we consider
several joints as having an intrinsic connection with each other. For example,
the opening/closing motion of a hand with multi-joint fingers could be abstracted
coarsely as one controllable joint which closes or opens all joints simultaneously.

In a similar manner, we can use the concept of eigen-grasps for arbitrary joints
of the robot to deal with the problem of generating entanglements. This allows us
to reduce the dimensionality of the search so that instead of exploring the whole
joint space, we do so in a restricted eigen-space. Such space clearly does not cover
all of the possible configurations for the end-effector, but if the parametrization is
properly defined, then it covers most of the poses that lead to good entanglements.

2.5.4 Secure Entanglement

We are interested in defining a condition, which can be checked algorithmically,
indicating whether or not a given configuration of the robots and object corresponds
to a cage, i.e. the object cannot escape arbitrarily far away from the robots without
deforming or breaking. Since this cage is achieved through a process of incremental
entanglement, we have also called this condition secure entanglement.

The algorithmic condition that defines a cage is conceived for skeletonized loops
and robot embodiments, i.e., those composed of mathematical lines rather than
volumetric shapes. Since the calculation of the secure entanglement through this
simplification is more restrictive than the volumetric calculation, we know that de-
tecting a cage in the abstraction implies also a cage in the real world. As previously
mentioned, the ShortLoop algorithm returns the shortest homeomorphic loop in the
object, which corresponds to the internal part of the toroidal shape. Since the cage
is produced by stretching the loop from the interior, the extracted shortest loop is
indeed the one needed for the computations.

For the single agent case, the secure entanglement condition is true when the
robot arm/hand R forms a closed loop that is interlinked with the object’s loop C,
i.e. GLI(R,C) 6= 0. In other words, the condition is satisfied when the robot and
the loop are chained together, i.e. their GLI is different than 0.

For the dual-agent case, depicted in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12, the secure entan-
glement condition is true when either of them fulfills the condition on its own, as
described in the previous paragraph, or both fulfill it jointly, as described below:

1. Identify two arms A and B, each of which is represented by two line segments
as shown in Fig. 2.12. The points a1, a2, a3 define the extreme and middle
points of arm A, whereas b1, b2, b3 do so for arm B. By convention, we label
with index 2 the coordinate that lies in the middle, i.e. the joint coordinate,
and with indices 1 and 3 the coordinates of the extremes.
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Figure 2.11: Depiction of the entanglement between two agents and a rectangular loop.
If the loop (blue rectangle) was to be rotated π/2 radians, it could escape the robots,
therefore this pose does not satisfy the secure entanglement (stretch cage) condition.

Figure 2.12: Abstraction of the stretch cage, also valid in 3 dimensions.

2. Check that the arms A and B are opposing each other with respect to their
middle points. This means that the minimum distance between arm A and B
is achieved exactly between points a2 and b2. Mathematically, this means
that: min ‖a2, B‖ = ‖a2, b2‖ ∧ min ‖b2, A‖ = ‖a2, b2‖, so that the distance
between any other pair of points is larger than the euclidean distance ‖a2, b2‖.
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3. Complete the virtual link [92] between a1 → a3, and between b1 → b3, so
that two polygons, depicted with translucent red triangles in Fig. 2.12, are
formed. These new three dimensional polygons constructed by virtual linking
are called A∗ and B∗. For the next steps, we are primarily interested in the
edges of these two polygons A∗ and B∗, rather than their actual surface.

4. Check if the object’s loop C is chained together with the virtual loops defined
by the edges of polygons A∗ and B∗. Mathematically, this can be written as:
GLI(A∗, C) 6= 0 ∧GLI(B∗, C) 6= 0. The purpose of this step is to verify that
the loop is placed in such a way that it resembles Fig. 2.12, where the object
loop C crosses A∗ and B∗; rather than passing outside of them.

5. Calculate the maximum distance between every pair of points in the object’s
loop C that we are trying to cage. In Fig. 2.12, the object’s loop C is shown
in blue, the points in C which are farthest apart are marked in green and the
maximum distance is called d. The purpose of extracting the largest distance
is to account for the worst case scenario in the next step.

6. Check if the object’s loop C, abstracted as a circle with diameter d, cannot
escape the arms configuration. Intuitively, this verification is done by testing
if such circle could escape through each of the four possible escape routes. For
example, we know that C cannot escape through b1 if the minimum distance
between A and b1 is larger than d; and we know that it cannot escape through
b3 if the minimum distance between A and b3 is larger than d. We check the
other two possible escape routes by swapping A for B and b1, b3 for a1, a3.
Mathematically, this is summarized by the following four inequalities which
must all be satisfied for the cage/secure entanglement to exist:

min ‖b1, A‖ > d

min ‖b3, A‖ > d

min ‖a1, B‖ > d

min ‖a3, B‖ > d

If any of the three checks explained in: step 2 (opposable arms), step 4 (object
through arms), or step 6 (no valid escape route), is not satisfied; we can discard
the pose marking it as unsafe/non-secure. If all the checks are satisfied, then we
know that the object is caged. Note that this algorithmic verification expresses a
sufficient but not necessary condition for caging, i.e. for a few extreme cases we
would discard poses that actually are cages, by mistakenly marking them as unsafe.

Even though we assumed that min ‖a2, B‖ = ‖a2, b2‖, and min ‖b2, A‖ = ‖a2, b2‖,
this does not imply that: min ‖a1, B‖ = ‖a1, b2‖, or min ‖a3, B‖ = ‖a3, b2‖.
For example, see Fig. 2.13, where min ‖a3, B‖ 6= ‖a3, b2‖. Nonetheless, it can
happen that both quantities coincide, for example: min ‖b1, A‖ = ‖b1, a2‖ and
min ‖b3, A‖ = ‖b3, a2‖, as shown in Fig. 2.14, or when min ‖a1, B‖ = ‖a1, b2‖ as
shown in Fig. 2.13. This analysis is still valid in three dimensional scenarios.
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Figure 2.13: Cage abstraction showing tentative escape paths on the left side.

Figure 2.14: Cage abstraction showing tentative escape paths on the right side.

For the multi-agent case, i.e. where two or more robots are involved, we can
analyze if there is a secure entanglement/cage due to any two robots following the
same procedure described for the dual-agent scenario. If such check is positive
for any pair of agents, we know the object is caged by such pair and the other
agents are redundant. Otherwise, the object could still be caged by the cooperative
action of three or more agents working together. However, such cages would not
be detectable using this method because the analysis is done for pairs of agents.
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2.6 System Demonstration

2.6 System Demonstration

To demonstrate the functioning of the proposed entangling multi-agent framework
we use two NAO humanoid robots equipped with 3D sensors, and a basket which
corresponds to the object with a hole. In the following subsections we describe the
task used to demonstrate the topological caging framework and how each of these
parts are coupled together through the Robot Operating System (ROS).

2.6.1 Task Description
The evaluation scenario is as follows:

1. Two NAOs extract a loop from the point cloud of the basket using the Short-
Loop software.

2. The NAOs navigate towards the basket using internal odometry until they
reach a position from which they can reach it.

3. The NAOs insert their arms through the basket’s hole using a joint-space
trajectory found with our decentralized biased RRT search.

4. Once the secure entanglement condition has been reached, the NAOs stand up,
keeping the same arm pose, and cooperatively transport the basket.

The 3D cameras that we used do not give correct reading of the depth value
when they are too close to the object, therefore we performed the point cloud
processing and loop extraction prior to the NAOs walking towards the object. The
experimental setup described is represented in Fig. 2.15.

2.6.2 Action Scheduling with Behavior Trees
The scenario described above requires the switching between several controllers
upon reaching certain stages, e.g. loop detected, basket reached, secure entangle-
ment fulfilled, etc. In our robotic software architecture, which is described later in
Chapter 4, this scheduling is achieved with BTs [62], instead of the usual FSMs.

BTs have functionality to represent different types of action scheduling. A BT
is constructed using action nodes (controllers) and control-flow nodes (schedulers).
Each agent runs a separated BT which determines the action each agent should
be running at a given time step. The BT used to implement the basket carrying
scenario presented in this chapter is relegated to Chapter 4.

2.6.3 RRT Search with Biased Growth
Approaches for improving the RRT algorithm using a biased growth [98] often rely
on techniques that increase the probability of sampling states from a specific region
in a static fashion. Our novel biased RRT method, described in Section 2.5.2,
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(a) Scanning Basket. (b) Entangling Basket.

(c) Lifting Basket. (d) Turning Basket.

(e) Transporting Basket. (f) Releasing Basket.

Figure 2.15: Basket caging/secure entanglement with transportation. The initial posi-
tions of the basket and the robots are known, odometry is used for navigation.
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(a) GLI = −0.2065 (b) GLI = +0.1113 (c) GLI = +0.2765

(d) GLI = +0.4515 (e) GLI = +0.6109

Figure 2.16: Selection of five nodes evaluated by our biased RRT algorithm with increas-
ing entanglement value. The NAO skeleton entangles a simplified loop with four edges
using its left arm while keeping the rest of the body still.

goes beyond the state of the art by dynamically incorporating knowledge obtained
from the exploration to guide the search away from obstacles and towards the
target region. In this particular example, our biased RRT algorithm drives the
robots towards high entanglement values guided by a heuristic function presented
in Eq. (2.4). This heuristic and the dynamic node score update, serve as a quality
measurement indicating the nodes that ought to be expanded first because they are
more likely to yield better entanglements and less likely to be near collision regions.

To illustrate how different poses correspond to various quality scores depending
on the GLI, we show in Fig. 2.16 a simplified scenario with one NAO, and a loop
consisting of four edges. The robot is meant to entangle with the loop starting from
a crouching position and moving only the left arm. In Figs. 2.16a–2.16e, we see
progressive snapshots of the poses corresponding to nodes that are closer and closer
to the goal, i.e. the region where the entanglements are high. As we previously
mentioned, the triggering condition that stops the search is what we call the secure
entanglement. However, in the example represented in Fig. 2.16, one NAO by itself
cannot reach such condition because it is only allowed to control the left arm.
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2.7 Conclusions

Caging grasps are important because they allow more flexibility and error tolerance
than force-closure grasps. We humans employ them on a daily basis when opening
doors, holding hand rails, carrying bags, and manipulating tools.

In this chapter we studied the caging of rigid objects with topological holes in
their structure. Particularly we defined a condition for caging such objects called
secure entanglement, that indicates when two strands and a loop cannot be sepa-
rated. By doing this, we extended the concept of caging for objects with loops to
encompass novel scenarios. The controllers proposed to achieve such caging condi-
tion are based on progressive entanglement of the robots with the loop; measured
through a topological coordinate called writhe. This allows our method to deal
with a wide range of objects that are topologically equivalent.

Lastly, we introduced a motion planning algorithm that is essentially a biased
RRT with dynamic node quality update. We showed that our motion planner is
comparatively more efficient than the standard RRT algorithm. Our algorithm
achieves this greater efficiency by exploring the state space using qualitative knowl-
edge about the proximity to the goal and the invalid configurations.
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Chapter 3

Knotting with Dual-Armed Robots

In the previous Chapter, we studied how robots can cage objects using their own
embodiment through a process of progressive entanglement. In this chapter, we
also look into caging objects, but we do so through the use of ropes to construct
the cage. We propose a knotting robotic framework consisting on multiple basic
actions with which a dual-armed robot can tie a wide variety of knots. We propose
an algorithm to efficiently generate insertion motions through loops and use it to
define one of the basic actions of our framework.

3.1 Introduction

Knotting is an essential skill for robots because ropes can be used to cage and
securely interact with objects in scenarios where the embodiment is not able. From
the applicability point of view, whether it comes down to dragging objects, or using
pulleys to lift heavy weights, knotting is an essential skill.

From the point of view of how knots are recorded, they are often represented as a
sequence of steps [4, 58]; intermediate rope configurations are produced until the last
step completes the desired knot. These steps correspond to what we call knotting
actions and unequivocally define a specific knot. For example, the overhand knot,
shown in Fig. 3.1, can be constructed by first looping a rope upon itself and then
inserting one extreme of it through such loop from the proper side. Likewise, more
complex knots can be described with longer sequences of simple steps.

Knots can also be represented solely by a diagram indicating which segment
passes above or below at each crossing. This is the preferred representation method
for mathematical knots, i.e. those consisting of a closed curve as shown in Fig. 3.3.
Nonetheless, there exists an equivalence between mathematical and real knots which
is achieved by fusing together the open extremes of the rope. For example, the
overhand knot is equivalent to the trefoil mathematical knot.

One of the key challenges in robotic knotting is that it involves manipulation
and tracking of flexible bodies which do not respond in easily predictable fashion to
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Bight

Crossing Insertion

Overhand
Knot

Knotting Simulation Robotic Experiment Target Loops

Loop

Figure 3.1: Knotting simulation with robot’s arms shown in yellow, robot’s base in green,
deformable rope in red, and target loop in blue (left). Real world experiment with NAO
humanoid robot tying a trefoil knot, target loop in blue and rope in red (middle). Two
target loops with complex shapes in blue, and valid insertion trajectories in red (right).
Basic sequence of steps to tie the overhand/trefoil knot (bottom).

external physical forces. This makes traditional motion planning approaches, that
rely on blind state exploration, to perform poorly; because the result of executing
the plan tends to diverge from the expected outcome. This issue can be handled by
modeling the properties of the soft body and using physics-aware motion planners to
produce more accurate plans. However, this is a computationally complex process
that does not cope well with the real-time responsiveness necessary to control a
robot for a knotting task. Additionally, the elongated shape of a rope poses a
manipulability challenge for most robotic grippers even for simple actions such as:
bending, twisting, and inserting a rope through a loop (threading).

In this chapter, we focus on the action called insertion through a target loop
which involves moving a part of the rope, e.g. an endpoint, through a trajectory
relative to another rope segment. The scientific challenge comes from the difficulty
to plan and execute a trajectory in such a highly dynamic scenario. The insertion
action does not necessarily has to be performed into a loop constructed with a rope;
it could also be executed into an external target loop. Our approach handles the
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fact that such loop can move in space and deform unpredictably while the insertion
action is being executed.

In 3D space, the target loop can assume many complex shapes, such as the
ones displayed on the right of Fig. 3.1. This means that ad hoc solutions such as
inserting through the center point of the loop in perpendicular direction, would
not be valid because there is no concept of perpendicularity or center of the loop.
In other words, a wide variety of non-planar loops such as those represented in
Fig. 3.1 preclude the possibility of proposing a simple geometric solution to the
insertion problem. Additionally, the fact that such target loops can deform in real-
time during a knotting task, indicates the need for more sophisticated closed-loop
control based solutions. The physical property used in this chapter as an insight
to solve the insertion problem is the following: The magnetic field lines produced
by a current flowing through a conductor closed upon itself always pass through
the interior of such loop. Therefore, if we are able to compute such field lines
based on the loop shape, we will be able to guide our robotic arm through insertion
trajectories regardless of the target loop deformation. We remark that this magnetic
field is virtual in nature; therefore, it is merely used for trajectory computation.

The contributions of this chapter are:

• Algorithm for generating trajectories that pass through the interior of loops
for insertion tasks.

• Evaluation of the trajectory generation algorithm under a wide variety of
scenarios with various levels of noise and other dynamical deformations.

• Evaluation of the insertion reliability and duration with respect to the loop
deformation and to the parameters that control the trajectory’s eccentricity.

• Robotic knotting framework with well defined basic actions that are coordi-
nated by a BT, which represents knots in a modular fashion.

In summary, we study how deformable entities such as ropes can be used to
interact with objects. We want to generate flexible and secure interactions, i.e.
cages, which means that the object is not able to escape arbitrarily far away from
the robot once the knot has been completed. To this end, we built a robotic
framework capable of tying different types of knots with a fixed set of actions. The
insertion action is robust to dynamic rope changes and computationally simple.
This is so because the insertion trajectory is defined using magnetic fields which
are dynamically related to their source and are simple to compute.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, we re-
view related work in the topic of robotic knotting; In Section 3.3, we enunciate the
scientific hypothesis to be tested in this chapter; In Section 3.4, we introduce our
insertion controller based on magnetic fields; In Section 3.5, we present the knotting
framework; In Section 3.6, we explain how robots can tie knots using this frame-
work; In Section 3.7, we evaluate our algorithms with respect to several metrics; In
Section 3.8, we present concluding remarks and future research directions.
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3.2 Related Work

The task of inserting the end of a rope through a loop, as in our insertion action,
has been studied before in several contexts such as threading, knotting, and sutur-
ing. Below we present our work in the context of such techniques highlighting the
similarities and differences:

The threading framework presented in [104] is the first to calculate insertion
trajectories exploiting the insight that magnetic field lines always wrap around
loops of current. Instead of formulating a control task and computing derivatives,
we directly use the magnetic field’s direction to calculate the reference positions
that ought to be followed on the next time step. The context in which [104] is
conceived consists of a surgical environment with tight openings modeled by small,
planar loops that are perfectly circular and static. In contrast, we tackle a broader
and more complex problem in the context of knotting with dynamically deforming
loops of arbitrary 3D shape. For the sub-case of planar loops, we introduce a
new parametrization that allows the adaptation of the manipulator’s trajectory to
achieve different insertion eccentricities.

Other works inmotion planning for producing entangling motions [41, 43, 44, 48]
and caging [78, 92], use topological coordinates to express configurations in terms
of their writhe [48], winding number [78], or linking number [92]. This implies that
several geometric configurations are translated into the same topological coordinate.
In contrast, we use workspace coordinates, which fully describe the system state as
the angles of each robot joint. Using a kinematic chain, the robot joint values can be
mapped into Cartesian coordinates. Additionally, [41, 43, 44, 48] define the target
configuration in terms of the writhe matrix and other topological coordinates. In
Chapter 2, we defined the target configuration as a geometrical condition which
guarantees that the object is caged. In contrast, the terminal condition for caging
objects with a rope is simply when the knot has been successfully tied.

Knotting involves executing a sequence of steps, each of which corresponds to a
basic action, e.g. grasp rope, twist rope, and insert rope through hole. In this chap-
ter, we formally define each of these actions giving special attention to the insertion
action. In the literature, the methods that have been used to generate insertion
motions for entanglement are: approximate inference [48], optimization [41, 43, 44],
and random-based planning [92]. However, in this chapter we directly extract the
motion direction for the end-effector tip from a dynamic force field. We show that
our control method based on magnetic fields is robust to position noise and other
dynamic changes of the target loop configuration.

In this work, we use the insertion as a central skill in conjunction with other basic
actions to tie knots. Other works on robotic knotting also abstract the problem
as a set of basic steps [54, 65, 100, 102, 107]. Often, these works consider purely
mathematical knots and implement Reidemeister moves [95] to locally change the
knot’s linking diagram. In contrast, we propose a set of five basic actions that are
sufficient to create a wide range of knots. Instead of representing the knot by its
linking diagram, which is more suitable for manipulation on a plane, we represent
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the knot by the sequence of actions that are required for tying it in the form for a
Behavior Tree (BT) [62]. Using BTs as a control architecture to specify how a given
knot is tied, allows complex knots to be represented as hierarchical arrangements
of thematic action sequences in a modular fashion.

Speed and repeatability for industrial robotic knotting was studied in [8, 50],
often resorting to feed-forward (open loop) control for simple knots [54, 106]. Most
of this research, formulates knotting as a motion planning problem in the context
of deformable object manipulation [39, 59, 64, 84, 85, 106]. In contrast, we do
not model the rope or its physical properties; we assume that the rope is held by
a manipulator and will comply to its motion when twisted and tucked through
a loop. The omission of the physical properties of the rope in the planning and
execution phase translate into the capability to perform in real-time. We focus on
the perception problem of the rope, to be able to detect knots, and loops within
these knots, in real-time. The combination of fast perception algorithms along with
robust control techniques, results in a robotic knotting framework with accurate
actions that react to dynamic changes in real-time.

The motion planning approaches [39, 41, 43, 44, 48, 59, 64, 84, 85, 92, 106] have
in common that they require time intensive re-planning if the configuration of the
deformable object changes. In knotting particularly, this situation is prone to occur
due to the fact that we are manipulating a rope along trajectories that are defined
with respect to other parts of it. We address these dynamic changes by employing
a feedback controller that is directly based on the loop’s shape and position for
the insertion action. In this way, we completely bypass the need for doing motion
planning when it comes to insertions through loops.

The problem of robotic knotting has also been addressed through techniques
based on learning from demonstration [55, 56, 74, 75, 87, 88]. Our approach to
knotting is different from learning from demonstration techniques because we do
not require any prior training before execution. In the context of knotting, due
to the nature of deformable objects being able to acquire so many shapes, it often
occurs that the training scenario does not resemble the actual run. For this reason,
learning from demonstration techniques applied to knotting, are not able to gener-
alize and understand what it means for an arm to go through the interior of a loop.
Furthermore, for such techniques there is no physical guarantee that arbitrary loop
configurations will be handled properly by the learned policy and they have no
reactiveness to deal with dynamic deformations in real-time.

Lastly, as explained in [9], other approaches to manipulation of deformable ob-
jects rely on known physical properties of the rope. For this reason they do not
perform with enough accuracy when the parameters and internal properties of the
rope are unknown. For model-based methods to work accurately in deformable
object manipulation, it is necessary to establish a feedback loop that can continu-
ously update the model of the object based on the actions being exerted and the
visual/tactile feedback being sensed by the robot. In contrast, we do not require a
training scenario, modeling deformable object parameters, or updating such model
based on sensor feedback.
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3.3 Problem Formulation

We are interested in testing the following hypothesis: Cages can be constructed onto
objects through the use of a deformable entity or tool, e.g. ropes, without requiring
physical contact between the robot and the object. The challenge of this problem is
that physical manipulation of deformable objects such as ropes to construct cages
is a difficult task in terms of perception, planning, and control. Our approach
consists of avoiding the motion planning phase by using algorithms that generate
trajectories based on the current rope and target loop configurations. We use such
algorithms as building blocks of a framework which effectively demonstrates that
the hypothesized indirect cages can indeed be constructed via rope manipulation.

3.4 Insertion with Magnetic Fields

In order to insert an end of a rope that is held by a manipulator though a loop L, we
need to move the manipulator on a trajectory that passes through the interior region
of the loop. Such region is intuitively defined as the two dimensional area which is
encircled by the loop itself. We generate the insertion trajectory by continuously
feeding updated references xr ∈ R3, to the manipulator’s position controller. On
each time step t, we compute the reference position for the manipulator, using its
current position xc(t), and a directional offset δ(t). The directional offset is added
to the manipulator’s position to get the new reference: xr(t) = xc(t) + δ(t).

In Eq. (3.2), we define the directional offset δ(t), based on the magnetic field
generated by a virtual steady electric current I, through the loop. This definition
relates the geometric shape of the loop and its orientation, to the direction δ(t),
in which the manipulator ought to move at a given time step to progress along the
insertion trajectory. For this, we adopt the Biot Savart law and model the loop as
an infinitesimally-narrow closed wire, through which a virtual current flows.

3.4.1 Adapting The Biot Savart Law for Control
The Biot Savart law relates the magnetic field B, at any coordinate x ∈ R3, to
the electric current in the conductor which corresponds to the loop. In Eq. (3.1),
the magnetic field is expressed as a line integral, which sums up the infinitesimal
contributions of line segments dl. These segments correspond to a discretization of
the loop and can be directly obtained from vision algorithms as it will be explained
later in Section 3.7.4. This usage of the superposition principle is possible given
that we are dealing with a linear system where the contributions of several line
segments of current can be aggregated together. For the actual implementation,
the integral is discretized as a summation with computational complexity O(n),
where n is the number of segments into which L is discretized.

B(x) = µ0

4π I
∫
L

dl× (x− x′)
‖x− x′‖3 . (3.1)
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(a) Flat circular target loop.

(b) Bent circular target loop.

(c) Concentric crossing target loop.

Figure 3.2: Magnetic field intensity and trajectory for different target loops.
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In Eq. (3.1), we are calculating the magnetic field B at position x, which corre-
sponds to the position of the end-effector. The other variables are: µ0, the magnetic
permeability; I, the current intensity; dl, the length differential of the conductor’s
loop; x′, the position of a given segment dl; and x−x′, a vector from dl to x. The
position x at which the magnetic field is calculated, changes continuously as the
end-effector of the robot follows the directional offset δ(t) for each time t.

The magnetic field intensity, given by Eq. (3.1), decreases as the distance from
the conductor, x−x′, becomes larger. Since we are only interested in the direction
of the magnetic field to obtain the desired trajectory, we normalize B, as shown in
Eq. (3.2), to define the directional offset. This guarantees that our insertion action
has an adjustable approach speed, through the parameter γ, regardless of how far
the end-effector is from the loop. The directional offset δ depends also on the loop’s
shape L(t), which can change over time, and the end-effector position x(t).

δ(t,L,x, γ) = γB(x)/‖B(x)‖. (3.2)

In Fig. 3.2, the color of the elliptic trajectories indicates the magnetic field
intensity, i.e. its norm ‖B‖. Blue indicates low intensities which gradually become
higher as they approach the loop interior until they reach a maximum value depicted
in red. The black dotted trajectory is an insertion path that stops exactly when
the derivative of the intensity changes from positive to negative, indicating that
the manipulator is in the internal region of the loop. As seen in Figs. 3.2a, 3.2b,
and 3.2c, every field line, depicted with a standard intensity color coding, passes
through the loop by entering the electromagnet via its south pole and exiting via
its north pole. This allows us to decide from which side the insertion is performed
by altering the direction of the electric current in the conductor’s loop. Since any
given coordinate x lies on some field line, we can start with the manipulator at any
position and pass through the loop by following the magnetic field. Importantly,
we can identify that the manipulator has traversed the loop’s internal region when
the field intensity of B, ceases to increase and starts to decrease. This corresponds
to a local maximum of the magnetic field’s intensity along that field line.

3.4.2 Parametrization for Planar Loops

When constructing and representing knots, it is often preferred to deal with them
in two-dimensions. This involves finding a projection of the 3D knot onto a plane
where the information of the crossings is stored separately. In this representation,
the information about which part of the rope is above or below at a given crossing
is indicated graphically as in Fig. 3.3, or using explicit labels.

It is often the case that the part of the rope constructing the loop has some
degree of planarity. When this special situation occurs, it is possible to fit a plane
to the target loop. Using the perpendicular and parallel components of such plane,
we can express our magnetic field with respect to the coordinate frame of the loop.
In such reference frame, we can parametrize the magnetic field which allows us
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Figure 3.3: Planar knot representation. Figure taken from [105].

to adjust the eccentricity of the insertion trajectory as shown in Fig. 3.4. The
parametrization consists of two scalar variables, α and β, which we can modify in
real-time for different purposes. For example, if the insertion path was obstructed,
we could instantaneously generate a family of trajectories with different degrees of
eccentricity which would also result in insertions.

A planar loop lies on a two dimensional surface that defines one normal and two
parallel vectors to the loop, these are denoted by vN , vP1 and vP2 respectively. In
Fig. 3.4, since the loop is already aligned with the main Cartesian axes, the vector
vN corresponds to the Z-axis, vP1 to the X-axis, and vP2 to the Y -axis.

We project B(x) onto this local coordinate system to represent the magnetic field
in terms of two scalar components, BP1 and BP2 , which are parallel to the loop, and
one scalar component, BN , which is perpendicular to it. In other words, the three
Cartesian coordinates of the magnetic field are translated into new components
that are relative to the loop orientation. This yields the following expression for
the magnetic field:

B(x) = BP1(x)vP1 +BP2(x)vP2 +BN (x)vN (3.3)

We introduce the parameters α and β in Eq. (3.3) as weighting factors to control
the contribution of the parallel and perpendicular components of the magnetic field,
to the resulting field B(x, α, β),

B(x, α, β) = αBP1(x)vP1 + αBP2(x)vP2 + βBN (x)vN (3.4)
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Figure 3.4: Insertion trajectory for planar loops parametrized by α and β. The axes are
indicated by the arrows as follows: X (blue), Y (green), and Z (red).

Lastly, we define the directional offset for the parametrized magnetic fields in
an analogous manner as we did previously in Eq. (3.2),

δ(t,L,x, α, β, γ) = γB(x, α, β)/‖B(x, α, β)‖ (3.5)

The influence of α and β on the manipulator’s trajectory is represented visually
in Fig. 3.4. Increasing α relative to β produces trajectories with greater eccentricity
that pass closer to the center of the loop; whereas increasing β relative to α produces
trajectories with smaller eccentricity that pass farther from the center of the loop.

3.5 Knotting System Overview

As illustrated by the example in Fig. 3.1, tying a knot involves the sequential exe-
cution of several basic action primitives. Aligning our robotic platform capabilities
with those of the humans who in actuality tie the knots, we formulate our knotting
framework for dual-arm robotic systems. This allows us to create maneuvers where
the rope is handed from one hand to the other. In order to increase the reachability
of such arms, we consider the additional assumption that they are mounted onto a
mobile base which allows them to move within the workspace.

The formulation of the knotting framework is done at a basic level as two feed-
back controllers: one for the mobile base, and one for the manipulators. These are
feed with reference points at each time step according to the basic action that is
being executed. The knotting process is governed by a hybrid system that decides
which action to perform and the switching conditions that determine when the next
action needs to be triggered. In Section 3.6, we present examples of hybrid systems
based on BTs that can be used to tie different knots. In this section, we describe
the individual basic knotting actions and define their switching conditions.
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The knotting process is thus encoded in: the references that the hybrid system
sets for the two basic controllers at each time step, and the action scheduling be-
tween the different primitives depending on the knot itself. Such references can be
calculated based on internal robot states or extracted from sensory data. For ex-
ample, the rope position and the target loop configuration are both extracted from
visual feedback, whereas the end-effector position is known from proprioception.

3.5.1 Basic Knotting Actions
Below we present the five different actions proposed for our knotting framework.
The actions: Twist Rope and Turn Base, provide some degree of redundancy to the
framework because they are intended for the same purpose, i.e. create a loop in the
rope, but they achieve it in two slightly different ways. In Section 3.6, we exploit
this redundancy to show that our hybrid coordinator based on BTs can seamlessly
represent scenarios where the same task can be carried out in two different ways.

Grasp Rope Set the manipulator’s reference to a position in the rope and close the
gripper when reached. The rope position can be extracted through tracking
algorithms as described in Section 3.7.4. The switching occurs when the target
point is reached and the gripper is closed.

Release Rope Set the manipulator’s reference to the same position from the pre-
vious time step and open gripper. The switching occurs when the gripper is
opened and the rope is released.

Twist Rope Set the references of both manipulators to follow a circular trajectory
such that a crossing, and therefore a loop, is formed in the rope. The switching
occurs when the trajectory is successfully completed.

Turn Base Set the base’s reference to rotate the robot around itself while moving
the arms in a circular motion. Like before, the manipulators twist the rope
creating a crossing, and therefore a loop on the rope. The switching also
occurs when the trajectory is successfully completed.

Insertion Set the references of both manipulators using the target loop and the
parametrized magnetic field in Section 3.4, such that they approach the loop
from opposite sides. The switching occurs, for each arm separately, when the
magnetic field intensity reaches its local maximum.

It is important to note that when executing the insertion action, i.e. making
both arms follow the magnetic field from opposite sides, the end-effectors may not
meet at exactly the same point inside the loop. For this reason, once they have both
finished moving towards the loop, a small step where they move towards each other
is implicitly included as part of this action. However, the grasp and release actions
used in conjunction with the insertion to successfully thread the rope through the
loop are considered separately.
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Chapter 3 Knotting with Dual-Armed Robots

3.6 Tying Knots

In this section, we describe the hybrid control system that governs the knotting
process and schedules the basic actions from Section 3.5 to tie the trefoil knot. The
family of knots which can be tied using our framework is not limited to the trefoil
and extends to more complex knots. In Section 3.6.2, we describe how the same
knotting actions can be used to tie the knots shown in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.5: A family of mathematical knots that can be tied using only two manipulators
and their designation in A-B notation. Knot 31 is called trefoil. Figure adapted from [105].

We present a graphical illustration of the knotting procedure for the trefoil in
Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, the notation is as follows: Arm 1 has the end-effector in red,
Arm 2 has the end-effector in blue, the red and blue circles are the references of
the arm controllers. The base is depicted in green where the mecanum wheels, even
though simulated, are not displayed. The rope is represented by the red string
whose extremes, labeled arbitrarily, are called: R0 (rope beginning), and Rf (rope
end). Lastly, the anchoring entity (target loop) is depicted in blue.

3.6.1 The Trefoil Knot

There are two versions of the trefoil knot: the right-handed and the left-handed,
depicted side by side in Fig. 3.6. These two knots are mirrored versions of each
other and therefore can be constructed using mirrored motions of the robotic arms.

To tie the right-handed trefoil knot, shown in Fig. 3.6a, we require 10 steps.
A step consists of one basic action instantiated within a particular context. For
example, a step could consist of inserting a rope part through a given loop with
the right arm. When formulating the action sequence, we refer to the two ends of
the rope as R0 and Rf . We assume that the rope has reasonable internal stiffness,
and that the target loops are large enough for insertion with the manipulators.

In order to showcase the hybrid controller scheduling the basic knotting action
primitives in simulation, we use a torus instead of a basket. The torus represents
any object with a hole that the robot could interact with through the use of a
rope or other deformable linear object. See Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, for a step by step
illustration of the knotting procedure described below:
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Figure 3.6: Trefoil knot 3D representation.

1. Approach Loop using base controller with the reference calculated based on
the loop position and orientation. This step is not considered a basic action.

2. Arm 2 Grasps Rf using Grasp Rope with context as follows: effector equal
to Arm 2, and target grasping position equal to Rf .

3. Arm 2 Inserts Rf Through Anchoring Entity using Insertion with con-
text as follows: effector equal to Arm 2, target loop equal to anchoring entity,
and target rope position equal to Rf .

4. Arm 1 Grasps Rf , Arm 2 Releases Rf using Grasp and Release Rope
with context derived as in the previous two steps.

5. Arm 2 Grasps R0 using Grasp Rope.

6. Constructing Rope Loop using either: Turn Base or Twist Rope.
The next steps are contextualized assuming that Turn Base was used in step 6.

7. Arm 1 Inserts Rf Through Rope Loop using Insertion.

8. Arm 2 Releases R0 using Release Rope.

9. Arm 2 Grasps Rf , Arm 1 Releases Rf using Grasp and Release Rope.

10. Arm 1 Grasps R0 using Grasp Rope.

Later in Section 3.7.2, the torus is replaced with a continuously deforming an-
choring entity to showcase the dynamic adaptability properties of our algorithm.
Finally in Section. 3.7.3, we move into real world experiments where a NAO robot
ties a trefoil knot onto a real anchor in the world.
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Figure 3.7: Step by step illustration of knotting a trefoil according to Section 3.6.1.
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Figure 3.8: Step by step illustration of knotting a trefoil according to Section 3.6.1.
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Once step 10 has taken place, the trefoil knot is completed in a topological
sense. This means that we can build a geometrical entity T consisting of: the rope,
the robot arms, and the segment that passes through the base from one arm to
the other. This geometrical entity T , visible in Fig. 3.8f, is homeomorphic to the
right-handed trefoil knot represented in Fig. 3.6a; meaning that these two entities
can be deformed into each other through a continuous and invertible mapping. In
other words, we regard the trefoil knot as completed when the robot itself closes
the remaining segment or equivalently, when it would suffice for the robot to join
its two end-effectors together to form the desired closed knot shape.

3.6.2 Beyond The Trefoil Knot
The other knots in Fig. 3.5 can be created by adapting the action sequence used for
the trefoil knot in Section 3.6.1. For the sake of brevity, below we omit the context
of each action, e.g. which arm grasps which part of the rope. The numbering of
the steps below refers to the numbering of the steps in Section 3.6, and not to the
numbering of the basic actions themselves:

1. Unknot Executing steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

2. Knot 31 Executing steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

3. Knot 41 Executing steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

4. Knot 52 Executing steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

5. Knot 73 Executing steps 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 7, 8, 9, 10.

The Unknot is completed simply after passing the rope through the anchoring
entity, i.e. threading it. The Knot 31 is the trefoil which we have already shown
how to tie (i.e. steps 1–10). The Knot 41 requires the same steps as the trefoil but
with two twists (i.e. step 6). The Knot 52 requires the same steps as the trefoil
but with three twists (i.e. step 6). The Knot 73 requires the same steps as knot 52,
but with two insertions through the loop (i.e. steps 7, 8, 9).

3.6.3 Action Scheduling with Behavior Trees
The hybrid dynamics described in Section 3.6.1 and Section 3.6.2 can be instanti-
ated in the form of a BT [62], as shown later in Section 4.8.4 of Chapter 4. The
hierarchical structure of BTs provides a convenient representation for knotting tasks
because knots are constructed in a modular fashion reusing action sequences.

Likewise, it often occurs that the same change in the rope configuration can
be achieved in two different ways, e.g. by two different actions like turn base and
twist rope. For such cases, BTs and their fallback capabilities excel at representing
knotting tasks because they can encode redundancy seamlessly. The BTs used to
implement the various knots presented in this chapter are relegated to Chapter 4.
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3.7 Experimental Evaluation

To test the viability of our approach to rope insertion and knotting, we proceed as
follows: First, in Section 3.7.1 we analyze the robustness of the insertion action in
simulation disregarding robot and rope dynamics; then, in Section 3.7.2 we test the
knotting controller of the whole robot together with the rope in simulation; lastly,
in Section 3.7.3 we employ the knotting framework with a NAO humanoid robot
and a real anchoring entity in order to tie a unknot and a trefoil knots. For the
simulations, the author implemented a basic physics engine in Matlab that could
reproduce a realistic behavior of the rope colliding with an anchoring entity, as well
as the robot kinematics, low-level controllers, and the robot to rope interaction.

3.7.1 Insertion Action in Isolation
To perform the insertion action, the robot must move the end-effector that holds the
rope into the loop, stop the manipulator, and re-grasp the rope with the other arm
from the opposite side. Below, we study only the first part of this motion sequence,
i.e. moving towards the loop and stopping. We are interested in studying how our
insertion action copes with different shapes of the target loop as well as dynamic
alterations that could occur.

3.7.1.1 Stopping

The switching condition for the insertion action needs to stop the manipulator
when its trajectory has just passed through the loop. In Section 3.4, we identified
this condition by a sudden drop in magnetic field intensity. Here, we validate our
formulation by simulating the trajectory of a manipulator for static target loops of
different non-trivial shapes. We consider a planar loop as a reference, a π/2 radians
folded planar loop, and a double loop, as sketched in Fig. 3.1.

The results are displayed in Figs. 3.2a, 3.2b, and 3.2c along with multiple other
trajectories showing the variation of the intensity in the magnetic field. The lines
composed of black dots indicate the manipulator path obtained using our stopping
condition. In all cases, the end-effector stops in the interior of the loop, confirming
that our switching condition indeed works as expected.

3.7.1.2 Deformation

During execution of an insertion action with a real rope, the target loop might flex,
bend, and change its shape. Likewise, the position of the loop extracted through
visual data is subjected to have perception noise. For this reason, we investigate
in isolation the performance of our insertion action when the target loop deforms
randomly during execution. We consider a planar loop and compare insertion
quality and insertion delay for several noise settings.

The insertion quality is defined as the distance between the center of the loop
and the point where the end-effector is stopped by our magnetic field controller.
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Figure 3.9: Depiction of the highest noise setting where the algorithm could fail with
probability p = 0.002. The noise is added to the positions of the circular loop either
perturbing all three dimensions isotropically (left), or only the radial direction (right).

The insertion delay is the time, measured in number of iterations, needed for the
end-effector to complete this motion. In case the noise is sufficiently high to cause
a failed insertion, we register it in order to estimate the percentage of successful
insertions for each noise setting. A failed insertion could occur when the manip-
ulator passes through the outside of the actual loop, while following the magnetic
field computed using the dynamically deforming noisy loop.

For the experiments, we start with a circular planar loop of radius 1 m (dis-
cretized into 0.1 radians) laying on the X,Y -plane and perturb vertex positions in
each time step with noise. The perturbation consists of: (a) Isotropic Gaussian
noise, and (b) Cylindrical Gaussian noise for the radial direction and the Z-axis
with standard deviation between 0.0 and 0.3, in steps of 0.05. A new noise sam-
ple is drawn in each time step of the simulation and added to the loop positions
before calculating the magnetic field to move the test particle in its direction. We
record 1000 trajectories generated by following the same iterative process for each
noise setting and starting from the same initial position. In Fig. 3.10, we plot the
insertion quality and delay against several noise settings and values of α and β.

These figures show that insertion delay increases with higher intensities of noise
for both isotropic and radial perturbations. Insertion quality decreases with higher
intensities of noise for isotropic noise. However, insertion quality increases with
higher levels of cylindrical noise. Increasing insertion quality means that the tra-
jectory passes closer to the center. Increasing α consistently yields insertions with
better quality, but taking slightly longer to complete. Conversely, increasing β con-
sistently decreases insertion quality, but finishes slightly faster. Most relevant, for
all the 42.000 insertion attempts, we observed only 14 failed insertions; all of which
occurred at the highest noise setting. To illustrate the amount of noise required to
break our insertion algorithm, in Fig. 3.9 we show two cases which correspond to
the noise of 3.0 standard deviation, for both the isotropic and cylindrical cases.
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(b) α = 1, β = 1. Cylindrical noise.
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(c) α = 2, β = 1. Isotropic noise.
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(d) α = 2, β = 1. Cylindrical noise.
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(f) α = 1, β = 2. Cylindrical noise.

Figure 3.10: Insertion Quality and Insertion Delay plots for isotropic noise (left column),
and cylindrical noise (right column); using three different α, β combinations.
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Chapter 3 Knotting with Dual-Armed Robots

3.7.2 Insertion Action in Context
The insertion action is conceived in the larger context of knotting which involves
a robot manipulating a flexible rope. In general, both the rope and the anchoring
entity can exhibit dynamic properties during the execution of an insertion action.
For this reason, it becomes relevant to validate our insertion action considering both
the rope and robot dynamics. In this experiment, instead of considering a single
particle as in Section 3.7.1, we simulate a length of rope and a two-armed robot
with a mobile base. The robot uses its basic skill set, described in Section 3.5.1, to
manipulate the rope and tie different types of knots with it.

Using our simulation framework, we run several experiments described below.
Through these test scenarios we show that our magnetic field controller copes well
with deformations and translations of the anchoring entity. We use this knowledge
to claim that our algorithm also copes well with deformations that could occur in
the rope loop during knotting. This is so, because the deformations of the anchor-
ing entity through which we test our controller are much more severe than any
deformation a rope can attain by means of manipulation and physical interactions.

3.7.2.1 Deformation of The Loop

In this experiment, we deform the anchoring entity’s loop by adding a sinusoid
with various amplitudes and frequencies. This wave is added first in the parallel
direction to the loop’s plane and then in the perpendicular direction, see Fig. 3.11.

We observed that the wave’s frequency does not have any effect on the success
or failure of the knot. However, extremely high frequencies require a more fine
grained discretization of the anchoring entity to be usable in our simulation.

We observed that the wave’s amplitude does have an effect on the success or
failure of the knot. However, after certain wave amplitude values the deformation is
so high that it becomes unrealistic for the simulated robot to be able to tie a knot.
In other words, the failure of the knotting process observed was due to the robot
and simulation limitations, rather than the theoretical definition of the insertion
action through the Biot Savart law. In practice, we observed that the ratio between
the deforming wave’s amplitude and the loop’s radius Rwl , is a limiting factor for
our algorithm. Deformations below Rwl = 1/5 were always successful, whereas
deformations above Rwl = 1/5 showed an increasing probability to fail.

The direction in which the deforming wave was added to the anchoring entity
did not have a major impact on the success or failure of the knots. However, the
parallel deformations were in general easier to handle, because they would allow
the arms to work as if the loop was completely planar.

3.7.2.2 Translation and Rotation of The Loop

In this experiment, we perform translations and rotations of the anchoring entity’s
loop in order to test the robustness of the knotting algorithm for dynamic scenarios.
We carry out tests with different speed settings as well as rotation axes.
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(b) Perpendicular deformation.

Figure 3.11: Anchoring entity deformation through additive deforming wave.

We observed that regardless of the trajectory described by the loop in the trans-
lation experiment, the knotting was performed successfully as long as its velocity
and acceleration are within the mobile base’s tracking capabilities. These capabil-
ities depend on the parameters modeling the wheel’s dynamics in our simulation,
which means that they ultimately depend on the construction of the robot itself.

We observed that the rotations around the perpendicular direction of the loop’s
plane did not pose any difficulties to the controller. This is so because the loop has
radial symmetry with respect to such direction and therefore makes no difference to
the controller. Rotations around the vertical direction were still successful as long
as the rotation speed was kept within the capabilities of the mobile base. However,
rotations around the axis that is parallel to the loop pointing away from the robot,
produced mostly failed knots. This was not due to a problem in the magnetic field
controller, but rather because the arms simply did not have the dexterity and speed
to tie a knot onto a loop that was constantly flipping sides vertically.

3.7.3 Knotting with a NAO Robot

Until now we have exhaustively tested our insertion action in simulation for different
noise settings and other dynamic properties. We have also shown how the basic
knotting actions can be used by a dual-armed robot to tie knots in a simulation.

In this section, we put to test our knotting framework and particularly the
insertion action using a real robotic platform. To this end, we conduct experiments
with a NAO humanoid robot which introduces the additional problem of perceiving
the rope and the anchoring entity. For the experiments below, we simplified the
perception problem by using markers to indicate the position of the rope and the
anchoring entity, see Figs. 3.12, 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15.
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Chapter 3 Knotting with Dual-Armed Robots

Figure 3.12: Robot’s camera perspective with visual markers, detected anchoring entity’s
loop in blue, and manipulator trajectory for insertion in green (left). Same scene showing
robot pose, detected loop in anchoring entity, and insertion trajectory (right).

We use visual servoing to move the robot’s end-effectors with respect to these
markers and achieve the desired poses for grasping the rope and inserting it through
the anchoring entity. Later in Section 3.7.4, we present our vision tracker for the
rope that is able to detect knots and their respective crossings in 2D. Because of
the NAO’s limited manipulation capabilities, in the trefoil knot demonstration we
manually hold the rope crossing point as seen in Fig. 3.15. To achieve a fully
automated system, the step where the crossing is held by a human would need to
be replaced by another robot which can be coordinated with the NAO.

3.7.3.1 Dynamic Loop Insertion

In this experiment, we test the dynamic adaptability of the magnetic field to cope
with deformations in the target loop. Just like we did before through simulation
in Section 3.7.2.1, we disregard temporarily the knotting task to focus only on the
insertion. We placed five markers around the target loop, constructed using a rope,
in order to discretize and detect it in three dimensions.

We instructed the NAO to execute the insertion action onto the target loop using
a low value of γ (low approach speed), so that we could observe the adaptation of
the trajectory as the target loop was changing. Unlike the experiments performed
in simulation, the deformation of the target loop was done manually by twisting and
bending the rope. We observed that the trajectory of the arm would continuously
adapt responding to the loop deformation as seen in Fig. 3.13. The limitations in
the speed of the adaptation came from the communication latency in the software
infrastructure used, i.e. the Robot Operating System (ROS), and not from the
computation time of the magnetic field.
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(a) Pose 1, real robot. (b) Pose 1, trajectory.

(c) Pose 2, real robot. (d) Pose 2, trajectory.

(e) Pose 3, real robot. (f) Pose 3, trajectory.

Figure 3.13: NAO humanoid robot inserting through a dynamically deforming loop
showing three unrelated loop poses corresponding to three time instants. Each pair of
figures (left and right), corresponds to the same time instant and the trajectory computed
is displayed on the right column in green.
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3.7.3.2 Unknot and Trefoil

In this experiment, we test if a robot can execute complete sequences of basic
knotting actions to tie knots. First, the robot ties the unknot autonomously, and
then uses it as a starting point to tie the trefoil with human assistance. The process
is represented in Fig. 3.14 and 3.15 respectively. The unknot is considered to be
complete after the rope has been threaded through the anchoring entity and it is
held from both sides by the robot. Comparatively, the trefoil requires minimal
human intervention to hold the crossing and to aid the re-grasping of the rope,
whereas the unknot is performed in a completely autonomous fashion by the robot.

The experiments showed that our knotting actions suffice to control the robot
accomplishing the knotting task successfully and with high repeatability. The fail-
ures observed at certain stages in the knotting process where mostly due to errors
in the position where the rope was grasped. For example, a failed insertion (where
the rope ended up outside the target loop) was generally produced due to the robot
grasping the end of the rope too far back from the ideal position. This means
that perception and grasping accuracy where the main culprits of knotting failures
rather than an error in the computation of the insertion trajectory.

It is clear that the NAO’s perception and manipulation capabilities are too
limited to tie complex knots as the trefoil in a completely autonomous way. The
perception problem of tracking deformable objects in 3D lies beyond the scope of
this work and it is therefore simplified for this demonstration through the use of
markers. The knot visual detector is implemented only for the 2D case and its
algorithm is presented next in Section 3.7.4.

The unknot, shown in Fig. 3.14, was tied with complete autonomy by the robot.
Since the rope could be placed in an initial position that was easily reachable and
visually detectable, it was not required to involve a human in the knotting process.
Due to the limited reach of the NAO’s arms, it was necessary to control the whole
robot and not just the arms, in order to reach the rope and insert it through
the anchoring entity. The only failures observed during execution where due to
imprecise localization of the rope, which led to failed and improper grasps.

The trefoil, shown in Fig. 3.15, required human assistance after the crossing
was made in order to hold the rope still while the robot could re-grasp it. The re-
grasping of the rope after it had been threaded through the rope loop also required
human assistance. For a fully autonomous system, the crossing point could be held
using another manipulator from an auxiliary robot, while the re-grasping of the
rope could be implemented with a 3D rope tracker.

The physical capabilities of the NAO were pushed to the extreme for this im-
plementation and nonetheless, the trefoil was the most complex knot that the NAO
could tie given its size and precision. In order to implement the rest of the knots
that we described in Section 3.6.2, it is necessary to use more advanced robotic
platforms that have been designed with manipulation in mind. For example, the
YuMi from ABB is an ideal dual-arm robotic platform for implementing knotting
tasks due to its precision and kinematic design.
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(a) Initial Pose. (b) Arm 2 Grasps Rf .

(c) Arm 2 Inserts Rf on Anchoring Entity. (d) Arm 1 Grasps Rf , Arm 2 Releases Rf .

(e) Arm 2 Grasps R0. (f) Final Pose (Unknot).

Figure 3.14: NAO knotting the unknot using a length of rope.
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(a) Initial Pose (Unknot). (b) Twist Rope.

(c) Pinch Crossing (Human). (d) Arms 1 and 2 Release Rope.

(e) Arm 2 Grasps Rf , Arm 1 Grasps R0. (f) Arm 2 Inserts Rf on Rope Loop.

(g) Arm 1 Releases R0 and Grasps Rf . (h) Arm 2 Releases Rf and Grasps R0.

Figure 3.15: NAO knotting the trefoil, using the unknot in Fig. 3.14 as starting point.
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3.7.4 Knot Detector in OpenCV
One of the key challenges when it comes to manipulation of deformable objects such
as ropes in a knotting task comes not from the control point of view, but from the
perceptual side. Perceiving and tracking a thin deformable object, such as a rope,
that can acquire an almost unlimited number of shapes is not an easy task. The
nature of the knotting problem, where the rope is supposed to form crossings and
occlude itself multiple times, adds an extra degree of complexity to the problem.

Lastly, the dynamic nature of the knotting task necessitates perception algo-
rithms that can extract the rope configuration in real-time while the actions are
being executed by the robot. In this section, we describe the perception algorithm
that we implemented to detect knots and their crossings in real-time from 2D visual
data. The algorithm is as follows:

1. Using the RGB image obtained from a video feed, see Fig. 3.17a, we compute
the color histogram that contains information about the frequency in which
colors appear in the image.

2. Assuming that the rope is over a white background, we use the histogram
to extract the RGB color that most often appears in the image, disregarding
the background color. Any color of background could be used as long as it is
known and distinguishable from the rope.

3. Using a threshold adapted to the width of the histogram color variation
around the mean, we construct a binary mask shown in Fig. 3.17b. We then
use this mask to extract the rope’s pixels as shown in Fig. 3.17c.

4. We pass the mask obtained from color thresholding through a skeletoniza-
tion algorithm which iteratively erodes the excess pixels until only its basic
structure remains as seen in Fig. 3.17d.

5. Knowing that, during skeletonization, the rope requires relatively more ero-
sion operations at the crossing points than at non-crossings, we define a fea-
ture that uses this knowledge to estimate where two segments of rope meet.
Intuitively, this feature measures the distance between the skeleton and the
exterior of the mask, and it is already computed during erosion in the pre-
vious step. Using a threshold based on the rope thickness, we extract the
location of the crossings as shown in Fig. 3.17e and 3.17f.

6. Once we have the crossings, we subdivide the knot into the segments that are
between these crossings. To this end, we simply erase the area enclosed in a
circle centered at each crossing point. We fill with black the area around each
crossing point as seen in Fig. 3.17g.

7. Using the open knot shown in Fig. 3.17h, i.e. considered as a set of dis-
joint curve segments, we run connected components to identify each of them
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with a different label and to know their precise location. These connected
components are represented with different colors in Fig. 3.17g.

8. We loop through each segment and discretize it as a set of equally spaced
points. The discretization is done through k-means by evenly spreading a
number of k-mean centers, across the rope segment. The number of centers
for each segment is adapted to their particular length, which guarantees that
they will be equally spaced across segments of different lengths. These k-mean
centers are depicted as blue dots in Fig. 3.16b.

9. The k-mean centers are connected to each other using distance thresholds.
The centers that have two connections are considered to be in the internal
region of the segment whereas the centers with only one connection are con-
sidered to be in the extremes, see Fig. 3.16b.

10. We project each extreme of each segment forward, i.e. virtually extending it
following both the direction it had and continuing with the same curvature.
The extrapolated endpoints of each segment, shown in Fig. 3.16a, are paired
up considering their distance to each other and their orientation similarity.

11. Extrapolated endpoints that are close in space and have approximately the
same orientation are considered to be connected as shown by the magenta
segments in Fig. 3.16b. Meanwhile, extrapolated endpoints that are far from
others are considered to be the actual endpoints of the rope as shown by the
large yellow dots in Fig. 3.16b.

(a) Segment Projection. (b) Segment Inference.

Figure 3.16: Visual knot detector working on a four crossing knot. Estimation of each
segment’s connectivity (linking diagram) is based on distance and curvature projections.
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Using our 2D knot tracking algorithm, it is not possible to distinguish between
over-crossings and under-crossings. However, since our purpose is to construct the
knots from the beginning, it is possible for the robot to keep track of which actions
have been performed and therefore know which segment is above or below at a
given crossing. For the explanation of the algorithm, we have referred to Figs. 3.16
and 3.17; however, Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 can also be used to understand the procedure
and how our algorithm behaves when confronted with more complex knots.

(a) RGB Video. (b) Adaptive Threshold. (c) Masked RGB Image.

(d) Mask Skeletonization. (e) Crossing Thresholding. (f) Crossing Detection.

(g) Segment Separation. (h) Segment Discretization.

Figure 3.17: Visual detector working on a three-crossings knot.
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(a) RGB Video. (b) Adaptive Threshold. (c) Masked RGB Image.

(d) Mask Skeletonization. (e) Crossing Thresholding. (f) Crossing Detection.

(g) Segment Separation. (h) Segment Discretization.

Figure 3.18: Visual detector working on a four-crossings knot.
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(a) RGB Video. (b) Adaptive Threshold. (c) Masked RGB Image.

(d) Mask Skeletonization. (e) Crossing Thresholding. (f) Crossing Detection.

(g) Segment Separation. (h) Segment Discretization.

Figure 3.19: Visual detector working on a seven-crossings knot.
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3.8 Conclusions

Manipulating deformable objects to tie knots is a skill that greatly expands the
abilities of a robot to interact with objects in its environment. Particularly, robots
can cage objects by tying knots without having direct physical contact with them.
Entities with topological holes are clearly the first target for creating secure knots
because they inherently posses a loop structure through which the rope can be
inserted. However, cages can also be achieved by knotting onto objects without
holes as in the case of waist/hourglass shaped structures.

In this chapter, we have proposed a complete robot knotting framework for dual-
armed robots. We evaluated a method for the insertion action based on magnetic
fields and showed how it can be used in conjunction with other basic knotting
actions to cage objects with the unknot and the trefoil.

Our magnetic field representation of the insertion action applies to target loops
of all shapes and allows adjusting the quality and the speed of the insertion action
through our parametrization. The reliability of our approach was validated in
simulations with respect to loop deformations, and in real robotic demonstrations.
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Chapter 4

The Unified Behavior Trees
Framework

So far, we studied the problem of caging in two different scenarios: when two robots
are used to cage a toroidal object, and when one dual-armed robot utilizes a rope
to cage an object with a knot. Now, we move into a more general problem which is
that of robotic architectures, i.e. the basic building blocks that permit robotic tasks
to be executed. In this regard, we devote this chapter to describe our framework,
which was used to implement the scenarios previously described.

4.1 Introduction

Behavior Trees (BTs) are a Control Architecture (CA) comprising an execution
model and a plan representation mechanism that jointly specify how an agent should
behave in a certain environment. BTs have been constrained to a virtual world
since they were introduced in the video game industry but are starting to gain
popularity in the robotics community. Throughout the years, countless robotic
control architectures have been proposed. These frameworks can be abstracted or
subdivided into three layers, shown in Fig. 4.1, each of which has its own interface
to communicate with the neighboring layers.

The bottom layer consists of continuous time controllers that are merely in-
tended to follow a reference as fast and accurately as possible. The middle layer
schedules in time the action to be performed at a given time step; to this end, the
middle layer chooses different controllers from the bottom layer and feeds them
with the appropriate references to achieve the desired behavior. The top layer is
composed of more complex plan generation algorithms; it is at this level that the
robot decides how to fulfill its task, which is specified by the programmer.

Up to this point, considering the three layers [3] of robotic control architectures
depicted in Fig. 4.1, we can program a machine which is: firstly, capable of control-
ling its embodiment to carry out certain actions; secondly, capable of scheduling
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Figure 4.1: The top, middle, and bottom layers of robotic control architectures.

these actions in time according to sensory data or other decision processes; and
lastly, capable of generating these plans automatically from an external specifica-
tion that encodes a certain user-given task. However, with only top, middle, and
bottom layers, robots are essentially tools that perform as instructed; they can
solve a task autonomously, but not manifest their own intentions. The complex
algorithms needed to program robots that can manifest their own intentions belong
to the fourth layer of robotic control architectures and are neglected in this thesis.

In Chapter 2 and 3, we presented work which belongs to the bottom layer
of robotic control architectures. We studied how controllers can be built to equip
robots with the skills to interact with objects in a flexible but secure fashion through
the so called cages. In Section 4.7, we briefly present work [97] which belongs to the
top layer of robotic control architectures. We study how a high-level plan written
in the form of a Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula can be transformed into a
decision rule that maximally satisfies a specification representing a task. In this
chapter, we focus on BTs which belong to the middle layer of robotic control ar-
chitectures. We study how the execution model and the representation mechanism
of BTs, schedule low-level controllers from the bottom layer, and how BTs can be
interfaced with high-level planners from the top layer to build a three layer system.

Besides the bottom layer, the middle layer is the most well studied abstraction
of robotic architectures. Many execution models and theories have been proposed
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to represent plans in an accurate, compact and flexible fashion. The primary tool
for analysis of hybrid systems, i.e. systems with continuous and discrete dynamics,
is called Controlled Hybrid Dynamical Systems (CHDSs) [13, 14, 99]. These are
equipped with the mathematical models to express the discrete dynamics of the
action schedulers, and the continuous dynamics of the controllers underneath.

BTs are also action schedulers commonly used in discrete time systems like sim-
ulations and video games. In this chapter, we present a theoretical approach that
allows us to think of BTs in continuous time and compare them to CHDSs. Such
equivalences are also valid for discrete dynamics, like those represented by Finite
State Machines (FSMs). This gives us a greater insight into the potential benefits
and limitations of each representation for implementing the action scheduling layer.
For these translation algorithms we have coined the terms: Unfolding, Template,
and Template Regression methods, explained later in Section 4.5. First, The un-
folding method provides a mechanic way of unwrapping a CHDS into a BT. Second,
the template method provides a structured way of translating a BT into a CHDS.
Third, the template regression method attempts to find a certain structure in a
CHDS which, if found, gives an elegant translation into a BT.

Lastly, we implement and demonstrate five different tasks coordinated through
BTs with a NAO robot: 1) Triggering of fallbacks to guarantee that a set of con-
ditions are meet throughout the execution of the task; 2) Usage of closed-loop
controllers in conjunction with BTs retrieving visual sensory data in real time;
3) Execution of a periodic surveillance task specified with an LTL formula and
computed in the form of an automaton; 4) Coordination through BTs for a multi-
robot system executing a caging task that requires action synchronism; 5) Execution
of a modular knotting task which exploits the hierarchical representation of BTs.

The contributions of this chapter are:

1. The unified BTs framework which combines the two competing approaches.

2. Algorithms to translate between CHDSs and BTs in a bi-directional fashion.

In summary, this chapter unifies the two competing BT paradigms under the
same algorithmic framework and explains how it can be used for robotic control
systems. Particularly, we study the equivalence between CHDSs and BTs, providing
algorithms to perform the translation between such representations autonomously.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.2, we compare
the most significant papers about BTs highlighting their contributions and differ-
ences; In Section 4.3, we enunciate the scientific hypothesis to be tested in this
chapter; In Section 4.4, we introduce the unified BT framework contrasting it to
the classical paradigms; In Section 4.5, we study the equivalence between BTs and
CHDSs providing three translation algorithms; In Sections 4.6 and 4.7, we present
BT extensions towards the bottom and top layers of robotic control architectures,
respectively; In Section 4.8, we describe the scenarios implemented to highlight the
capabilities and limitations of BTs; In Section 4.9, we present concluding remarks
and future research directions.
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4.2 Related Work

In this section, we present a survey collecting the efforts that have been made in
the field of robotics and within the video game industry to develop and formalize
BTs. We present these works with the purpose of exposing the lack of agreement
existing in the literature as a mean to justify the need for a unified BT framework.
For example, many papers that have been published about BTs [7, 26, 30, 32, 34,
49, 57, 72, 76, 77, 90, 96, 109], do not agree with each other in fundamental aspects
about the BT functionality. Particularly, we analyzed the existing discrepancies
in the formalization of BT frameworks according to several key points §1 – §11,
specified in Table 4.1, and presented the results in Table 4.2.

We argue that the evident lack of consistency across papers justifies the need
for an unified BT framework. To tackle this problem, we introduce two new node
types which combine the reactive and non-reactive BT paradigms in a common
framework. To give the reader a broader perspective about the range of scenarios
where BTs have been used, we briefly mention below the most relevant papers and
their contributions to the field of BTs.

In regards to BT adaptability and capacity to represent different plans: Lim
et al. [57] evolve BTs to improve their performance at a certain task; the best
trees are kept for further processing using evolutionary algorithms and the rest are
discarded. Palma et al. [76] extend case-based planning keeping a library of plans,
represented as BTs, which can be retrieved and adapted for specific situations.
Lastly, Johansson and Dell’Acqua [49] argue that static BTs produce predictable
and unadaptive behaviors which lack realism. They evaluate nodes dynamically to
change the order in which the actions are enabled.

In regards to the video games that make use of BTs to represent AI and the
different implementations that exist: Delmer [32] analyzes the performance of simu-
lated multi-agent systems such as those present in Real Time Strategy (RTS) games.
The execution of each agent is represented by a BT. Cutumisu and Szafron [30] iden-
tify five features that behaviors should exhibit in order to be fully functional. We
created our BT framework so that it complies with all the requirements. Shoulson
et al. [90] present a framework which allows the parametrization of BTs through an
interface between nodes. They replace the blackboard (shared data repository) with
data exchange between nodes. Lastly, Perez et al. [77] generate BTs automatically
using genetic algorithms. They came to the realization that without structural
guidelines, most BTs generated were useless.

In regards to the formal verification of deterministic and probabilistic charac-
teristic of BTs as well as their comparison to other plan representations: Colvin
et al. [26] define new semantics for Decision Trees by mapping them to probabilis-
tic timed automata. They mistakenly labeled their decision trees as BTs which
leads to even more confusion about what BTs really are. Flórez et al. [34] make
use of case-based reasoning to capture recurring patterns in behaviors; rather than
storing a different BT for each agent, they store sub-BTs designed to achieve par-
ticular goals. In this way, they exploit the modularity of BTs. Yatapanage et
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al. [109] perform formal verification of BTs, using a pre-slicing step which simplifies
the computation. In contrast, [97] derives BTs from an LTL specification through
an intermediate automaton representation. Tremblay [96] provides certain metrics
which can be used to evaluate BTs. The ad-hoc nodes called random sequence and
random selector are proposed as complements to the basic BT functionality. Lastly,
Ögren [72] Argues in favor of using BTs for their modularity and re-usability; these
properties are enforced by encoding transitions in a tree structure rather than doing
so in explicit fashion, as in CHDSs and FSMs.

In regards to the robotic systems which rely on BTs for their execution as well
as the generic aspects of robotic control architectures: Brooks [15] emphasizes the
advantages of using a layered robotic framework, where layers are independent and
communicate with each other synchronously. Bohren et al. [11] introduce a new
framework called SMACH, which is a hierarchical concurrent state machine for
robot control that achieves a high degree of robustness. Lastly, Bagnell et al. [6]
design a system to autonomously perform dexterous object manipulation using BTs.
We also use BTs to decompose tasks in a modular fashion using several basic actions
defined for a specific task.

A quick inspection of Table 4.2 reveals that many papers disagree in crucial
aspects such as: §2 (blocking vs. non-blocking actions), §3 (enforcement of mod-
ularity or not), §10 (cyclic vs. acyclic execution paradigms), and §11 (enforcement
of strict tree definition or not). Further expanding on §2: BTs with blocking ac-
tions are called non-reactive or nomadic, whereas BTs with non-blocking actions
are called reactive or cascade. Such competing BT paradigms have been condensed
not only in different publications but also in recent books: non-reactive [68], and
reactive [80]. Both paradigms have their own benefits and limitations which we
unify keeping the best from each.

Our framework, which builds upon [62, 72], combines every aspect considered
in Table 4.1 without creating redundancies or contradictions. Additionally, we
integrated our BT framework with the top layer plan generation [97], which together
with the low-level controllers is a functional three layer system. We remark that
this is not a complete review of the literature available in regards to middle layer
representation schemes. Among such alternatives we can briefly name: Discrete
Event Systems (DAE) [21], FSMs [22], CHDSs [99], Decision Trees (DTs) [79], Petri
Nets [70], Process Algebra [5], Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [45], and
Object-Oriented Modeling [81].

This exhaustive survey of BTs was completed in 2013 when the author proposed
the unified BT framework [62]. Since then, the field has continued to grow in several
different directions: Medical research [47] now utilizes BTs to model the task of
brain tumor ablation to increase the flexibility and modularity of the execution;
Manufacturing industries [38] have also benefited from the adoption of BTs allowing
the reuse of plans for a wide variety of tasks; Computer simulations have continued
to show the benefits of using BTs in novel scenarios such as autonomous driving [73],
adaptive human behavior modeling [108], and learning [25].
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§1
Planning Integration: whether there exists a mechanism for automated BT
generation and maintenance. This corresponds to the top layer.

§2
Non-Blocking Actions: whether actions stop the flow of the BT until they
finish executing. This affects the ability of the BT to react to changes.

§3
Modularity: whether BTs are built in such a way that they can be chained
together (embedded one inside the other) and still function properly.

§4
Dynamic Tree: whether BTs can be modified during run-time or not. This is
required in order to create a dynamic interface to the top layer.

§5
Virtual World: if BTs were implemented in a simulated environment (game).
This considers cases where BTs have access to a game-state or blackboard.

§6
Real World: if BTs were implemented in the real world (robot). This considers
cases where the outcome of the BT manifests outside a computer simulation.

§7
Multi-Agent: whether the proposed BT structure can handle multiple agents
simultaneously. This considers cases involving at least two agents.

§8
Global Variables: whether the implementation requires a common set of vari-
ables (blackboard) shared between actions, or uses parameters instead.

§9
Library: whether the implementation supports a database of behaviors that
can be polled to build BTs. This requires modularity to be enforced.

§10
Infinite Execution: whether the BTs are meant to finish executing at some
point, or they are supposed to run forever. This affects the modularity.

§11
Multiple Parents: whether the strict definition of trees is enforced, or a relaxed
version (where a node can belong to several parents) is used.

Table 4.1: Criteria used to compare BT publications (§1 – §11).

Ref §1 §2 §3 §4 §5 §6 §7 §8 §9 §10 §11

[7] 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 3 7 3 7

[26] 7 3 7 7 3 7 3 3 7 7 7

[30] 7 7 3 7 3 7 3 3 7 3 7

[32] 7 7 7 7 3 7 3 7 7 3 7

[34] 3 7 3 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 7

[49] 7 3 3 7 3 7 7 3 7 3 3

[57] 7 7 7 3 3 7 7 3 7 7 7

[72] 7 3 3 7 7 7 7 3 7 7 7

[76] 3 7 3 7 3 7 3 3 3 7 7

[77] 3 3 7 7 3 7 7 3 7 3 7

[90] 7 3 7 7 3 7 3 7 7 7 7

[96] 7 7 3 7 3 7 7 3 7 7 7

[109] 7 3 3 7 3 3 3 3 7 3 7

[62] 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table 4.2: Comparison of BT publications.
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4.3 Problem Formulation

We are interested in testing the following hypothesis: The main two competing BT
approaches can be combined under a common framework for action scheduling, and
this framework is better than the state of the art, represented by CHDSs, in terms
of flexibility, modularity, and scalability.

The challenge of this problem is that BTs have been used in two different ways
that are opposite to each other in terms of action switching rules. Our approach
consists of abiding by the most versatile of the BT formulations and then creat-
ing two special node types that can mimic the behavior of the other formulation.
This combined framework proves that the first part of the hypothesis can indeed be
achieved. Later, we approach the second part of the hypothesis by creating transla-
tion algorithms between the state of the art in action scheduling, i.e. CHDSs, and
BTs. This equivalence allowed us to realize that BTs are indeed better in terms of
flexibility, modularity, and scalability.

4.4 Behavior Trees

In this section, we define BTs contrasting how they were formally defined in the
competing paradigms [68, 80], against the unified framework. From a classical point
of view, BTs have been utilized mainly in different two ways. The non-reactive ap-
proach [68] states that each action triggered by the BT should block until it finishes
in either success or failure. On the other hand, the reactive approach [80] states
that each action should immediately return a intermediate state called running if
it has not yet finished executing. The reasoning behind those who support the
reactive BTs, is that this framework allows them to preempt actions when other
conditions of higher priority need to be taken care off. Meanwhile, the proponents
of the non-reactive scheme remark that such action preemption contains a multi-
tude of implicit transitions, which could be triggered during an action execution
leaving the system in an unknown state.

To tackle this problem, we propose a system where both interpretations can co-
exist together; giving the programmer the freedom to decide which tool is more ad-
vantageous, at each part of the task. To sort out the obvious contradiction between
having blocking and non-blocking actions, we abide by the reactive paradigm [80],
mimicking the non-reactive functionality through two new control-flow nodes ex-
plained in Section 4.4.4. We briefly remark the fact that this is not the only way in
which the contradiction can be resolved to combine both frameworks. For example,
by using a separate condition node for each action in the BT, it is possible to mimic
blocking actions in a reactive paradigm; nevertheless, this approach would destroy
the notational simplicity of BTs rendering them unusable.

In the rest of this section, we define our unified BT framework and present
examples to showcase the different scenarios that one may encounter. From a
mathematical point of view, a BT is defined as a directed acyclic graph [12] G(V, E),
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with |V| nodes and |E| edges. For every pair of connected nodes, we refer to the node
from which the connection is established as the parent, and the node towards which
this connection is established as the child. We refer to the child-less nodes as leaves,
and we refer to the unique parent-less node as the root. In a BT, each node aside
from the root, has one of six possible node types. These are: selector, sequence,
parallel, decorator, action, and condition. The first four types are called control-
flow nodes because they direct the execution of the BT according to the outcomes
obtained from the executions nodes. The control-flow nodes: selector, sequence,
parallel, and decorator, always have at least one child; whereas the execution nodes:
action and condition, are leaf nodes and therefore have no children below in the
hierarchy. Control-flow nodes can have other control-flow nodes as children as well
as execution nodes. These node types are summarized in Table 4.3.

BTs schedule the action nodes in time as follows: Once a BT is started it
periodically generates an enabling signal called tick at the root node. This tick is
passed down from the root to its child, which responds according to its node type.
Control-flow nodes propagate the tick downwards until it reaches a leaf node, i.e. an
action or condition. The tick will then enable whichever execution node it reached.
Execution nodes return a state back to the parent node that activated them. Based
on such outcome, the parent decides whether to return the tick back one level up, or
to continue activating other branches below. The tick is continuously propagated
between nodes of the BT following certain rules that are defined for each control-
flow node type. The process through which an activated action returns a certain
outcome to its parent, which in turn rewires the enabling tick towards another
action in the tree, comprises the way in which BTs perform action scheduling. It
is fundamentally different from CHDSs, where there is a concept of current node
from where the state could jump to a different one. In BTs, there is no concept of
current node since the ticks are always generated at the top of the tree, i.e. at the
root, and therefore could land in different actions at each time step.

The execution nodes, which comprise the leaves of the tree, are either actions or
conditions. The difference between them is as follows: Actions can alter the system
configuration, for example move an actuator in the robot, and they return one of
three possible state values: success, failure, or running; Conditions cannot alter
the system configuration, and they return one of two possible state values: success,
or failure. This returned state is what we previously called the outcome of the
execution node, and it is then propagated back to the parent. The parent will then
take such state, obtained directly from an execution node or from another control-
flow node sitting below, and react according to a pre-defined algorithm for its type.
For example: selector, sequence, and parallel nodes, react to success, failure and
running outcomes according to Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. Intuitively, a control-flow
node reacts to a returned state from its children by either activating another child
node, or by returning the same state back to its parent in a recursive fashion. This
process continues, propagating the tick throughout the tree and possibly triggering
multiple leaf nodes with their own return states. Eventually, one of these states is
returned all the way to the root, which means the BT has completed a whole cycle.
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The BT then waits a certain amount of time before generating a new tick. This
maintains the cycles occurring at a constant frequency ftick. Since the frequency
at which the BT is expected to loop is faster than the speed at which actions can
be completed, it is the case that most actions will necessitate several ticks to be
completed before returning success or failure. In the meantime, the BT action
nodes will return running, which allows the control-flow nodes and the BT logic to
identify the controller/process/action that is being executed.

Actions themselves can have an internal execution frequency fcontrol which cor-
responds to the rate at which new control signals are calculated for a given actuator.
This frequency is generally uncorrelated to the tick frequency which governs the
action scheduling; however, both can be synchronized.

4.4.1 Node Types

As we previously mentioned, each control-flow node behaves according to a prede-
fined rule, these are represented in Algorithms 1, 2, and 3. In each of these, the
statement Tick(child(i)) is the stage where the tick is transferred from parent to
child as if it was a function call. In other words, the tick essentially triggers the
algorithm that corresponds to its child in a stacked function call fashion. When the
child’s algorithm finishes, the program’s execution continues right after the function
call to the child’s algorithm was triggered. In this process, the parent receives the
child’s return state value which it uses to determine the next step.

The BT execution begins and ends on Algorithm 4, which is where the tick
frequency is maintained with sleep cycles of variable length. The notation is as
follows: S, F, and R are the Success, Failure, and Running subsets depicted in
Fig. 4.4; X(t) ∈ X is the state space configuration at time t; and U(t) ∈ U is the
control signal at time t. For a detailed real world example of a BT using these
variables for autonomous driving refer to Sections 4.4.2, and 4.4.3.

Node Symbol Succeeds if Fails if Runs if
Root ∅ tree S tree F tree R

Selector(*) ?, ?∗ 1 Ch S N Ch F 1 Ch R
Sequence(*) →,→∗ N Ch S 1 Ch F 1 Ch R
Parallel ⇒ ≥ K Ch S ≥ L Ch F otherwise

Decorator �δ varies varies varies
Action � Xσ(t)∈ Sσ Xσ(t)∈ Fσ Xσ(t)∈ Rσ

Condition © Xc(t)∈ Sc Xc(t)∈ Fc never

Table 4.3: The node types of a BT. Ch , children, S , success, F , failure, R , running.
N , # children, K,L ∈ N are node parameters, Xσ(t), Xc(t) are the continuous states.
The symbols Sσ,Fσ, and Rσ, are the success, failure, and running subsets of the action σ;
whereas the symbols Sc,Fc are the success, and failure subsets of the condition c.
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Below, we present the algorithmic definition, and the intuitive description of the
control-flow nodes, and the execution nodes. We also present the main logic loop
that governs the tick generation and consequently the action scheduling.

Selector. When a selector node is enabled, it ticks its children sequentially as
long as they continue to return failure, and until one of them returns running or
success. If the selector node does not find a running or succeeding child, it returns
failure; otherwise, it returns running or success depending on the state of its first
non-failing child.

Sequence. When a sequence node is enabled, it ticks its children sequentially
as long as they continue to return success, and until one of them returns running
or failure. If the sequence node does not find a running or failing child, it returns
success; otherwise, it returns running or failure depending on the state of its first
non-succeeding child.

The selector and sequence nodes are duals of one another as it is possible to
realize merely by contrasting their algorithmic definitions. This means that these
control-flow nodes react upon the states received from their children in ways that
complement each other symmetrically. For example, selectors handle failure in the
same way that sequences handle success, and vice versa.

Parallel. When a parallel node is enabled, it ticks all its children sequentially.
If the number of succeeding children is ≥ K, it returns success; otherwise, if the
number of failing children is ≥ L, it returns failure; lastly, if neither of these two
conditions is true, it returns running.

Decorator. When a decorator node is enabled, it checks a condition on its
internal variables, based on which it could tick or not its only child. It applies used-
defined functions to determine the return state. Decorators are ad-hoc template
nodes which bring about functionality that was not originally intended for BTs. A
decorator template can be instantiated with different parameters to specify various
behaviors. It is also possible to place custom algorithms inside decorator nodes.

Action. When an action node indexed σ, is enabled, it determines the state
value to be returned by checking if its current state space configuration Xσ(t)
belongs to the success Sσ, failure Fσ, or running Rσ subsets. In the third case, i.e.
when Xσ(t) ∈ Rσ, the action node performs a discrete control step γσ : Xσ → Uσ.

Condition. When a condition node indexed c, is enabled, it determines the
state value to be returned by checking if its current state space configuration Xc(t),
belongs to the success Sc, or failure Fc subsets. The condition node does not perform
a control step and neither does it have a running subset defined.

The condition nodes are simplified versions of the action nodes meaning that
they do not provide any additional functionality. In other words, conditions could
be replaced with actions that do not affect the system and never return running.
However, we enforce a distinction between actions and conditions in order to make
BTs more readable and understandable from the point of view of the user.
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Algorithm 1: Selector.

for i← 1 to N do
state ← Tick(child(i))
if state = Running then

return Running
if state = Success then

return Success
end

end
return Failure

Algorithm 2: Sequence.

for i← 1 to N do
state ← Tick(child(i))
if state = Running then

return Running
if state = Failure then

return Failure
end

end
return Success

Algorithm 3: Parallel.

for i← 1 to N do
statei ← Tick(child(i))

end
if nSucc(state)≥ K then

return Success
if nFail(state)≥ L then

return Failure
else

return Running
end

Algorithm 4: Main Loop.

initialize(agent)
rt← rate(tick frequency)
while not done do

Tick(Root)
rt.sleep()

end

Algorithm 5: Action.

if Xσ(t) ∈ Sσ then
return Success

if Xσ(t) ∈ Fσ then
return Failure

if Xσ(t) ∈ Rσ then
Uσ(t) ← γσ(Xσ(t))
return Running

end

Algorithm 6: Condition.

if Xc(t) ∈ Sc then
return Success

if Xc(t) ∈ Fc then
return Failure

end
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4.4.2 Action Subsets

Action nodes depend on the definition of three subsets, referenced in Algorithm 5,
which slice their state space Xσ into different regions, these are: {Sσ,Fσ,Rσ}. Like-
wise, condition nodes depend on the definition of two subsets, referenced in Algo-
rithm 6, which slice their state space Xc into different regions, these are: {Sc,Fc}.
Hereon, we consider only actions for the purpose of explaining the BT logic. The
reasoning behind this is that conditions, being simpler than actions, follow directly
from the explanations about actions. Each action σ, is linked to a state space
Xσ that represents the robot variables used for determining the action’s outcome.
For a given action σ, three subsets (Sσ, Fσ, and Rσ) partition its state space Xσ,
so that any point Xσ(t) ∈ Xσ must belong to at least one of the three subsets,
i.e. Sσ ∪ Fσ ∪ Rσ ⊇ Xσ. The instantaneous robot configuration for a given action
Xσ(t) ∈ Xσ, and its location relative to the subsets determines the outcome of
the action in terms of success, failure, or running. For example, an action where
Xσ(t) ∈ Sσ and Xσ(t) /∈ {Fσ ∪ Rσ} returns success.

We could be more conservative and require that the intersection between every
pair of subsets is empty, i.e. Sσ ∩Fσ = ∅, Sσ ∩Rσ = ∅, and Fσ ∩Rσ = ∅; however,
this is not necessary as we will show next. The intersecting success, failure, and
running subsets could make it problematic for the action to decide upon its return
state. For example, if Xσ(t) ∈ Sσ, and Xσ(t) ∈ Fσ simultaneously, we are facing
a situation which is apparently undecidable. However, intersecting subsets allow
the use of hysteresis. In practice, this results in a situation where the threshold for
switching from Fσ to Sσ, is not necessarily the same as the threshold for switching
from Sσ to Fσ. Therefore, the instantaneous robot configuration could belong to
more than one subset simultaneously, and the real outcome would be decided based
on the previous outcome. Such scenario is desirable in robotics because it prevents
chattering due to repeated switching between controllers. The hysteresis for BTs is
presented later in Section 4.6.1, because it is considered an extension which improves
the connectivity between the middle and the bottom layers. The use of hysteresis is
particularly beneficial for BTs working according to the reactive paradigm because
they lack a concept of current action meaning that transitions could occur between
arbitrary nodes as explained later in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.3 BT Modularity and Example

The platooning of multiple vehicles is a control task that requires a high degree
of reactiveness when switching from one controller to the next. This challenging
scenario is perfectly handled with little verbosity using BTs. Consider the modular
autonomous driving BT, shown in Fig. 4.3, with the corresponding action subsets,
portrayed in Fig. 4.4. A BT being modular means that it can be treated as a
stand-alone/black-box action, and appended to another BT to perform a certain
task. Modularity is enforced through the logic of the BT, i.e. the placement of the
control-flow nodes and the subset definitions of each action and condition.
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An improper definition of the tree structure and the action subsets for the task
at hand, could lead to a BT that does not function as expected when appended in
a modular fashion. To guarantee that a BT composition is modular, i.e. inserting
BT B1, as a branch in BT B2, one has to check that the actions present in each of
these BTs, do not affect the logic existing in the other BT in undesirable ways. For
example, assuming that we have two BTs which serve different purposes and they
work correctly in isolation: B1 and B2. Appending B1, as a branch of B2 will only
work properly if and only if: 1) B1 only returns success or failure when the task
it represents actually finished in such states; 2) the actions in B1 do not affect the
state space of the agent’s actions in B2 creating undesirable behaviors.

An example of a BT that does not satisfy the first requirement for modularity
is presented below in Fig. 4.2. Note that such BT called Combat Pilot Behavior
returns success back to the root when any of the actions do so; however, this does
not mean that the task Do Patrolling / Strike / Surveillance or Fly Home are
indeed finished. In practice, inserting this Combat Pilot Behavior as a black-box in
a branch of another BT would lead to undesirable behaviors because the parent tree
would mistakenly interpret a success coming from the combat pilot BT module as
the sub-task being completed. However, in reality the action that reported success
could have been the action Evasive Maneuver which just avoided a missile. Needless
to say that if the action which was supposed to run after the completion of Fly Home
was triggered by the success of another action, such as a missile evasion maneuver,
it could lead to disastrous consequences.

?

Collision 
Warning

-->

Avoid 
Ground

Missile 
Warning

-->

Evasive 
Maneuvre

Bingo Fuel

-->

Fly Home

Enemies in 
Range

-->

disEngage

?

Odds OK

-->

Do Combat

Do 
Patrolling / 

Strike / 
Surveillance

Fly Home

Combat Pilot 
Behavior

-->

Figure 4.2: Non-modular BT example, taken from [72].
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An example of a BT that does not satisfy the second requirement for modularity
is presented in Section 4.4.4; in this case, the BT creates an undesirable endless
loop when two actions, with conflicting subsets, are put to work in sequence. In
general, appending two actions or BTs that have conflicting subset definitions,
leads to undesirable behaviors because the pre-existing logic of each action or BT
in isolation, is no longer guaranteed to hold when combined.

The first requirement for modularity has to be enforced through the construction
of the BT as we have done with the autonomous driving behavior presented in
Fig. 4.4. The second requirement for modularity can be enforced also through the
construction of the BT, but not necessarily; for example this requirement can be
enforced using control-flow nodes with memory, as explained in Section 4.4.4.

The second requirement for modularity is what we call the separation property,
and it refers to the condition which is fulfilled when two BTs do not affect each other
in undesirable ways while following the reactive paradigm, see Section 4.4.5. Sepa-
ration has to be manually checked for BTs following the cascade paradigm whereas
it is enforced by default in BTs following the nomadic paradigm. Intuitively, cascade
means that the BT follows the description given so far where ticks are continuously
generated in each cycle re-evaluating the whole tree from the beginning; whereas
nomadic means that the BT remembers the action that was running previously,
and does not re-evaluate the whole tree from the beginning in each cycle. There-
fore nomadic trees fulfill the separation condition by default because they cannot
exhibit undesirable interactions between actions enabled in consecutive cycles.

Below, we present an autonomous driving example, governed by the cascade
paradigm, where the subsets and actions have been designed to preserve the modu-
larity. Later in Section 4.4.4, we present an example that was purposefully designed
to exhibit the loss of modularity due to lack of separation. We show how the use of
control-flow nodes with memory for reactive BTs, switches the paradigm to nomadic
and achieves separation. In our example, we have three actions: Emergency, Nor-
mal, and Cruise Drivers which are scheduled by a sequence node. Together, they
try to maintain a proper distance from the next vehicle using control algorithms
γσ(Xσ(t)) = Uσ(t), which are optimized for three different situations. The notation
used in Fig. 4.4 to label the blue dots representing the state space configurations is
as follows: return_stateaction_label

time_step , e.g. successemergency_driver
time_step=3 = se3.

We illustrate two possible event sequences from the perspective of each action:
emergency (e), normal (n), and cruise (c). These two event sequences correspond
to the upper and lower branch in Fig. 4.4. The robot configurations for the upper
branch are se1→se5|rn1→sn5 |f c1→sc5, and for the lower branch are se1→re4|rn1→fn4 |f c1→f c4 .
Both scenarios start with two control steps (rn1 , rn2 ) executed by Normal Driver. On
the scenario represented by the upper branch, the execution is handed over to Cruise
Driver (rc3, rc4), reaching success on the fifth control step (sc5). On the scenario
represented by the lower branch, the execution is handed over to Emergency Driver
to take care of an unexpected situation during two control steps (re3, re4).

The detailed explanation of this event sequence is as follows: In the first cycle,
the tick reaches the Emergency Driver action, but since the state is in the success
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Figure 4.3: Autonomous driving BT, the root is omitted for simplicity.
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Figure 4.4: The Success (S, green), Failure (F, red), and Running (R, yellow) subsets.
The dots (blue) represent Xσ(t) ∈ Xσ for t = 1/ftick, . . . , 5/ftick. The solid arrows repre-
sent transitions caused by the action’s own controller; whereas the dashed arrows represent
transitions caused by other actions’ controllers.

subset se1, it bounces the tick back to the parent together with the success state.
This triggers Normal Driver next, which is in the running subset and permits this
action to perform a discrete control step driving the state space from rn1 to rn2 . The
running state is returned all the way to the root which closes the first cycle. In the
second cycle, the tick reaches Emergency Driver again with the same result. Again,
Normal Driver performs a control step at rn2 which could hypothetically have two
results: fn3 or sn3 . The running state value returns to the root and closes the second
cycle just like before. In the third cycle, there are two scenarios depending on
the result of the previous control signal. If it led to fn3 the tick will not reach
Normal Driver this time; Emergency Driver will capture it at re3 and perform a
corresponding control step. Otherwise, if it led to sn3 the tick will bounce from the
first two actions; Cruise Driver will capture it at rc3 and perform a corresponding
control step. The procedure repeats in a similar fashion ad-infinitum.
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4.4.4 Control-Flow with Memory

The BT node algorithms presented so far allow us to create BTs which behave
according to the cascade/reactive/non-blocking paradigm, i.e. rechecking every
condition and action after each cycle is completed. Sometimes, it is necessary to
remember at a given node in the BT if an action, condition, or sub-tree, has already
succeeded or failed in order to continue without re-triggering a given action. For
such cases, we introduced in [62] a special version of the control-flow nodes, i.e.
the starred sequence and selector, which provide a way to keep track of the current
running action. In practical terms, using starred nodes in a cascade paradigm, sepa-
rates the subsets of the actions below them. By doing so, modularity is guaranteed
without checking how the actions of each sub-branch could affect the subsets of
another. However, the fallback handling capabilities are lost, and with them also
the reactiveness of BTs. For this reason, a BT in reactive paradigm composed only
of control-flow nodes with memory is equivalent to a non-reactive BT.

It is possible to build hybrid trees, as we will show later in Section 4.8, where
both paradigms are mixed due to the combined use of starred and normal nodes. It
is difficult to establish rules that govern such BTs because they exhibit properties
of both paradigms depending on the locality being considered. As a motivation
to understand why control-flow nodes with memory are needed, let us consider a
regular sequence node which schedules two actions. Furthermore, let us assume
that these actions are fully actuated, which means that the system variables can
be commanded to follow arbitrary trajectories with the available actuators. The
subsets of these two actions, indicated by X1 = (x11, x21) and X2 = (x12, x22), are
represented in Fig. 4.5. For simplicity, we assume that both actions act onto the
same variables, i.e. X1 = X2; however, in the general case it is sufficient that one
action influences one variable from another action to open the possibility of losing
the separation property. Intuitively, this means that there is a co-dependence be-
tween the actions, or sub-branches, below a normal control-flow node which occurs
due to the fact that they read and modify the same system variables.

For example in Fig. 4.5, Action 2 tries to move X(t) towards the success subset
executing a control step at rA2

3 . This decreases x12 = x11, so that in the next BT
cycle, the instantaneous robot configuration is no longer in the success subset of
Action 1, i.e. X(t) /∈ S1. This is captured at rA1

4 , where Action 1 executes a control
step moving the state to rA1

2 , and then to sA1
3 = rA2

3 in the next cycle. Being
back at the point where we began, it is easy to see how an endless cycle is created
preventing the BT from finishing. In practice, this BT arrangement of actions would
simply keep running forever without reporting any errors. As a general guideline:
It is possible to construct BTs with regular control-flow nodes that function well as
shown in Fig. 4.4; however, when the action subsets interfere between themselves,
it is necessary to use starred nodes in order to prevent endless loops, as shown in
Fig. 4.5. Likewise, it may be necessary to restructure the BT in order to prevent
the loss of modularity, as shown in Fig. 4.2. In order to decide which control-flow
node version is suitable for our task, we make the following observations:
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For an arbitrary j-indexed Action Aj under a sequence node to be ticked at
time tk, it needs to happen that: {X1(tk) ∈ S1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xj−1(tk) ∈ Sj−1}tk ∈R+ .
Similarly, for an arbitrary j-indexed Action Aj under a selector node to be ticked
at time tk, it needs to happen that: {X1(tk) ∈ F1 ∧ . . . ∧Xj−1(tk) ∈ Fj−1}tk ∈R+ .
This hierarchical check is the cornerstone of the cascade paradigm and could be a
strength or a weakness for a BT design depending on the situation. For example,
it is desirable when we need to guarantee that a certain property holds over a set
of actions, but it is undesirable when the actions interfere with the variables that
other nodes need to determine their outcome. In order to implement the starred
control-flow nodes, we use a variable that points to the child that has most recently
returned running, rather than tracking the return states of each child. We reset
this variable every time the selector or sequence returns a terminal state (success
or failure), as shown in the Algorithms 7, and 8.

Action 1

x11

x21

rA1
1 rA1

2
rA1
4

sA1
3

Action 2

x12

x22

rA2
1 rA2

2
rA2
4

rA2
3

Figure 4.5: Subsets of two actions demonstrating how endless execution loops appear.
For simplicity, we let X1 = X2, but normally it is enough that X1 ∩ X2 6= ∅.

Algorithm 7: Selector∗.

for i← run-index to N do
state ← Tick(child(i))
if state = Running then

run-index ← i
return Running

if state = Success then
run-index ← 1
return Success

end
end
run-index ← 1
return Failure

Algorithm 8: Sequence∗.

for i← run-index to N do
state ← Tick(child(i))
if state = Running then

run-index ← i
return Running

if state = Failure then
run-index ← 1
return Failure

end
end
run-index ← 1
return Success
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4.4.5 Cascade, Nomadic and Hybrid Paradigms

In this section, we present the two paradigms upon which BTs work: the cascade/non-
blocking/reactive, and the nomadic/blocking/non-reactive paradigms. We analyze
their limitations and how they can be used together in a combined/hybrid paradigm
through our unified BT framework.

Consider a family Breg of BTs which are built using only selectors and sequences
as control-flow nodes, plus execution nodes. These BTs function according to what
we call the cascade paradigm. This means that the ticks flow continuously from
one action to the next, triggering only one of them for each full cycle that begins
and ends at the root node. Similarly, consider a family Bstar of BTs which are built
using only selectors∗ and sequences∗ as control-flow nodes, plus execution nodes.
These BTs function according to what we call the nomadic paradigm. This means
that the ticks are sent from the root directly to the current running action through
the starred control-flow nodes, without checking other execution nodes in the BT.

The main difference between these paradigms is that the cascade allows fallback
handling, whereas the nomadic does not. In this context, fallback handling means
that the current action being executed can be preempted if the ticks cease to reach
it at any point. Cascade BTs allow other actions and conditions of higher priority
to be executed if needed. For example, consider a cascade BT and assume Action
Ai is running. Furthermore, consider a set of n actions Apast = {Ai−1, . . . , Ai−n}
that were ticked in the same cycle before Ai, but that returned success or failure
and therefore were not activated. For the next tick cycle of the BT, the following
five situations could occur:

1. Continuation: Ai is ticked again and it continues to run because its state
space is still within the running subset.

2. Simple Progression: Ai is ticked again but its subset no longer belongs to
running so the tick bounces off. The next action ticked becomes the current
running action.

3. Complex Progression: Similar to the simple progression but one or more ac-
tions are ticked and skipped, because they are already in S ∨ F, until finally
one action becomes active.

4. Simple Preemption: Aj ∈ Apast is ticked again but its subset now belongs to
running so it becomes the current running action preempting Ai.

5. Complex Preemption: Aj /∈ Apast is ticked and activated for the first time
since the last cycle, because one or more of the actions in Apast changed their
return state, redirecting the tick to a new action.

These types of transitions are important to understand and keep in mind while
designing BTs that work in the cascade paradigm because neglecting any of these
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(a) Simplified Sequence.
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(b) Simplified Sequence∗.

Figure 4.6: Sequence and Sequence∗ in CHDS representation.

possibilities could lead to situations where undesirable transitions are being trig-
gered, and the autonomous robot is showing unexpected behaviors. The simple
progression transition is the most common when the execution goes according to
the plan. In principle, there are only two candidate actions to be checked after Ai
either succeeds or fails. This binary decision branching is typical of BTs; in fact, a
BT running under the nomadic paradigm can only progress in this way. Therefore,
a nomadic BT can be seen as a CHDS where each node has only two possible jump
conditions, and one incoming edge entering the node.

In a nomadic BT, control-flow nodes remember the action that was running
in the previous cycle, and use this information in the current cycle to re-trigger
it. This implies that actions can only switch due to progression and not due to
preemption. This could be desirable for actions that do not depend on each other,
or to achieve separation as previously stated. However, in many cases the simplicity
and separation obtained in the nomadic paradigm is not sufficient to justify the loss
of reactiveness and fallback handling capabilities. For example, consider a cascade
BT composed of a sequence node with three actions, and a nomadic BT composed of
a sequence∗ node with three actions. The CHDS representation of each is depicted
in Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b, where the arrow starting with a black dot indicates the
first action triggered, the solid arrows are transitions where no control signal was
produced, and the dashed arrows are transitions where a control step was executed.
This dashed/solid arrow representation is used also in Figs. 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11.

Now it becomes clear the distinction between both paradigms: They behave
identically when it concerns the transitions caused by the success or failure of nodes;
however, in cascade the execution flows from one node to the next in a continuous
fashion, whereas in nomadic the execution stays inside the node until it reaches a
terminal state. In our unified BT framework with reactive properties, the combi-
nation of control-flow nodes with and without memory indicates the utilization of
a hybrid or combined paradigm. This paradigm has the benefits of both classical
approaches keeping the reactiveness, and enforcing separation when desired. This
is illustrated by the hybrid BT in Fig. 4.22 for a NAO robot in a grasping task.
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4.5 Equivalence CHDS – BT

In this section we present equivalence notions and translation algorithms between
CHDSs and BTs. We show that every CHDS with a fixed-priority jump policy can
be represented with a BT. Conversely, we show that every BT built using only
certain control-flow nodes can be represented with a CHDS.

4.5.1 Controlled Hybrid Dynamical Systems
In this section, we formally introduce the concept of CHDSs in order to have
the necessary background tools to describe the equivalence notions with respect
to BTs. Following the definitions of [13, 14, 99]: A CHDS is an indexed col-
lection of Controlled Dynamical Systems (CDS) and a mechanism for switching
between them. The switching between states is also referred to as jumps, and
they occur whenever the hybrid state satisfies certain conditions and the control
dictates so. More formally, a CHDS H, shown in Fig. 4.7, is defined1 as follows
H = (Q,Xq,Uq,Aq, Eq, Iq, Cq,Dq,St,S0)q∈Q, with:

Q discrete state space Q = {qi | i ∈ {1, . . . , |Q|}}
Xq continuous state space Xq = {xjq | j ∈ {1, . . . , |Xq|}}
Uq control signal space Uq = {ukq | k ∈ {1, . . . , |Uq|}}
Aq edge label set Aq = {aqq̄ | q̄ ∈ Nq}

Nq directed neighborhood of q (q̄ ∈ Nq 6=⇒ q ∈ Nq̄)
Eq edge set, each edge is Eq,q̄ = (q, q̄, aqq̄,Gqq̄,Jqq̄)q̄∈Nq

q, q̄ initial and final discrete states (q, q̄) ∈ (Q,Nq)
aqq̄ edge label connecting (q, q̄) with aqq̄ ∈ Aq
Gqq̄ edge guard enabled if Xq(t) ∈ Gqq̄ ⊆ Xq
Jqq̄ state jump sets Xq(t)→ Xq̄(t) ∈ Jqq̄ ⊆ Xq ×Xq̄

Iq location invariant Xq(t) ∈ Iq ∀t ∈ R,∀q ∈ Q
Cq control algorithms Uq(t) = Γq(Xq(t))
Dq system dynamics Ẋq(t) = ∆q(Xq(t), Uq(t))
St hybrid state {Q(t), Xq(t), Aq(t), Uq(t)}
S0 initial state {Q(0), Xq(0), Aq(0), Uq(0)}

Consider a continuous trajectory (q, δq, Xq(t), Uq(t)) associated to the discrete
state q with a non-negative time δq (duration of the continuous trajectory), a piece-
wise continuous function Uq(t) : [0, δq] → Uq, and a continuous piecewise differen-
tiable function Xq(t) : [0, δq] → Xq, such that Xq(t) ∈ Iq, ∀t ∈ (0, δq) and
∆(Xq(t), Uq(t)) = Ẋq(t), ∀t ∈ (0, δq) except for the points of discontinuity.

1Iq : Q → Iq ⊆ Xq , Gqq̄ : Q → Gqq̄ ⊆ Xq , Jqq̄ : Q× Xq → Q×Xq̄ , ∆q : Q× Xq × Uq → Ẋq ,
Γq : Q × Xq → Uq , Q(t) ∈ Q, Xq(t) ∈ Xq , Aq(t) ∈ Aq , Uq(t) ∈ Uq , St ∈ Q × Xq × Aq × Uq ,
S0 = S(t0).
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q
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· · ·
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· · ·
{q′|q̄ ∈ Nq′\q}

Figure 4.7: Generic CHDS H, showing two connected states q and q̄.

The trajectory of a CHDS is a possibly infinite sequence of continuous trajec-
tories chained together: (q0, δq0 , Xq0(t), Uq0(t)) a0→ (q1, δq1 , Xq1(t), Uq1(t)) a1→ · · · ,
such that at the event times where transitions occur, i.e. t0, t1, t2, . . ., defined as:
t0 = δq0 , t1 = δq0 + δq1 , t2 = δq0 + δq1 + δq2 , . . ., the following conditions hold
for the discrete transitions aj→:{

Xqj (tj) ∈ Gqjqj+1

(Xqj (tj), Xqj+1(tj)) ∈ Jqjqj+1 for all j = 0, 1, . . . ,∞

Where qj is the j-th state q taking place and not the state labeled j, i.e. qj , as
one may be led to believe. We associate the symbol aj , aqjqj+1 to qj , to represent
the jump policy / transition decision signal, at the j-th state transition.

4.5.2 From CHDSs To BTs – The Unfolding Method

Any CHDS that has a fixed priority based jump policy can be represented using a
BT that unfolds the states and possible transitions in the branches of the tree as
shown in Fig. 4.8. The transitions are ordered so that they are evaluated in the
same sequence that they appear on the CHDS’s priority list. A global variable Q(t)
is used in the BT to keep track of the CHDS’s internal state. The unfolding method
simply recreates the behavior of a CHDS by utilizing the BT node algorithms as
manual checks for the states and transitions of the CHDS.

To prove that the generic CHDS, depicted in Fig. 4.7, corresponds to the un-
folded BT, depicted in Fig. 4.8, it suffices to show that the trajectories both systems
produce, when confronted with the same environment, for all possible environments
and initial conditions, are identical. On one side, a CHDS has continuous dynamics
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∅

?

· · · ∀q ∈ Q→

St.Q(t) = q
St.X(t) ∈ Iq

U(t)← Γq(X(t))
Ẋ(t)← ∆q(X(t), U(t))

δ Forcesuccess

?

· · · ∀q̄ ∈ Nq→

St.X(t) ∈ Gqq̄ St.Q(t)← q̄
St.X(t)← Jqq̄(X(t))

δ Forcesuccess

Figure 4.8: Equivalent BT to the generic CHDS presented in Fig. 4.7.

which are impossible to mimic using a discrete time structure like a BT. Acknowl-
edging this, we define a continuous time BT as a regular BT which has: infinite tick
frequency, zero tick propagation delay, and zero execution time for action cycles.

Assuming that: 1) the BT correctly initializes Q(t) to match the initial state
of the CHDS; and 2) the CHDS uses a sequential prioritized jump policy2 aj . It
is straightforward to check that for an infinitesimal time window dt, and given the
same environment in continuous time, the BT shown in Fig. 4.8 produces the same
control signals as the CHDS shown in Fig. 4.7. Since this holds for any infinitesimal
time window, it follows that the trajectories are also identical. Jump policies that
can be reduced to those of sequential priority type via relabeling of the states
can also be represented. However, CHDSs with dynamic jump policies cannot be
translated using this method, because BTs check the guards that protect the jumps,
i.e. St.X(t) ∈ Gqq̄, in a sequential fashion from left to right.

Lastly, consider a CHDS where the continuous dynamics are discretized using
a finite sampling frequency fCHDS, and a BT which satisfies all the properties
of continuous time BTs except for the tick frequency ftick, which in this case is
finite. If fCHDS = ftick, and following a similar reasoning presented in the previous
paragraph, it follows that: The trajectories of the CHDS depicted in Fig. 4.7,
where the continuous dynamics are sampled at fCHDS, are equal to the trajectories
produced using the BT depicted in Fig. 4.8, running with the same tick frequency.

2Sequential prioritized jump policy means that if several jumps are possible at a certain time,
the CHDS chooses the one with the lowest index given some arbitrary ordering.
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The BT depicted in Fig. 4.8 mimics the corresponding CHDS as follows: There
are |Q| branches departing from the first selector which account for the checks that
need to be performed in order to determine which discrete state is currently being
executed. The transitions to other discrete states are covered by the |Nq| branches
departing from the second selector, these include both the CHDS guards G and the
jumps J . The CHDS-BT equivalence obtained following the unfolding method is
not unique, to prove it we notice that any re-ordering of the BT nodes in Fig. 4.8,
that preserves the underlying logic and jump policy, is still a valid equivalent BT.

4.5.3 From BTs To CHDSs – The Template Method
BTs composed of root, selector, sequence, action, and condition nodes, i.e. BTs
following the cascade paradigm, can always be translated to CHDSs, and this rep-
resentation is unique. BTs composed of root, selector∗, sequence∗, action, and con-
dition nodes, i.e. BTs following the nomadic paradigm, can always be translated
to CHDSs, and this representation is also unique.

However, BTs that mix starred and normal control-flow nodes: selector, se-
quence, selector∗, and sequence∗, i.e. BTs following the hybrid paradigm, as the
one depicted in Fig. 4.22, cannot be translated to CHDSs. For a translation of a
hybrid BT to be possible, the CHDS would have to support dynamic arc rewiring,
i.e. the capacity to modify its own state jumps Jqq̄, in real time. Below, we present
only the first case of the cascade BT to CHDS translation. We show how to easily
obtain the translation of nomadic BTs, and we describe the reason why hybrid BTs
have no equivalent CHDS without dynamic state jumps Jqq̄, i.e. arc rewiring.

In general, the inclusion of decorator nodes could potentially preclude the trans-
lation process if their algorithms cannot be incorporated somehow into the CHDS
as a node or transition. The inclusion of parallel nodes to BTs precludes the trans-
lation because CHDSs cannot have multiple actions running simultaneously. Even
though certain hacks can certainly be implemented to simulate decorators and par-
allel nodes, we neglect them for the sake of simplicity in this chapter.

The template method works by recursively translating the BT into a CHDS; it
starts from the bottom of the tree and composes together a gradually more complex
CHDS as the algorithm progresses towards the root. This method uses CHDS
templates for each of the BT nodes: selector, sequence, and root. In the BT that
is to be translated, the control-flow node that has only actions and/or conditions,
i.e. the closest to the bottom, is chosen first. This control-flow node of the BT is
classified according to its type, and it is instantiated from the corresponding CHDS
template using the amount of nodes/states that match its number of BT children.
The templates are show in Fig. 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 for a generic number of children.
This control-flow node along with its children is replaced in the BT by a dummy
placeholder action which corresponds to the CHDS template that was instantiated
to represent it. The algorithm finds the next control-flow node and instantiates
another CHDS template for it. Such template instantiations are embedded inside
each other as required and recursively represented in the BT by placeholder actions.
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Figure 4.9: Selector node with N actions represented as a CHDS.
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Figure 4.10: Sequence node with N actions represented as a CHDS.
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Figure 4.11: Root node with 1 action represented as a CHDS, k ∈ N.
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For example, if a control-flow node has, as one of its children, another control-
flow node which has already been instantiated; the resulting CHDS will have
both templates one inside the other. This recursive embedding procedure hap-
pens through an input/output interface, which allows the rewiring of edges as seen
in Fig. 4.13. Since the cascade BTs are constructed only with selector, sequence,
and root control-flow nodes; finding an equivalent CHDS representation for each of
these is sufficient to guarantee that a translation of such BT exists and is unique.

In these three CHDSs templates: Fig. 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11; the start is to be
thought of as an input (where the tick comes from), and the three small colored
circles labeled ‘S’, ‘R’, and ‘F’ are to be thought of as outputs (where the tick
is returned). These three output nodes are symbolic hubs used to wire arcs when
building the CHDS of a BT. Since we are dealing with cascade BTs, the correspond-
ing execution in CHDS will never stay inside a given state, but rather flow from
one node to the next. Inside the CHDS discrete states, which correspond to the
BT actions A1, . . . , AN , we place the corresponding controllers γσ, of Algorithm 5.

4.5.3.1 Translation Example

Consider that we want to translate the BT depicted in Fig. 4.12 to a CHDS using
the template method. Since it is a cascade BT with only sequence and selector
nodes, we know the translation exists and is unique. We begin by replacing the
deepest subtree, i.e. the sequence comprising three actions, with the instantiated
CHDS template. Next, we relabel this CHDS as big ‘A1’ in order to use it for the
next iteration. We continue by replacing the new current deepest subtree, i.e. the
selector node comprising two actions, with the instantiated CHDS template. After
these two iterations we get the CHDS depicted in Fig. 4.13.

∅

?

→ Action 4

Action 1 Action 2 Action 3

Figure 4.12: BT to be translated to CHDS (example).
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Figure 4.13: First and second iterations of the template method.

Next, we relabel the CHDS in Fig. 4.13 as ‘A1’, in order to use it for the next
iteration. This label ‘A1’ is represented in Fig. 4.14 together with the previous
label ‘A1’, distinguishable due to their font size. We finish by replacing the last
subtree, i.e. the root, with its instantiated template. After this iteration, we get the
CHDS depicted in Fig. 4.14. We use the notation simplification X1(t)∈ S1 , S1,
mutatis mutandis for the other subsets. Lastly in Fig. 4.15, we combine the edges
between the redundant hubs ‘S’, ‘R’, and ‘F’, leaving only one of each.

It is easy to verify that the templates already presented for the cascade BTs,
with a minor modification, suffice to perform the translation of the nomadic BTs.
The reasoning behind this is that nomadic BTs always rewire their ticks from the
root to the current running action, by iteratively doing so at each control-flow
node. Therefore, we can use the templates presented in Figs. 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11,
but changing the edge from Ai to ‘R’, for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, so that the edge loops
on itself instead. This loop represents the fact that the CHDS behaves in the same
way as the BT by staying inside that node, i.e. running the action until it finishes.

Lastly, we remark that BTs following the hybrid paradigm cannot be translated
simply by combining the action templates of the cascade and nomadic paradigms.
The reason for this is as follows: By using the trick of looping the action onto
itself to represent the nomadic BTs, we lose the ability to leave the node in the
CHDS representation. Therefore, a hybrid BT which would need to check other
conditions and actions, besides the current running action, is not translatable. To
support such equivalence, CHDSs would have to be expanded so that they can
represent dynamic state jumps Jqq̄. Under such circumstances, we could rewire the
input arc of the template so that it automatically changes from the first action to
the running action. Templates for the starred control-flow nodes built using this
rewiring arc principle, would not rely on the trick that was exploited for purely
nomadic BTs, and therefore would also allow the translation of hybrid BTs.
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Figure 4.14: Third iteration of the template method, k ∈ N.
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Figure 4.15: Merging redundant linking hubs of the template method, k ∈ N.
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4.5.4 From CHDSs To BTs – The Inverse Template Method

In this section, we present the most interesting algorithm to translate CHDSs
into BTs. The unique characteristic of this method with respect to the unfolding
method, presented in Section 4.5.2, is that it gives us an insight into the structures
that must exist in a CHDS to be translatable into a BT; without using external vari-
ables to mimic the concept of state. In other words, the inverse template method
produces an equivalent BT only when the nodes in the CHDS are arranged in a
specific pattern that we call binary hierarchical branching.

Consider the family Cbt of CHDSs which can be generated from a cascade or
nomadic BT through the template method. This family is a subset of the family
of all possible CHDSs. The CHDSs which belong to Cbt have, for obvious reasons,
an equivalent and unique BT representation. Such representation is given by the
generative BT, i.e. the BT which produced the studied CHDS through the template
method. This means that the template method can be reversed, and used as a tool
to figure out if the CHDS belongs to Cbt or not. In affirmative case, the inverse
template method can iteratively reconstruct the BT that corresponds to the CHDS.
Intuitively speaking, this process consists of trying to find patterns in the CHDS
structure that resemble the kind of node organization produced by constructing
CHDS via embedding templates one inside the other. This process is more complex
in the inverse fashion than in the direct way because the nodes in a CHDS can
display different structure depending on how we attempt to group them together.
This implies that, some node groupings could be valid when studied in isolation,
but still fail to capture the real structure behind the generative BT. To understand
this, we must first state what it means to say that two or more nodes are in sequence
or in selector, from the point of view of a CHDS. Informally speaking, the nodes in
a CHDS that are organized in a sequence-like structure, have edges connecting each
node to the next (when the success guard is activated), and edges connecting every
node to the same point (when the failure guard is activated). Likewise, the nodes
in a CHDS that are organized in a selector-like structure, have edges connecting
each node to the next (when the failure guard is activated), and edges connecting
every node to the same point (when the success guard is activated). These two
conditions are what we call post-conditions, because they represent how two nodes,
studied in isolation, connect to each other. Based solely on post-conditions, it is
not possible to decide whether or not two nodes should be grouped together or not.

An example of this is the BT shown in Fig. 4.12, and the CHDS shown in
Fig. 4.15. In this CHDS, A1 satisfies the sequence post-condition with A2, which
in turn satisfies the same post-condition with A3. After merging these three nodes
into the same action, it turns out that A123 satisfies the selector post-condition
with A4, which would produce the desired BT shown in Fig. 4.12. However, if one
applies the same process, but not knowing a priori the underlying structure of the
BT that we want to obtain. We could randomly explore the CHDS in Fig. 4.15,
and realize first that A3 (in isolation), satisfies the selector post-condition with A4.
By grouping these two actions together as A34 it becomes impossible to continue
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the algorithm and get back the generative BT. In fact, the only other grouping
that will be found is A1 in sequence with A2, before the algorithm is unable to
detect any more groupings. To deal with this problem of reaching deadlocks in the
translation, we have introduced the pre-conditions as a way to account for the fact
that BTs are hierarchical structures. As such, the CHDSs which belong to Cbt also
have a hidden hierarchy embedded in them, which can be used to discriminate if
two actions that seemingly can be grouped together, should indeed be combined.
In our deadlock example, the grouping of A3 and A4 did not take into account the
hidden hierarchy present in the CHDS. This led to the incorrect grouping of A3
and A4, which ended up causing the impossibility to retrieve the original BT.

Informally speaking, pre-conditions take into account the hierarchical nature of
BTs by requiring that: Out of two nodes that exhibit a post-condition, i.e. could
correspond to a sequence or selector construction, only the first node can have an
incoming edge from another node. The reason for this, is that we only want to
merge two nodes in a CHDS that are in fact under the same control-flow node in
the corresponding BT. The only way to enforce this hierarchy in a flat CHDS is by
making use of the fact that, in a BT, only the first action is visible from the outside.
Therefore, in a node arrangement of a CHDS, only the first node of a connected
pair can have an incoming edge, for it to satisfy the hierarchical pre-condition. This
pre-condition was violated in the previous example because A2 has edges going into
both A3 and A4; hinting us that in fact A3 and A4 cannot be in the same hierarchy,
i.e. they cannot be placed under the same control-flow node.

The inverse template algorithm that we propose works in an iterative way over
the CHDS, until the original BT is retrieved. Each iteration consists of a pass,
which could be either a sequence, or a selector pass, depending on which pattern
we are looking for. In each pass, we merge all the nodes organized in the pattern
that corresponds to the type of pass, i.e. those nodes that satisfy the pre- and post-
conditions for either selector or sequence. A CHDS requires a variable number of
passes to complete its translation; this quantity is directly correlated to the depth
of the generative BT. The iterative nature of the algorithm allows us to detect
sequence and selector constructs of arbitrary length simply using a binary template
matching routine, i.e. with two actions. Control-flow nodes with multiple actions
are detected in several passes, and later simplified to obtain the original BT.

The translation algorithm which has been informally described in this section,
is considered to have reached a final state when running a sequence and a selector
passes encounters no more structures in the CHDS. If the final state is reached
when the whole CHDS has been grouped together, we have found that the CHDS
indeed belonged to Cbt, and we have the equivalent binary BT, i.e. a BT where each
control-flow node has only two children. This BT is further processed to simplify
any redundant control-flow nodes; for example, multiple sequences one inside the
other are replaced by one long sequence with multiple children. On the other hand,
if the final state is reached when there are still nodes in the CHDS which could
not be grouped together, we have found that the CHDS did not belong to Cbt, and
therefore a translation to BTs is only possible using the unfolding method.
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4.6 BTs and Low-Level Extensions

4.6.1 Subset Hysteresis
Robots use their sensory information to take decisions about their course of actions.
Such information tends to have noise despite the quality of the sensors, and the
filtering algorithms used to process it. Therefore, it is important for a robotic
system driven by an action scheduler to use the sensory information in a smart way.
For example, a BT or CHDS which was designed to switch between two controllers
depending on the value of a certain variable, could suffer from chattering issues due
to perception noise. This situation is prone to occur when the instantaneous robot
state space configuration is close to the boundary between two subsets.

We address undesirable jumps from one discrete state to another, i.e. chattering,
using hysteresis thresholding on the action subsets in a pairwise fashion. This
prevents the chattering altogether by providing a margin, inside which the sensor
values can move without triggering a jump. Particularly, we use the sharp variant
of hysteresis thresholding instead of the continuous version, because the BT nodes
have a discrete output space. This makes the node’s states depend not only on the
current state space configuration Xσ(tnow), but also on the previous state returned
by the action. Each action node with hysteresis stores the state value that was
returned in the previous iteration in the variable prev_s, as shown in Algorithm 9.
As previously mentioned, for hysteresis to be useful it must hold that: The subsets
cover the whole space, i.e. Sσ ∪ Fσ ∪ Rσ ⊇ Xσ, and that the subsets intersect, i.e.
Sσ ∩ Fσ 6= ∅, Sσ ∩ Rσ 6= ∅, Fσ ∩ Rσ 6= ∅. If the intersection between subsets is
empty, the hysteresis action algorithms behave like the non-hysteresis counterparts.

Success Subset

Running Subset

Failure Subset

s1
s2

s3

r4

r5

r6

r7

s8 f8

Figure 4.16: Simulated BT execution with intersecting subsets using hysteresis. Xt=8
σ

is resolved as success, for the left branch (s8); and as failure, for the right branch (f8).
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Algorithm 9: Action Hysteresis.

if Xσ(t) ∈ Sσ ∩ Fσ ∩ Rσ then
return prev_s

if Xσ(t) ∈ Sσ ∩ Fσ & prev_s = Succ |Fail then
return Success | Failure

if Xσ(t) ∈ Sσ ∩ Fσ & prev_s 6= Succ |Fail then
return prev_st ← Resolve()

(repeat replacing S,F for S,R
(repeat replacing S,F for F,R
if Xσ(t) ∈ Sσ |Fσ then

return prev_st ← Succ |Fail
if Xσ(t) ∈ Rσ then

Uσ(t) ← γσ(Xσ(t))
return prev_s ← Running

end

Intuitively, the hysteresis represented in Algorithm 9 functions by checking if
the instantaneous configuration belongs to the intersection of three or two subsets.
In case of intersection occurring it will prefer to return the previous state if it is still
valid. In case the instantaneous configuration changed and now belonged to a new
subset intersection, it would be resolved heuristically by choosing the most likely
subset. Such subset is chosen according to how well it represents the instantaneous
configuration with respect to the other subsets; this representation measurement is
called subset quality and it is explained below in Section 4.6.2.

4.6.2 Quality Analysis of Success, Failure, and Running
Intuitively, it is clear that a variable configuration Xσ, which lies inside the success
subset far from the failure or running subsets is better represented by the success
state than any other. In general, a variable that lies deep inside the region it belongs
to, i.e. far from the borders, is also better represented by such region, than it would
be if Xσ was near the border. This is so because deep inside the region, there has
to occur a greater change in the variable, for it to leave the original subset; than it
would need to occur if the variable Xσ was near the border of the region.

Normally, it would be irrelevant to measure how well a variable is represented by
the region to which it belongs. However, this becomes necessary when the hysteresis
subset action resolution is undecided between two or more subsets. To this end,
we introduce the quality of a state value as follows: Consider a metric M over
the n-dimensional state space variables, which allows us to calculate the distance
between Xσ, and arbitrary points of interest in the state space, e.g. points in the
border of the subsets. Using the metric M, we are interested in calculating the
minimal distance between Xσ and the boundary of each subset. This problem can
be visualized as a n-dimensional ball of radius zero centered at Xσ(t), which starts
growing until its frontier intersects the border of each region.
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Algorithm 10: Qualitative Resolution.

~H(Xσ(t)) = [HS, HF, HR]>
[s, f, r] = dist3(Xσ : S,F,R)
~QS|F|R = s(−1)1|2|2+HS + f(−1)2|1|2+HF + r(−1)2|2|1+HR

return state = arg max
S,F,R

~Q

The quality Q, is obtained as follows: 1) We write a vector specifying to
which subset the instantaneous configuration belongs to ~H(Xσ(t)) = [HS, HF, HR]>,
where H? = {1, if Xσ ∈ ? or 0, if Xσ /∈ ?}; 2) We calculate the mini-
mum distances between Xσ and the borders of the three subsets dist(Xσ,S) = s,
dist(Xσ,F) = f, dist(Xσ,R) = r; 3) We compute the quality of Xσ belonging to
? = S, F, or R, as Q? = s(−1)a+HS + f(−1)b+HF +r(−1)c+HR with (a, b, c) = (1, 2, 2),
(2, 1, 2), or (2, 2, 1) respectively for success, failure, and running. Intuitively, the
process of deciding for a subset when ambiguities arise is quite simple: For each
subset in {S,F,R}, calculate the quality of Xσ(t) belonging to that subset, i.e. ~Q =
{QS, QF, QR}, and pick the subset with the highest quality, i.e. arg max ~Q[S,F,R].
An example is presented in Fig. 4.16, where the quality of s8 belonging to success
is higher than failure, due to its relative position within the regions. Deciding the
subset of Xσ through a qualitative analysis is an easy way to statistically minimize
the amount of action switching that could be triggered in the future due to noise.

4.7 BTs and High-Level Planning

In this section, we demonstrate a fully functional three layer system where the task
is specified through an LTL formula. The NAO in the environment, depicted in
Fig. 4.17, is described as a transition system, and the plan generation is done first
as an input/output automaton before it is translated into a BT for execution. For
the translation into BTs, we process the automaton following an algorithm that
resembles the unfolding method proposed in Section 4.5.2 for CHDSs.

The NAO robot’s workspace is partitioned into nine regions; six rooms and three
corridor regions. We consider that the robot is capable of performing the following
actions Σ: r, b, l, t (move to the neighboring region on the right, bottom, left, or top,
respectively), grab (grasp a ball), drop (drop a ball), and σsur = light_up.

The robot’s state is specified by the robot location in the grid, and whether or
not it holds a ball. The robot is not allowed to cross walls (represented by black line
segments), and therefore the motion primitives r, b, l, and t, cannot be used at every
position in the grid. Similarly, the action grab is enabled only in the set of regions
G, where there is an object that can be grasped G ⊆ {R1, . . . , R6, C1, . . . , C3}. The
transition system is presented below, specifying how each action affects the discrete
state. The NAO robot starts in R1 without any object in its hands.
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Figure 4.17: Robot workspace (left), and partitioned workspace abstraction (right).

In the transition system, the arrows indicate the actions performed, and the
tuples to the left/right of the arrow are the initial/final discrete states, respectively.
The transition system consists of the following elements:

• S = {R1, . . . , R6, C1, . . . , C3} × {1, 0};
sinit = (R1, 0);
Σ = {r, b, l, t, grab, drop, light_up};
Π = {R1, . . . , R6};

• (R1, 0) light_up−−−−−→ (R1, 0)

• For all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} , x ∈ {1, 0} :
(Ci, x) r−→ (Ci+1, x), (Ci+1, x) l−→ (Ci, x)
(Ri, x) b−→ (Ci, x), (Ci, x) t−→ (Ri, x)
(Ri+3, x) t−→ (Ci, x), (Ci, x) b−→ (Ri+3, x)

• For all Ri ∈ G :
(Ri, 0) grab−−−→ (Ri, 1)

• For all i ∈ {1, . . . , 6} :
(Ri, 1) drop−−−→ (Ri, 0)

• For all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} , x ∈ {1, 0} :
L((Ri, x)) = {Ri}, L((Ri+3, x)) = {Ri+3}, L((Ci, x)) = ∅

To illustrate the automatic plan generation, we consider three different tasks
represented by cases A, B, and C; depicted in Fig. 4.18.
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(a) Case A. (b) Case B. (c) Case C.

Figure 4.18: NAO surveillance cycles for test cases A, B, and C. The yellow star repre-
sents the light_up action. The filled and empty circles depict grasp and drop, respectively.
The black arrows are the beginning of a cycle, before grasp is attempted. The continuation
of the trajectory after a successful/failed grasp, is depicted in green/red, respectively.

Case A Periodically grab a ball in R6 and drop it in R2. The executed surveillance
cycle is shown in Fig. 4.18a. After a grasp failure, room R2 is not visited
because R2 ∧ drop cannot be satisfied.

GF(R6 ∧ grab ∧ F(R2 ∧ drop)) ∧ GF light_up.

Case B Periodically grab a ball in R4 or in R5, and drop it in R2. The executed
surveillance cycle is shown in Fig. 4.18b. After either grasp is successful, the
robot goes directly to R2 to drop it.

GF((R4 ∧ grab ∨R5 ∧ grab) ∧ F(R2 ∧ drop)) ∧ GF light_up.

Case C Periodically visit R2, R3, R6, and R5 in this order; while in R6 grab a ball
and drop it later in R4. The executed surveillance cycle is shown in Fig. 4.18c.
After the ball is grasped or not, room R5 is visited. Thereafter, R4 is visited
only if the ball was grasped while on R6 in order to drop it.

GF(R1 ⇒
∧
i6=1
¬Ri UR2 ∧ (

∧
i 6=2
¬Ri UR3 ∧ (

∧
i6=3
¬Ri U (R6 ∧ grab) ∧

(
∧
i6=6
¬Ri UR5 ∧ (

∧
i 6=5
¬Ri U (R4 ∧ drop) ∧ (

∧
i 6=4
¬Ri UR1)))))) ∧

GF light_up.
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4.8 System Demonstration

In this section, we present four scenarios that highlight the most important features
of BTs. To implement these scenarios, the author created the first open source
implementation of BTs for the Robot Operating System (ROS).

4.8.1 Fallback Handling
In this scenario, we present a task implemented with open-loop controllers and three
safety mechanisms. During operation, the robot constantly checks if the motors are
hot, the battery is low, or a fall was detected. If any of these conditions occurs, the
appropriate action is taken by the BT shown in Fig. 4.22, to amend the situation.

(a) Walk. (b) Fall. (c) Stand Up t1. (d) Stand Up t2.

Figure 4.19: Fallback detection and handling for the Fall Detected condition.

(a) Stand. (b) Walk. (c) Right. (d) Left. (e) Both. (f) Release.

Figure 4.20: Successful ball grasp.

(a) Stand. (b) Walk. (c) Right. (d) Left. (e) Both. (f) Failed.

Figure 4.21: Failed bottle grasp.
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Figure 4.22: BT representation of the NAO robot grasping task with fallbacks.

In this example, Hot Motors and Low Battery are handled by the NAO sitting
down and disabling its motors. Likewise, Fall Detected is handled, with lesser
priority, by the NAO standing up. If none of these conditions are triggered, the
NAO simply proceeds with the mission specified in the right branch of the BT. The
results are shown in Figs. 4.19, 4.20, 4.21.

4.8.2 Closed-Loop Controllers

In this scenario, we incorporate actions that comprise real closed-loop controllers
for the robot’s head, feet, and arms. With this, we show how BTs can be used
in conjunction with systems that have real time dynamics. Even though we use
a simple ball grasping and throwing scenario to showcase the combination of BTs
with closed-loop controllers, this feedback system was also used in the basket caging,
presented in Chapter 2; and in the rope knotting, presented in Chapter 3.

The task consists of a humanoid robot finding a ball in the environment, walking
towards it, grasping it, and finally throwing it away. In this process, we use vision
algorithms to analyze the camera data and feed the controllers with the proper
references. The results of running the BT shown in Fig. 4.23 are presented in
Fig. 4.24, where the NAO showcases the actions described below.
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∅

⇒

Ball Tracker ∗→

Walker Hand Mover Ball Thrower

Figure 4.23: BT for the cyclic task of grasping and throwing a ball.

(a) Ball Tracker. (b) Walker. (c) Hand Mover. (d) Ball Thrower.

Figure 4.24: BT demonstration using closed-loop controllers with visual feedback.

Ball Tracker is a proportional controller that retrieves the ball u, v coordinates
in the camera view, and sets the head pitch and yaw angles trying to position
the ball in the middle of the camera view. It estimates the ball x, y, z position
in the robot frame so that it can be used by the other controllers.

Walker is a proportional controller that takes the ball position with respect to the
robot as input, and controls the walking speed so that it positions the robot
at the optimal distance for grasping.

Hand Mover is a proportional controller that drives the hand from the initial
position to the grasping pose, which is a distance r above the ball position. It
then closes the fingers and checks if the ball was grasped successfully or not.

Ball Thrower is an open-loop motion template that throws the ball forward. In
this way, the cycle of grasping and throwing the ball can be continued.
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4.8.3 Multi-Agent Coordination
In this scenario, we demonstrate how BTs can coordinate the execution of multiple
agents in a decentralized fashion through the Decorator∼ node, shown in Fig. 4.25.
This specific decorator node was not described in this thesis; however, it is ex-
plained in [62]. We consider two NAOs that cage and lift a basket cooperatively.
These NAOs execute the same controllers and perception algorithms, presented in
Chapter 2, scheduling them in time using BTs, as shown in Fig. 4.26.

The synchronization of two BTs is achieved by the use of ad-hoc node types
called decorators, which can be placed anywhere in the tree where a control-flow
node could be placed. These decorators affect the behavior of its sub-tree in a
predefined way. In this particular case, we use the synchronization decorator, which
lets the execution continue only when both agents have reached the same stage in
their BTs. This means that the decorator holds back the agent that has reached
the synchronization point, until the other agent has also reached the same point.

∅

δ
Dec∼

∗→

LoopExtractor Walker Entangler Lifter

Figure 4.25: BT with a synchronization Decorator∼ for the cooperative caging task.

(a) Scanning Basket. (b) Entangling Basket. (c) Lifting Basket.

Figure 4.26: Basket cage/secure entanglement. The basket’s and robots’ initial positions
are known, and odometry is used for navigation.
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4.8.4 Hierarchical Task Representation
In this scenario, we show how the hierarchical nature of BTs allows us to represent
tasks in a modular way. One such case is found in the knotting tasks, where actions
must be executed sequentially in order to achieve intermediate rope configurations,
which ultimately lead to the desired knot. In Fig. 4.27, we show the BT that
represents the action sequencing to tie the trefoil knot explained in Chapter 3. The
action labels are derived from the enumeration of the 10 steps used to construct
the trefoil knot. We remark that in Fig. 4.27, the step for creating a loop with
the rope, i.e. step 6, can be achieved in two different ways (6.1 and 6.2); this is
conveniently represented using a selector control-flow node in a BT.

Likewise, we can depart from the trefoil BT to construct the BT of more complex
knots. For example, we can construct the knot 52 consisting of the steps: 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, as shown in Fig. 4.28. For simplicity, we have only grouped
together actions 6.1 and 6.2 into one subtree labeled ‘6’. However, arbitrary subtrees
can be grouped together, i.e. abstracted, based on recurrent motion sequences. This
is specially useful for knots like the 73, which uses the motion sequence composed
of steps 7, 8, 9, i.e. thread through hole, several times.

→

1
∗→

→

2 3

4 5 ∗
?

6.1 6.2

7 8 9 10

Figure 4.27: BT for tying a trefoil knot.

→

1
∗→

→

2 3

4 5 6 6 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 4.28: BT for tying a 52 knot.
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4.9 Conclusions

BTs are a very recent tool for action scheduling that was developed within the
video game industry and is now being utilized in robotics. The benefits of using
BTs for plan representation are mainly due to their modularity (decomposability),
and reactiveness (fallback handling). For the game designer and the robot user,
BTs are a very convenient and intuitive way to define personalized behaviors.

In this chapter, we unified the BT literature in a new framework that retains
the best properties of both classical formulations. We compared BTs with CHDSs,
and proposed translation algorithms between them. In order to justify the need
for a hybrid framework, we studied the classical BT paradigms and highlighted
their strengths and limitations. We defined BT modularity, and gave examples
that illustrate how such modularity can be lost due to improper BT design.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we studied the topic of flexible robotic interactions with objects, i.e.
interactions where the object is not rigidly immobilized to the robot embodiment.
This type of manipulation techniques drift from the traditional force closure grasps
in the fact that the object is not fully compliant to the motion of the end-effector.
Nonetheless, we have identified a special kind of flexible interactions called cages,
that due to their secure nature produce bounded uncertainty for the object’s motion.
This boundedness of the object position relative to the robot in a caging scenario
means that it produces an interaction with bounded non-compliancy. In simple
terms, through the use of cages, robots are able to interact in a secure manner
with objects fulfilling a variety of purposes such as: lifting, dragging, and hooking.
The security of the interaction means that the object, once caged, cannot escape
arbitrarily far away from the entity which is restraining its motion.

From a general perspective, we gave examples of all types of interactions across
the spectrum between rigid and flexible, as well as between secure and non-secure.
We focused this thesis primarily on the secure kind of flexible interactions, i.e.
cages, of which we presented two particular scenarios: The direct cage of toroidal
objects through multi-agent cooperation, exemplified by the basket carrying task;
and the indirect cage of toroidal objects through deformable object manipulation,
exemplified by the rope knotting task. The applications of these scenarios may not
be inherently obvious from reading such chapters. However, we remark that caging
of objects with the robot embodiment is primarily useful for transportation tasks,
whereas caging through knotting is primarily useful for search and rescue tasks.

From the caging point of view, we studied the dual relationship between two
seemingly disconnected problems: the cages performed onto objects with topologi-
cal holes, and the cages performed onto objects with hourglass structure. These two
scenarios turned out to be duals of one another and falling into the classification of
ring cages, where one of the entities involved is a loop. We explained how this type
of cage can also be achieved when none of the entities forms a complete closed loop;
this is done using the concept of virtual linking, which proved to be fundamental in
detecting dual cages. Expanding the two caging scenarios presented in this thesis:
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In the first scenario, consisting of caging an object with a hole, we realized
that robotic cooperation was a necessity to produce the desired cage configuration.
The reason for this is that the stretch cage requires the object to be restrained
from opposite sides, and only one robot is not dexterous enough to accomplish it.
Therefore, we focused on exploring the concept of collective intelligence, mentioned
earlier within the context of planning, to generate a meaningful execution based on
the combined action of several simple controllers working together. We formulated
the planning problem representing the information about the robot to object inter-
action, through topological coordinates. Specifically, we used the writhe matrix as
a measurement of how winded or twisted together is the robot’s end-effector with
respect to the loop in the object, which we want to cage. This qualitative assess-
ment gave each agent a sense of directionality which it could use for prioritizing
the region of the state space to explore. The directionality is responsible of finding
motion plans faster than it would take with fully randomized approaches.

By studying this problem in particular, we were able to identify a technique
that could be used to solve generic planning problems involving multiple agents
while keeping the complexity bounded. In general, RRTs and other randomized
search algorithms are used to explore state space configurations of single agents with
K degrees of freedom. Every dimension which is added to the state space increases
the complexity in an exponential fashion. For example, consider an agent whose
state space cardinality is M ; where M represents all the possible configurations
the robot could assume within the K dimensions of its state space. Having two
such agents produces a combined state space with cardinality M2, rather than
2M . Likewise, having N agents produces a combined system with cardinality MN .
This growth of exponential complexity is unmanageable in terms of computations.
Given that M has as many dimensions as degrees of freedom K, are in the robot
embodiment, it is clear why the need to decentralize multi-agent planning problems.

Our technique, presented in Chapter 2, deals with this planning problem in a
decentralized fashion by having an individual pseudo-goal for each agent, i.e. in-
creasing the entanglement. This allows each agent to find its way towards the
desired goal configuration, which is jointly defined by the secure entanglement con-
dition, i.e. the cage. Through a traditional approach for a system with N robots
each of which has state space cardinality M , we would need to create a combined
state space of cardinality MN , and try to find the goal region within it. Such
goal region would be static and represent the pose desired for all the agents in-
volved. However, if the problem allows us to measure the performance or fitness
of individual agent poses with respect to individual pseudo-goals, we can perform
a biased randomized search that guides the agents towards their individual high
fitness poses. In this case, the goal region as seen from the point of view of any
agent, is no longer a static subset of the state space, but rather a region that dy-
namically changes depending on the configurations of the other agents. Given that
each agent knows what it means to improve its pose with respect to a metric, it is
possible for them to cooperate without simultaneously considering the pose of all
agents. In this way, the complexity of the random search is kept at N ×M .
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In the second scenario, consisting of caging an object indirectly using a rope,
we realized that deliberative random search-based approaches for motion planning,
were still not fast enough to be used in highly dynamic tasks like knot tying. There-
fore, we studied the possibility of using smart parameterizations which could bypass
entirely the need for planning within an abstract model of the environment. In-
stead, we used the sensor data and vision algorithms to extract knot configurations
and loops, through which we could insert the rope for knot tying. We exploited the
physical properties of the magnetic fields to build a robust system that could tie
knots. The computational complexity of our insertion trajectory action is very low;
this freed resources to execute physical simulations that could predict the outcome
of actions in advance. Such deliberative system could be used to autonomously
determine if a given sequence of actions would generate the desired knot before ex-
ecuting them. Likewise, we used Monte-Carlo simulations to obtain the reliability
of our approach when coping with different levels of noise.

By studying this problem in particular, we were able to draw a parallel to the
basket caging scenario which also deals with the problem of inserting robotic arms
through a loop. We realized that motion planning is not always necessary, and it is
sometimes detrimental for generating trajectories. The randomness associated to
motion planning approaches has the advantage of being capable to handle unstruc-
tured environments at the cost of inserting latency in the computation. However,
in well defined scenarios such as the loop insertion, it is possible to use mere mathe-
matical computations to extract directly a valid insertion trajectory. From a philo-
sophical point of view, it could be argued that the way in which the information
about the target loop’s pose is processed for insertion with magnetic fields is more
algorithmically intelligent, than the way in which it is processed for entanglement
with random search approaches. The former exploits the physical nature and the
structure of the problem in a clever manner, whereas the latter simply forces its
way into it. The decision about which technique is most suitable clearly depends
on the problem. A combination of both approaches is the most versatile because it
utilizes the randomness of the search to deal with the unstructured nature of the
problem, while keeping the complexity bounded, by searching in a guided manner.

Our technique for autonomous insertion and knotting presented in Chapter 3,
bypasses the motion planning entirely by using the fact that magnetic fields gen-
erated by loops of current always traverse the interior of such loops. Similar ideas
could be used to derive other grasping and insertion techniques based on other at-
tributes of the objects, such as their local curvature, mass distribution, and surface
planarity. Nevertheless, we remark that motion planning is not entirely avoidable
because the limitations of the robot embodiment to follow such trajectories still
needs to be considered. For this reason, we came to the conclusion that motion
planners could be greatly improved if their search was not done blindly, but with
some kind of guidance; either through a qualitative bias, or through a guiding
Cartesian trajectory. Examples of these biases that could serve as directional met-
rics for the search were represented in the basket entanglement scenario, by the
writhe matrix; and in the knot tying scenario, by the magnetic fields.
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Lastly, we explored the world of action schedulers focusing on BTs, as a novel
approach for action scheduling coming straight from the video game industry. We
managed to unify the existing literature and resolve the paradigm conflict between
reactive and non-reactive BTs. We expressed the dynamic events taking place inside
BT action nodes using the same mathematical notation employed for Controlled
Hybrid Dynamical Systems (CHDSs). This allowed us to draw parallels between
both representation frameworks for task scheduling: CHDSs having a flat structure
with multiple transitions at every stage vs. BTs preferring a hierarchical arrange-
ment of actions with a dual outcome space that branches out recursively.

We proposed BT classifications according to what we called paradigms, and gave
insights into the differences among them. Most importantly, we presented transla-
tion algorithms that explicitly convert between the flat CHDS representation and
the hierarchical BT representation. Our work in this regard, allowed us to conclude
that BTs can conveniently capture in an elegant way the most common structures
that appear when constructing CHDSs. By using BTs as middle layer represen-
tation, the plan design acquires a hierarchical structure where the complexity is
reduced by enforcing modular action composition.

Finally, we demonstrated how BTs can be used in five different scenarios high-
lighting the benefits of each: prioritized fallback handling, scheduling of feedback
controllers, integration with LTL through automata representation, coordination of
multiple agents with adjustable degree of synchronism, and convenient representa-
tion for tasks of hierarchical nature like knotting.

In summary, the contributions of this thesis are:

1. Classification of robot to object interactions with respect to their flexibility
and rigidity.

2. Definition of cage as a flexible secure interaction. The concept of cage duality
and the new classification hierarchy of waist and stretch cages.

3. Definition of the condition called secure entanglement that guarantees stretch
cages for dual-agent systems.

4. Motion planning algorithm based on biased random tree exploration with
dynamic node quality update.

5. Knotting framework for robots to produce cages on objects through the use
of a rope, without requiring direct physical contact with the object.

6. Path generation algorithm based on magnetic fields with dynamic adaptation
for inserting an end-effector through a loop in a knotting/threading task.

7. Unification of the two competing BT paradigms into a common framework
that combines the benefits of both.

8. Bi-directional translation algorithms between BTs and CHDSs.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

Aside from the main topic of this thesis, i.e. flexible interactions with objects,
we gave an overview of the history of robotics as a field, and the future challenges
in artificial intelligence. We started from the first steps taken towards defining
machine intelligence in the 20th century, and talked about its relationship to infor-
mation representation. We referred to Minsky’s proposal where he conceived the
idea of a machine that would build within itself an abstract model of the environ-
ment that it could use to test hypotheses and explore solutions, before attempting
to solve the real problem in the physical world. We touched upon the concept
of individual intelligence contrasting it to the distributed model. We noted that
complex intelligence can arise from simple agents which cooperate together with a
common goal, as it was shown in the basket caging task.

We spoke about the additional problems that arise when considering robotic
agents which exist in the physical world, and the different control paradigms that
have been proposed. We noted that there are mainly two schools of thought: one,
supporting the idea of deliberating within a simulation to mimic high levels of intel-
ligence; and the other, supporting a reactive approach where simple stimuli trigger
reflex-like responses. We spoke about the benefits of each control paradigm when
it comes to response times, representation dependency, and predictive capabilities.
In our unified BT framework, we proposed a system that can represent complex
plans, computable through deliberative reasoning, retaining the fallback handling
capabilities of the reactive control paradigm.

From a philosophical point of view, we considered intelligence as a purely bio-
logical concept, arguing that thoughts and intelligence are not something exclusive
of higher life forms. We noted that there could be no significant difference between
reflexes and complex thoughts; besides of their relative duration and the number
of neurons triggered in each case. We identified the reason behind there not being
such difference between reflexes and thoughts, referring to it as causality.

Later, we discussed the most controversial topic of this thesis: algorithmic intel-
ligence. We challenged Turing’s definition of machine intelligence, by noting that:
It is not sufficient to fool a human, for a robot to qualify as intelligent. We claim
that intelligence relates to the degree of sophistication with which a machine uses
the information available to fulfill a certain purpose. The complexity of the method
used to distill the information and perform is where the intelligence actually resides.
Therefore, it is a mistake to think that we can measure intelligence with a simple
test that can either be passed or failed, without any real understanding.

In our study of algorithmic intelligence, we spoke about memory, information
theory, and mappings. After analyzing the parallels between different organisms
and how they use information in their favor, we realized that intelligence is not a
unique quality to living creatures. We concluded that electro-mechanical devices
could qualify as intelligent, if they processed information in a sophisticated way,
e.g. having some sort of understanding. Nevertheless, we noted that an intelligent
machine may not have a sense of self, like we humans do. For example, in Chapter 3
we identified the information required for an insertion task, i.e. the target loop
coordinates, and proposed an algorithm that uses such information intelligently.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions

We challenged also the notion of intelligence proposed by Hawking, as the ability
to adapt to change. We brought attention to the fact that much of the adapta-
tion capabilities of living creatures seem like reflex responses involving no thought
process. This led us to question whether intelligence and causality are two funda-
mentally incompatible concepts, posing the question: Does an organism needs to
be free in order to be intelligent? Or put in another way: Can algorithms exhibit
intelligence? In Chapter 4, we spoke about the three layer robotic architectures
and how such systems have some degree of intelligence for solving a given problem.

The three layer architecture consists of: a bottom layer, which copes with the
dynamics and controllers to move actuators; a middle layer, which uses controllers
to build discrete actions; and a top layer, which makes plans to solve a task given
a model of the environment. This scheme is certainly incomplete because it lacks
a layer that could grant some degree of algorithmic freedom to the robot. In philo-
sophical terms, we thought about the implications of programming such a machine,
and came to the conclusion that we humans may not be that different from our
hypothetical algorithmic counterparts. This means that if the universe is indeed
deterministic; then our thoughts and decisions could also be predestined to occur,
thereby destroying the freedom that we assume separates us from machines.

With this thesis, we have shown that depending on the perspective with which a
problem is studied, different interesting scenarios can be generated. In the matter of
robot to object interactions, the robotics field has long been stuck in the problem of
grasping through rigid immobilizing grasps. By lessening the restrictions imposed
to interactions between robots and objects, we can conceive a much wider range of
possible scenarios. The new classification of flexible interactions proposed in this
thesis, and the solutions created for tackling some of these new scenarios, are just
the beginning of what can be achieved in regards to physical robotic interactions.

Moving forward in this research direction can be done in a multitude of ways,
for example: Using cloths or other deformable materials to drag objects, relying
on frictional forces without necessarily having a secure interlinking (cage); Using
physics simulations to predict how a given action would affect the environment
before actually carrying it out; Using visual feedback to evaluate if the action
executed affected the world in the expected way, and updating the model governing
the interaction to account for and correct and any discrepancies.

Aside from these challenging problems to model the physical interactions be-
tween robots and their environment, it will still be a long time until our technology
is mature enough to finally build a machine that can algorithmically think and feel.
In the meantime, we devote ourselves to solve small pieces of the big puzzle hoping
that one day, these pieces may be put together perhaps by someone else. It is still
to be seen which ethical implications will intelligent machines entail, and how will
they affect our daily lives. Perhaps it will take much longer until we can answer
the philosophical questions about the algorithmic intelligence, and the freedom of
the mind. Nonetheless, what is for certain is that we continue looking for answers
in the quest for building the algorithmic human.
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